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FOREWORD

In our endeavour to provide the best possible infrastructure for convenience and comfort

of our passengers and other stakeholders, Indian railways have been improving the Railways

Stations on a continuous basis. Towards this pursuit of excellence, L&A directorate has brought

out this Manual of Standards and Specification for Railway Stations to be used for development of

station into world class station through Public Private Partnership. 

The first of its kind, this manual has laid down set of guidelines, standards and specifications for the

construction of new Railway Stations or Redevelopment of the existing Stations to bring them up

to the International Standards in terms of efficiency of operations and providing the comfort and

convenience to our passengers and the stakeholders. 

 A number of stations of IR, located at metropolitan cities and important centers are identified for

development through PPP route by leveraging a part of the real-estate development potential.

Hon'ble Minister for Railways has already taken up an ambitious program of Redeveloping 26

station into world class station so far requiring huge investments. Most of these investments are

expected to be realised through partnership with the private sector. Ensuring participation of

the private sector in infrastructure development in a transparent manner requires specific

framework. It requires a greater clarity on scope of work along with Expected performance parameters

other than manageable level of risk and adequate service quality assurance at an affordable cost.

This manual, I hope will serve this purpose by laying down the minimum standards that the MOR
and the concessionaire will observe and expect on the matter of construction and management of

these stations 

I hope that this manual will be of interest to all those who are interested in redeveloping the

station, either new or existing through PPP route into world class station. I wish all success to

them in their endeavour to achieve a world class facility at Railway Stations.

June, 2009 Chairman, Railway Board 
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PREFACE

The objective of developing Manual of Standards and Specifications for Railway Stations is to

establish the bench marks for building either a new station or redevelop the existing Railway

Stations into world class stations through PPP route. Manual will provide norms and guidance to

future Station developers to build facilities comparable to International standards and yet remain

unique to the socioeconomic, cultural and other needs of the Indian Railways and its customers. 

The Manual has been prepared with the intent to use it during the stage of development of master

plan and feasibility report and later as a part of the Concession Agreement for Railway Stations,

allowing the desired flexibility to the potential Concessionaires for innovation in design and
construction at reduced life cycle costs while improving efficiencies of operations,

performance, passenger comfort, and safety. By addressing a number of aspects of station

design without dictating design and operational processes, the Manual provides direction and clear

focus on issues and criteria that the Concessionaire needs to explore further in the design,

operational philosophies and performance standards for passenger safety, security, comfort and

desired levels of service. Manual also lays emphasis on modular, sustainable and

environmentally responsible construction management approach. 

The Manual has been developed after extensive discussions and deliberations by team of

international experts and officials of Indian Railways. Committee of Executive Directors associated

with their Directors have gone through clause by clause of this manual and consider it as a living

document which shall be improved after every experience gained to provide specific guidance for

the redevelopment or construction of new Railway Stations to be taken next in hand in a manner

that shall achieve greater clarity and crypt-ness in the description. 

I congratulate L&A directorate who have brought out this manual, the first of its kind with the help

of Superior global infrastructure Consulting Pvt. Ltd, other directorates of the Board, NR project

team and Rail Land Development Authority in such a short time and wish all success to those who

intends to use it.

June, 2009 Member/Engineering, 

Railway Board 
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DOCUMENT DATA SHEET

Specification No.
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Title of Document

Draft Specif ication for True Colour Video -cum- Train
Information Display System
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Director/Telecom-II/RDSO

 Approved by

Executive Director/Telecom/RDSO

 Abstract

This document specifies the technical specification for “ True Colour Video -
cum- Train Information Display System” consisting of networked Indoor &
Outdoor Video Display Boards, Train Information Displays, Coach Guidance
Displays and PC Based Announcement System. In addition to displaying train
related information like arrival/departure timings, this system is also used for
showing commercial advertisements and video information.
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I SUMMARY

This document covers the technical requirements of True Colour Video -cum- Train
Information Display System suitable for displaying Train Arrival/Departure
Indication, Coach Guidance, PC Based Announcement System and for showing
True Colour Commercial Advertisements & Video Displays.

II SOURCE

Draft specification RDSO/SPN/TC/67/2008, Rev 1.0 has been prepared by RDSO,
Lucknow based on the recommendation of 34

th
 TCSC meeting and with approval

of Railway vide letter No. 2004/Tele/TCM/1 dated 01/06/2007.

III FOREWORD

RDSO/SPN specification is issued as draft specification. This specification is
circulated to customers/ Railways and field inspection units for comments.

In the absence of IRS specification, procurement may be made as per RDSO/SPN
specification.

This specification requires the reference to the following specifications:

RDSO/SPN/144 The Safety and reliability requirement of electronic signaling
equipment

IS:9000 Basic environmental testing procedures for electronic and
electrical items

Wherever, reference to any specifications appears in this document, it shall be
taken as a reference to the latest version of that specification unless the year of

issue of the specification is specifically stated.
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANISATION
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

MANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW

DRAFT SPECIFICATION FOR
TRUE COLOUR VIDEO -CUM- TRAIN INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM

DRAFT SPECIFICATION NO.: RDSO/SPN/TC/67/2008, Revision 1.0

1.0 SCOPE

This document covers the technical specifications of “True Colour Video -cum-

Train Information Display System” used for giving train arrival/departure information
and any other video to passengers. It specifies the requirements for PC based
announcement system and true colour display boards; namely platform display
boards, coach guidance display boards, indoor video display boards and outdoor
video display boards; placed at various places of the stations with the feature of
networking and operation from a centralized place.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 The True Colour Video -cum- Train Information Display System shall consist of
central controller with standby for redundancy, Central Data Switch, Platform Data

Controller, Video Display Controller, true colour display boards of different sizes
(for Platform Display, Coach Guidance Display, Indoor Video Display and Outdoor
Video Display) and interfaces for CCTV and Audio Announcement System as
shown in Diagram 1 (Sheet 1 and 2). Central Controllers and all other devices are
to be pre-loaded with the required software for user interface for display and
announcement. The Platform, Coach Guidance, Indoor and Outdoor display
boards shall be of LED based, high bright, daytime visible and with suitable
structure to mount the display boards.

2.2 The display system shall display train number, name of train, expected time,
arrival/departure and platform number for multiple trains at a time on Indoor or

Outdoor Video Display Boards. The Platform Display system shall display the
information of one train at a time scheduled for that platform. It should also be
possible to give at-a-glance display on a Platform Display for coach guidance to
passengers, indicating the coach composition of the train scheduled for that
platform.

2.3 The true colour Indoor and Outdoor Video Displays shall display train information,
commercials, entertainment programs and other information for passengers. The
system shall allow programming the video information to display from a remote
place through WAN (Wide Area Network). It shall capable of displaying video
telecast from central place through WAN which can be used at the time of

emergency or on a special events.
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2.4 The system shall provide an interface suitable to integrate with the existing CCTV
network of the railway station to display the train information similar to that
displayed on an Indoor Video Display board. The system shall also provide an
interface suitable to integrate with the existing audio announcement system of the

railway station to announce the train information and any other types of text
messages. The system shall be flexible to incorporate any features required by
railways.

3.0 SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

3.1 Hardware Requirements

The system shall mainly consist of:

a) Central Data Controller (CDC)

b) Central Data Switch (CDS)
c) Platform Data Controller (PDC)

d) Platform Display (PFD)

e) Coach Guidance Display (CGD)

f) Video Display Controller (VDC)

g) Indoor Video Display (IVD)

h) Outdoor Video Display (OVD)

3.2 Central Data Controller (CDC):

3.2.1 The system shall have provision for redundant control units. Both the controllers
shall be pre-loaded with all the software and services required. There shall be
continuous data synchronization between these two controllers through a LAN link.
User should be able to avail the service from either of the systems and data is to
be synchronized for every transaction in both the controllers.

3.2.2  The Central Data Controller (CDC) shall comprise of two PCs, one UPS, one CDS,
one Audio Selector Switch and one set of Speakers and Microphone. The PC shall
be of reputed brand having minimum configuration as mentioned below:

a) Pentium–IV or equivalent processor (2.6GHz or higher)

b) 1GB RAM

c) 80GB SATA HDD

d) DVD ROM Drive

e) Standard I/O Ports (1 Parallel, 1 Serial, 1 VGA, 2 PS/2, 2 USB, etc. (minimum))

f) Windows 2003 Server or higher version of Operating System (OS)

g) 10/100Mbps Ethernet Interface

h) Audio Out and Audio In
i) Keyboard and Mouse
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 j) 15” Colour LCD/TFT Monitor

k) SQL Server 2000 or higher as the back-end database

3.2.3 The CDC & CDS shall have a common UPS of adequate capacity with minimum
ONE hour battery backup of standard make for uninterrupted operations incase of
mains power supply failures and fluctuations.

3.2.4 Two PCs working in standby mode as Central Data Controllers, connected in a
LAN shall be provided.

3.2.5 The CDC shall be installed and operated from any suitable control centre or
enquiry office, preferably in dust free and air conditioning environment to improve
the reliability of the system.

3.2.6 The CDC shall be provided with suitable voice recording and voice playback facility

for making PC based audio announcement. There shall be provision for one
speaker of minimum 5W with volume control to monitor the announcement.

3.2.7 Pressing the ON/OFF button of the controller (main/standby) should switch on the
system with auto running of software. Again pressing the button should switch off
the controller. Controller is to be switched off only after closing the programs and
proper shut down.

3.2.8 The selection of audio outputs from the main and standby controllers shall be
automatic and shall be interfaced with the existing public address system of the
railway station.

3.2.9 Suitable hardware & software shall be provided in the system for taking data &
required information from automatic train information system like train charting
server for displaying train information on various types of display boards, coach
guidance systems and for making announcement, if proper interface is specified by
the purchaser. (Optional)

3.2.10 Separate standard cabinet of suitable dimensions shall be provided to house two
numbers of Data Controllers as specified in 3.2.2 with associated accessories. The
typical arrangement of the CDC rack is shown in Diagram 2.

3.2.11 Cabinet should be made of galvanized MS sheet of minimum 18 SWG thickness to
achieve modular and ergonomic design for good maintainability. The cabinet
should be rust free and powder coated in ivory/gray colour. It should have front
door of tinted toughened glass and a metal rear door. Shelves of suitable height
shall be provided to accommodate the equipment. Proper power supply distribution
with plugs & sockets of appropriate capacity and earthing arrangement shall be
provided for the cabinet.

3.2.12 The cabinet shall have the front and back sides locking facility for equipment
safety. Gland plates shall be provided on the top and bottom panel of cabinet for
cable entry.
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3.2.13 Keyboards and Monitors should be placed inside the cabinet at appropriate height
for easy and comfortable operation. Keyboards shall be provided with sliding
arrangement.

3.2.14 LCD/ Plasma TV should be preferably used for the CCTV display. Size of the LCD/
Plasma should be decided by the purchaser as per site condition.

3.2.15 The Platform and Coach Guidance Boards shall have inbuilt Flash type of
nonvolatile memory for the storage of database required to display Text and
Graphics information on these boards. It shall be possible to upload the database,
like train information, text messages, images, etc., from the CDC on the same
communication link used for normal train arrival/departure display.

3.2.16 The time required to upload a block of 1K Bytes database to a Platform Data
Controller from the Central Data Controller shall not exceed TWO seconds. The

response time of the Platform & Coach Guidance Display Boards to the CDC
commands, like train arrival/departure display on PFD, coach numbers display on
CGD, text message display, image display, display on/off etc. , shall also not
exceed TWO seconds.

3.2.17 The time required to upload a block of 1M Bytes database to a Video Display
Controller (VDC) from the Central Data Controller (CDC) shall not exceed ONE
second. The response time of the VDC to the CDC commands, like train
arrival/departure display, video display, image display etc. shall not exceed TWO
seconds. 

3.3 Central Data Switch (CDS):

3.3.1 The Central Data Switch (CDS) shall provide Ethernet based IP data
communication among multiple display devices and controllers namely Platform
Data Controllers and Video Display Controllers.

3.3.2 The CDS should be a multi-port Ethernet communication device. It should have
minimum 2 Ethernet ports for display/control information coming from the two
controllers and at least 14 Ethernet ports for driving Platform Display controllers,
Video Display Controllers and for expansion. Actual number of Ethernet ports shall
depend on the site specific requirements. The Central Data Switch shall be

managed switch of CISCO or 3COM or NORTEL or HP make.

3.3.3 In case of failure of a port of CDS, it shall be possible to use any available spare
port immediately to restore the functionality of the system with minimum down
time.

3.3.4 The CDS shall be powered by 230 Volts AC mains and shall operate from 160V to
265V AC at 50Hz. The Switch shall have LED indications for monitoring the
communication health of the connected ports.

3.3.5 The communication shall be on CAT5 or higher category cables and all ports

should be properly protected against voltage surges. Suitable Ethernet to RS485
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interface converter shall be used incase the unit connected, to a CDS port, has
RS485 interface. The interface converter shall have inbuilt isolation for all its ports.

3.3.6 Suitable signal boosters or repeaters shall be used for installation incase the length

of the cable between the CDS and PDC is more than the permissible, to
compensate the cable losses.

3.3.7 Necessary diagnostic routines shall be provided to the operator with the help of
which operator shall be able to avail the information regarding the faulty ports so
that the necessary action can be taken to rectify the same.

3.4 Platform Data Controller (PDC):

3.4.1 One Platform Data Controller shall be preferably installed on each platform
preferably at the halfway length of the platform to drive the respective downstream
display devices namely, Platform and Coach Guidance display boards.

3.4.2 The PDC shall route the data/ instructions coming from the Central Data Switch to
the downstream display devices and health/ diagnostics information from the
display devices to CDS.

3.4.3 The PDC should have at least two RS485/Ethernet ports for interfacing to the
Central Data Switch, at least four serial RS485 ports for driving Platform Display
boards and Coach Guidance Display boards.

3.4.4 The PDC shall be powered by 230 Volts AC mains and shall operate from 160V to265V AC at 50Hz. The unit should have LED indications for monitoring the
communication status of the connected ports.

3.4.5 The serial port connection to the coach guidance display boards along a line shall
be daisy chained and in case of a failure (like power down) of a unit, the extension
of communication link shall not be affected. Also in case of removal of any Platform
Display Board or Coach Guidance Display Board for repair, provision shall be there
to bypass/extend the communication link.

3.4.6 The PDC shall communicate with CDS and display devices connected to it on a
properly isolated interface. 

3.5 Platform Display Boards:

3.5.1 The platform display board shall display the arrival/departure information of a train
scheduled for that platform. If the platform display board is common between two
platforms, it shall be able to display the train information of trains scheduled on
both the platforms alternatively.

3.5.2 The platform display board shall also give at-a-glance information with coach
composition details of the train arriving/departing on a platform. If the multi train
information is to be displayed, it shall be done on time sharing basis.
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3.5.3 The platform display board shall display only one train information at a time
scheduled to arrive on / depart from a platform. If the multi train information is to be
displayed, it shall be done on time sharing basis.

3.5.4 The platform display board shall be able to display commercial advertisements and
logos of suitable size utilizing the true colour display feature of the unit under the
control of Central and Platform Data Controllers.

3.5.5 The platform display boards can be mounted on the platform, foot over bridge and
at the entrance of platform as specified by purchaser. The platform display boards
which are to be mounted in the middle of a platform shall have both side displays.

3.5.6 The titles, like, train number, name, expected time, arrival/departure, platform
number etc. should be displayed on the display area of the board, as per the data
shown on the display board. Alternatively, these titles can be screen printed on the

casings. These titles shall be clearly readable from a distance of minimum 50
meters in the brightest part of the day. Colour of characters should be preferably in
“white” or otherwise specified by purchaser.

3.5.7 There shall be provision to display the status of train like late, rescheduled,
cancelled, indefinite late, diverted etc.

3.5.8 The information on display boards shall be displayed in turn in English, Hindi and if
so required by the purchaser in a regional language.

3.5.9 The platform display boards shall be dust proof, weather proof, water proof and

vibration proof as per IP54.

3.5.10 Display on the board shall be flicker free.

3.5.11 The display on a board shall be immune from the effect of 25KV AC traction line or
electro-magnetic induction or any other electro-static induction.

3.5.12 Each display shall last for specific period of up to 60 seconds and shall be
adjustable from the control center.

3.5.13 SMD type LEDs with equal fringe and uniform intensity are to be used to ensure
that the information to be displayed is with excellent contrast so that no black
patches are visible on the display screen.

3.5.14 These display boards shall be constructed using PCB modules of 32x24 LED
matrixes. The mechanical mounting of these modules shall be such that easy
replacement of PCB module is possible in case of repair. Such replacement shall
not call for removing any other PCBs.

3.5.15 The construction of different type of display boards should be modular, such that
any module (i.e. PCB, connector, cable, power supply unit etc.) can be easily
removed when defective and a fresh module is fixed to make the system functional
again. Wiring between different modules should be done with the help of
male/female type of connectors. There should not be any requirement of rewiring,
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re-soldering/ de-soldering or opening and reconnections of wiring etc. during the
maintenance, unless there is damage to the wiring. Proper cable guides are to be
provided inside the display board for drawing cables and wires neatly.

3.5.16 All the power supply modules are to be mounted at appropriate locations inside the
display board with enclosure for easy maintenance and accessibility. Display
controller/driver modules of display board should also be easily accessible. LED
display modules should be accessible from front side.

3.5.17 Suitable earthing arrangement has to be provided for earthing the body of display
board.

3.5.18 The relevant ICs for the display board should preferably be of surface mounted
device (SMD) to ensure high reliability.

3.5.19 Display boards shall be capable of working in temperature range of -10°C to +70°C
and relative humidity up to 95% at ambient temperature of 40°C without any
degradation.

3.5.20 There should be in-built SMPS power supply modules to work directly on 230V AC
with short circuit protection with properly rated fuse at its input.

3.5.21 The display board shall communicate with the Platform Data Controller on a
properly isolated interface.

3.5.22 The display boards should not display any garbage until the required information is

available from the Platform Data Controller. The boards shall have proper recovery
mechanism built-in to recover automatically in case the processor goes haywire
due to any external disturbance caused by high voltage traction etc.

3.5.23 Material used for the printed circuit board (PCB) shall be copper clad glass epoxy
of grade FR-4 or equivalent. The PCB thickness shall be minimum 1.6mm.

3.5.24 CONFORMAL COATINGS: Assembled and tested printed boards should be given
a conformal coating to enable them for functioning under adverse environmental
conditions. The coating material should be properly chosen to protect the assembly
from the following hazards.

a) Humidity

b) Dust and dirt

c) Airborne contaminants like smoke and chemical vapors

d) Conducting particles like metal clips and filings

e) Accidental short circuit by dropped tools, fasteners etc.

f) Abrasion damage

g) Vibration and shock (to a certain extent)

3.5.25 The solder masks (green/black) shall be applied on the solder side and component
side of the card.
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3.5.26 The following description shall be screen printed on the component side of the
PCB

a) Component outline in the proximity of the component

b) Manufacturer’s name

c) PCB name

d) Part number

3.5.27 The following description shall be engraved on the PCB

a) The manufacturing serial number

b) Month and year of manufacture

3.5.28 The Platform display board should have preferably the following character sizes:

a) Character Size on display board with 16 Rows of SMD LEDs:

For English, the character size shall be of minimum 12x16 LED matrix. There
should be a gap of preferably 2x16 LED matrix between two consecutive
characters and 5x16 LED matrix between two consecutive fields. However, actual
character size will depend on the font type.

b) Character Size for Coach Composition Data display:

For English, the character size shall be of minimum 6x8 LED matrix. There should
be a gap of minimum 1x8 LED matrix between two consecutive characters and 3x8
LED matrix between two consecutive fields. However, actual character size will
depend on the font type.

3.5.29 Preferably CAT5 or higher grade cable shall be provided for the data
communication.

3.5.30 In data communication, Class-D surge protection circuit should be provided in each
platform display board, coach guidance display board and platform data controller.

3.5.31 Display format of 384x24 Platform Display Board with Single Line Display shall be
as under: 

3.5.32 Field format of Platform Display board with SMD LED matrix of 384x24 should be
preferably as per following format. However, actual format will depend on the font
type and information to be displayed.

TRAIN
No.

TRAIN NAME
EXPT.
TIME

 A/D
PF
No.
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TRAIN
No.

TRAIN NAME
EXPT.
TIME

 A/D
PF
No.

4 Char
54 LEDs

(Space)
5 LEDs

15 Char
218 LEDs

(Space)
5 LEDs

4 Char
54 LEDs

(Space)
5 LEDs

1 Char
12

LEDs

(Space)
5 LEDs

2 Char
26 LEDs

3.5.33 Mechanical Specification of Platform Display board shall be as under:

Parameter Specif ied Value

Physical dimensions of
casing (in mm)

3800(L) x 400(H) x 200(D) approx. – for both Single and
Double sided boards
Overall dimensions of the board should not exceed
more than 10% of the specified values.

Case Material Aluminum Alloy Sheet

Thickness 16 SWG

Mounting Provision Wall Mounting / Over Hanging
Color Black

Finish Powder Coated

3.5.34 Specifications of Platform Display board shall be as under:

Parameter Specif ied Value

Display Matrix
384x24 for
- Train Arrival / Departure Information and
- At-a-glance Coach Composition Information

No. of Lines
Single for Train Arrival / Departure Information

Two for Coach Composition InformationNo. of Sides Single Face or Double Face (as specified)

Pixel Pitch 9.525mm (+/-0.1mm)

LED As per clause no. (4.1)

Color True Color

Languages Displayed English, Hindi and a Regional Language

Character size
(approximately)

a. 150mm x 100mm
(for Train information in English)

b. 170mm x 120mm
(for Train information in Hindi or Regional
Language)

c. 75mm x 60mm
(for Coach Composition information in
English only)

No. of character

Train No. (4 Char), Train Name (15 Char),
Expt. Time (4 Char), Arr./ Dept. (1Char),
PF No. (2 Char)

Max. 3 characters for each coach number and two
lines for 24 coaches.

Display module
32x24 with variable brightness depending on time of

day & this should be adjustable.
PCB Glass epoxy FR-4 Grade
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Parameter Specif ied Value

Power Supply required 160 - 265V AC, 50Hz, Single Phase

3.5.35 It shall be possible to give At-a-glance Coach Composition information on a

Platform Display board as a two line LED matrix of 384x10. The display shall
preferably be as per the following format. Train information & coach composition
information are to be shown alternatively.

3.6 Coach Guidance Display Board:

3.6.1 The Coach Guidance Display (CGD) Board shall display the coach number of atrain scheduled on a platform under the control of Platform Data Controller.

3.6.2 Coach guidance display boards shall comply to Clauses 3.5.9 to 3.5.27.

3.6.3 The coach guidance display boards are to be mounted at nominated locations
where coaches of trains are to be marshaled along the platform and shall have
both side displays.

3.6.4 Individual CGD boards across the platform should show the position of the
coaches like GEN, A1, S10, etc. and train number alternatively with a time
difference which should be programmable as per requirement.

3.6.5 Coach Guidance Display board shall be of following specifications:

Parameter Specif ied Value

LED Matrix 64x24

No. of Lines 1 Line

No. of Sides Double Face

Pixel Pitch 9.525mm (+/- 0.1mm)

LED As per clause no. (4.1)

Color True Color

Languages Displayed Alpha Numeric, English
Character size 170mm x 130mm (approximately)

No. of characters 4 Characters

Display module 32x24

PCB Glass epoxy FR-4 Grade

Power Supply required 230V AC, 50Hz

Working Voltage Range 160 – 265V AC, 50Hz, Single Phase

3.6.6 Mechanical Specifications of Coach Guidance Display shall be as under: 

Parameter Specif ied Value

Physical dimensions of 800(L) x 400(H) x 200(D) approx.
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Parameter Specif ied Value

casing (in mm) Overall dimensions of the board should not exceed
10% of the specified values.

Case Material Aluminum Alloy Sheet

Thickness 16 SWG

Mounting Provision Wall Mounting / Over Hanging

Color Black

Finish Powder Coated

3.6.7 Sun guard of suitable design made of Galvanized MS Sheet of minimum 16SWG
thickness shall be provided on the top of coach guidance board, which is to be
placed in open area to protect against sun and rain.

3.6.8 It shall be possible to display small commercial logos/advertisements on CGD
boards utilizing the true colour feature of the unit under the control of Platform Data

Controller.

3.6.9 Fields format of Coach Guidance Display board shall be as under:

Train Number display with Title

‘General’ Coach Guidance display with Title

‘S12’ Coach Guidance display with Title

3.7 Video Display Controller:

3.7.1 The Video Display Controller (VDC) shall drive the Indoor / Outdoor Video Display
board. Each video display board shall have an individual VDC.

3.7.2 The VDC shall consist of a PC of reputed brand as per the minimum configuration
mentioned below and Optical Interface Unit for driving Video Display Boards.

•  Intel Core2 Duo Processor (2GHz min.)

•  512MB SD RAM

•  80GB SATA HDD

•  DVD ROM Drive

•  Standard Ports: one RS232 Serial port, one Parallel port, two PS/2 ports,
two USB ports, etc.

•  Integrated 10/100Mbps Ethernet Interface

•  DVI/VGA and S-Video ports 
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•  WINDOWS XP Professional OS or higher version of Opearating System

•  Standard Anti-Virus Software with node license

•  Keyboard and Mouse

•  Standard 15” LCD Color Monitor

3.7.3 The VDC shall work on single phase 160VAC - 265VAC, 50Hz supply. An MCB
along with an indicator shall be provided for protection.

3.7.4 A 19” rack shall be used to house a VDC along with a UPS of adequate capacity
for giving backup of minimum 30 minutes to the VDC.

3.7.5 A separate VDC, without Optical Interface Unit, shall be provided to generate the
video content to CCTV and/or Plasma/LCD TV display systems.

3.7.6 The rack shall be made up of 2mm CRCA steel sheet to achieve modular and
ergonomic design for good maintainability. The cabinet shall be powder coated in
grey colour. It shall have front door of tinted toughened glass and a metal rear in
door. Rack shall be fitted with adjustable shelves to accommodate the equipment.

3.7.7 The front and back sides of the cabinet shall have the facility for locking the
equipment. Gland plates shall be provided on the top and bottom panel of cabinet
for cable entry. Proper cable guides shall be provided inside cabinet. Suitable
ventilation should be provided from both sides and rear side.

3.7.8 LED indications shall be provided on Optical Interface Unit of the VDC to indicate
network status.

3.7.9 Suitable hardware and software shall be provided in the controller for taking
required information from Central Data Controller for displaying train/Video
information on the display board.

3.7.10 The VDC shall have sufficient disk space to store the active schedule content and
the VDC software shall play the content as per the schedule set from the CDC.

3.7.11 The VDC shall continue to play the locally stored content on the respective display
board even there is a link failure with the CDC.

3.7.12 The VDC shall monitor, capture and maintain the configuration, health and
diagnostics information of the connected Video Display Board.

3.7.13 Local access to the VDC shall be possible for operation and maintenance
activities.

3.7.14 It shall be possible to arrange all the VDCs of a station at a common place,
preferably near to CDC rack. With this kind of arrangement, provision can be given
to group few VDCs with a common “Keyboard, Video Monitor and Mouse” for that
group. Operator should be able to select the VDC to work on when required.

3.7.15 The interface between ‘a VDC’ and ‘the Video Board’ shall be on a “Optical Fibre”.
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3.8 LED Video Display Board (Indoor & Outdoor):

3.8.1 For Outdoor applications 16mm (approx.) pitch display shall be used.

3.8.2 For Indoor applications 9mm (approx.) pitch display shall be used.

3.8.3 The display on a board shall immune from the effect of 25KV traction line or
electromagnetic induction or any other electro-static induction.

3.8.4 LEDs with equal fringe and uniform intensity shall be used on display board to
ensure that the information to be displayed will be with excellent contrast.

3.8.5 The relevant ICs which are to be used in display board shall be of surface mount

device (SMD) type to ensure high reliability.

3.8.6 There shall be no need of new type of electronics to add extra modules to the
display boards to increase the board size from lower line capacity to higher line
capacity as mentioned in the respective video board’s specifications.

3.8.7 Indoor & Outdoor Display Boards shall be capable of working in a temperature

range of -10°C to +70°C and relative humidity up to 90% at ambient temperature

range of 40°C without any degradation.

3.8.8 There shall be in built power supply in each display board to work directly on 230V
 AC with short circuit protection with properly rated fuse at its input. High voltage
protection shall be provided for greater than 265V AC.

3.8.9 Material for the Printed Circuit Board shall be copper clad glass epoxy of grade FR-
4 or equivalent. The PCBs thickness shall be minimum 1.6mm.

3.8.10 To get good reliability of the system, LEDs shall be mounted on one side of the
PCBs, drivers and other circuitry shall be mounted on the other side of the PCB.

3.8.11 Fans shall be provided for circulation of air inside the modules of the display board.
 Air filters are also to be provided to avoid dust entry into these modules.

3.8.12 CONFORMAL COATINGS: Conformal Coatings shall be given to assembled and
tested printed boards to enable them for perfect functioning under adverse
environmental conditions. The coating materials should protect the assembly from
the following hazards.

•  Humidity

•  Dust and dirt

•  Airborne contaminants like smoke and chemical vapors

•  Conducting particles like metal clips and filings

•  Accidental short circuit by dropped tools, fasteners etc.
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3.8.13 Sizes of Display Boards given in the Clause 3.9 for outdoor video display & 3.10 for
indoor video display are only typical. These may vary depending on purchaser
requirement.

3.8.14 Suitable stereo Audio Amplifier and Speaker System, of a reputed make like
 AHUJA, JBL, BOSCH; as specified by the purchaser, shall be used along with
Video Display Boards. (Optional) 

3.9 Outdoor Video Display Board:

3.9.1 Three different sizes of outdoor video display boards of pitch 16mm, as per the
following specifications, shall be provided as per the purchaser requirements.
 Aspect ratio of the highest configuration board should match the Indian TV
standard of 4:3.

Specifications
S. No. Description 5-Line

Display
10-Line
Display

15-Line
Display

1 Pixel Pitch (approx.) 16.256mm (+/- 0.1mm)

2 Resolution in pixels (W x H) 320 x 80 320 x 160 320 x 240

3 Total Number of Pixels 25600 51200 76800

4 No. of Modules (W x H) 8 x 2 8 x 4 8 x 6

5 Display Board Physical Size
(W x H x D) (approx.)

5200mm x
1300mm x

300mm

5200mm x
2600mm x

300mm

5200mm x
3900mm x

300mm

6 Display Area (approx.) 6.5m²/70sq.feet 13m²/140sq.feet 20m²/210sq.feet

7 Typical Display Viewing Angle Horizontal: 110° / Vertical: 50° 

8 Color Processing (min.) 12-Bit per color
(16-bit per color preferred)

9 Surface Luminance (typical) 7500 cd/m²

10 Installation Outdoor/Platform

11 Line/Character Height (min.) 12 pixels (approx.) for English Text

12 No. of lines to display (min.)
(including Title line)

5 10 15

Note: W – Width; H – Height; D – Depth

3.9.1.1 Module Specifications:

S. No. Descript ion Specifications

1 Pixel Pitch (approx.) 16.256mm (+/- 0.1mm)

2 Type of Module (W x H) 40 Pixels x 40 Pixels

3 Pixel LED 4 Leaded LEDs (2R + G + B)
(or)

3 Leaded LEDs (R + G + B)

4 Module Physical Size (H x W x D)

(approx.)

650mm x 650mm x 200mm

5 Total Power (Peak white) (max.) 0.5K Watts
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S. No. Descript ion Specifications

6 Typical Operating Load (approx.) 0.2K Watts

7 Input Power Requirement 160V - 265V AC, 50Hz

8 Module IP Rating IP 56

Note: W – Width; H – Height; D – Depth

3.9.2 The LED video display board shall be made up of different LED Modules. Each
module shall consist of LEDs, drivers, power supplies, hardware and software
required to display the data coming from the respective Video Display Controller.

3.9.3 These modules shall be interchangeable and their position shall be programmed
automatically.

3.9.4 LED modules shall be arranged vertically and horizontally to construct the actual
display.

3.9.5 Each module shall have water and dust proof gland to accommodate data in and
data out cables. Water proof connector shall be provided to connect AC input.

3.9.6 The display modules shall have dustproof, weatherproof and waterproof as per
IP56.

3.9.7 Display modules should be constructed by using LED modules of suitable matrix.
The mechanical mounting of these modules should be easy for replacement of
LED module in case of repair. Such replacement shall not effect operation of any
other modules of the system.

3.9.8 Front side of LED Modules shall be filled with Silicon based Resin to protect from
rain and dust.

3.9.9 Glass filled nylon based LED trays shall be used to fix LED Panels.

3.9.10 Nylon based protective sleeves shall be provided for LEDs.

3.9.11 LED module shall be made up of 1.6mm thick Aluminum sheet and powder coated
to protect from rust.

3.9.12 For easy maintenance, rear side door shall be provided with 3 point cam lock.

3.9.13 The door shall provide with rubber gaskets to avoid water entry into the module.
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3.10 Indoor Video Display Board:

3.10.1 Three different sizes of indoor display boards of pitch 9mm, as per the following
specifications, shall be provided as specified by purchaser. Aspect ratio of the

highest configuration board should match the Indian TV standard of 4:3

Specifications
S. No. Description 5-Line

Display
10-Line
Display

15-Line
Display

1 Pixel Pitch 9.525mm (+/- 0.1mm)

2 Pixel LED RGB 3-in-One Chip LED (SMD)

3 Resolution in pixels (W x H) 384 x 96 384 x 192 384 x 288

4 Total Number of Pixels 36864 73728 110592

5 No. of Modules (W x H) 3 x 1 3 x 2 3 x 3

6 Display Board Physical Size(W x H x D) (approx.) 3660mm x915mm x
300mm

3660mm x1830mm x
300mm

3660mm x2745mm x
300mm

7 Display Area (approx.) 3.3m²/
35sq.feet

6.6m²/
70sq.feet

10.0m²/
105sq.feet

8 Diagonal distance (approx.) 145 Inch/
370cm

160 Inch/
400cm

180 Inch/
450cm

9 Surface Luminance (typical) 2500 cd/m²

10 Typical Display Viewing Angle 110° (Horizontal & Vertical)

11 Color Processing (min.) 12-bit per color

12 Installation Indoor/Platform

13 Line/Character Height (min.) 14 pixels (approx.) for English Text

14 No. of lines to display (min.)
(including Title line)

5 10 15

Note: W – Width; H – Height; D – Depth

3.10.2 Module Specifications:
 

S. No. Descript ion Specifications

1 Pixel Pitch 9.525mm (+/- 0.1mm)

2 Pixel LED RGB 3-in-One Chip LED (SMD)

3 Type of Module (W x H) 128 x 96
4 Module Physical Size (H x W x D)

(approx.)
915mm x 1220mm x 200mm

5 Total Power (Peak white) (max.) 1.0K Watts

6 Typical Operating Load (approx.) 0.4K Watts

7 Input Power Requirement 160V - 265V AC, 50Hz

Note: W – Width; H – Height; D – Depth
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3.10.3 Display format of Multi Line Display on 5-Line Indoor Display Board shall be as
under:

3.10.4 The LED video display board shall be made up of different LED modules. Each
module shall consist of LEDs and respective drivers.

3.10.5 These LED modules shall be interchangeable and shall be used anywhere.

3.10.6 LED modules shall be arranged vertically and horizontally to construct the actual
display.

4.0 SPECIFICATION OF LED:

4.1 LED Specif ications for Platform Display, Coach Guidance and Indoor Display

Boards:

4.1.1 Super bright 3-in-one (RED, GREEN and BLUE) SMD type LEDs of uniform
intensity shall be used for true color with longer visibility, in all Indoor type display
boards consisting of Platform Display Boards, Coach Guidance Display Boards
and Indoor Video Display Boards. The intensity of the illumination should be such
that it shall be possible to read the information clearly from a distance of minimum
50 meters. This visibility is to be checked and ensured for that part/ spot of
indicator which has maximum intensity of ambient light.

4.1.2 3-in-one SMD (Surface Mounting Devices) type LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) shall

meet the LED specifications mentioned below.

S. No. Parameters Red LED Green LED Blue LED

1 Size 3mm x 3mm (+/- 0.2mm)

2 LED Type Colorless clear 3-in-one SMD LED

3 Color 3-in-one (Red + Green + Blue)

4
Chromaticity
Coordinate Typ.
(x,y) (+/- 0.01)

(0.691, 0.308) (0.189, 0.718) (0.133, 0.075)

5 Directivity 90
0

(minimum)
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S. No. Parameters Red LED Green LED Blue LED

6
Luminous Intensity
(minimum)
(@ 25

o
C)

170mcd
@ 20mA

360mcd
@ 10mA

130mcd
@ 10mA

7
Operating
Temperature

-30°C to +85°C

8 Make Avago / Nichia / OSRAM

4.2 LED Specifications for Outdoor Display Boards:

4.2.1 Super bright RED, GREEN and BLUE oval type leaded LEDs of uniform intensity
shall be used for true color with longer visibility, in outdoor type video display
boards. The intensity of the illumination should be such that it shall be possible to
read the information clearly from a distance of minimum 50 meters. This visibility is
to be checked and ensured for that part/ spot of indicator which has maximum
intensity of ambient light.

4.2.2 Super bright RED, GREEN and BLUE leaded LEDs shall have the following
parameters:

S. No. Parameters Red LED Green LED Blue LED

1 Size (approx.) 3.0mm x 3.9mm (+/- 0.2mm)

2 LED Type Diffused, Oval, Lamp type

3 Color RED GREEN BLUE

4

Chromaticity

Coordinate Typ.
(x,y) (+/- 0.01)

(0.700, 0.299) (0.189, 0.718) (0.133, 0.075)

5 Directivity Horizontal/Vertical: 90
0
/40

0

(minimum)

6
Luminous Intensity
(minimum)
(@ 20mA & @ 25oC)

860mcd 2170mcd 670mcd

7
Operating
Temperature

- 30
0
C to +85

0
C

8 Make Avago/ Nichia/ OSRAM

4.3 Manufacturer shall maintain proper account of LEDs being used. The record shall
include various details like source of supply, procurement invoice number & date,
quantity, incoming rejection, lot wise consumption etc. which may be verified by the
inspecting officials.

4.4 LEDs used in LED display units shall be of high performance quality and from
reputed manufacturers as stipulated by RDSO. Epoxy used in the LED shall have
UV inhibitors.

4.5 Number of LEDs and their part number shall not be changed without prior approval
of RDSO.
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4.6 Data sheets from the LED manufacturer shall be submitted to support the above
parameters of the LEDs used.

4.7  Viewing Angle of LED:

4.7.1 Typical setup diagram is shown below.

4.7.2 Place and connect the LED under test in the desired direction (Horizontal or
Vertical) based on the LED type (Leaded or SMD) as shown in the above set up in
a dark room atmosphere.

4.7.3 Bias the LED such that the rated current (as mentioned in the 4.1.2 and 4.2.2)
flows in the LED under test.

4.7.4 Place the Chromo meter or Spectrometer to measure the intensity in Lux in the
position indicated in the setup. Adjust the distance between the tip of the LED and
Chromo meter or Spectrometer diffuser to 10cm exactly.

4.7.5 Rotate the LED so that the chromo meter or Spectrometer records maximum Lux.

Record this value and treat the angle as 0° (degrees).

4.7.6 Rotate the LED in Horizontal (X) direction to a point, at which the Lux reading is
half of the value that was observed in the clause 4.7.5. Record the position of LED
in degrees. Calculate the degrees the LED was rotated from the maximum
intensity value to half intensity value. Record this value as θa  (Theta). Similarly
rotate the LED in opposite direction from the maximum intensity value and mark
the point where the Lux value observed is half the value to the one observed in the
center. Calculate the rotation in degrees from maximum Lux value and record this
value as θb.

4.7.7 The viewing angle (or Directivity) is the sum of θa and θb, which shall be greater
than or equal to specification given in the respective LED specifications table (4.1.2
and 4.2.2)

4.8 Intensity of LED in ‘mcd’:

4.8.1 Connect the LED under test as shown in the above set up in a dark room
atmosphere.

4.8.2 Adjust the distance between the tip of the LED and chromo meter (or
Spectrometer) diffuser to 30cm exactly.

4.8.3 Bias the LED such that the rated current (as mentioned in the 4.1.2 and 4.2.2)
flows in the LED under test.
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4.8.4 Record the intensity in ‘Lux’ shown in the chromo meter (or spectrometer).

4.8.5 Intensity of LED (mcd) = 92.9*Lux value observed.

5.0 SOFTWARE REQUIREMNTS:

5.1 General Software Features:

5.1.1 The software dealing with operational transactions like train arrival/ departure &
platform specific data entry should be preferably of web-based application. This
shall allow the access to the applications from any of the standard PCs, remotely
connected in LAN, having standard browser tool and the same shall also be
accessible at the server console.

5.1.2 The privileges of the user-accounts shall be configurable in such a way that the
respective user can modify only the relevant information.

5.1.3 Data integrity should be maintained even though the system is being accessed and
controlled from different user accounts. Each user shall get the latest information
upon refresh of the web-page.

5.1.4 Standard Management Information System (MIS) reports shall be provided for all
operational & functional transactions done in the system. In addition, if needed by
the purchaser, customized reports on available information, shall be provided.

5.1.5 As the centralized software is going to interact/interface with multiple display
devices, any kind of failure in communicating or delivering the content to remote

display device shall be informed to the viewer and details shall be available in a
log.

5.1.6 All the display devices like PFD, CGD, Indoor display and Outdoor display shall be
controlled for making display or no-display.

5.1.7 All the history or log related information shall be maintained for 45 calendar days
and the data beyond 45 days shall be removed automatically by the application.

5.1.8 All the master data entry forms and configuration screens shall be provided for the
initial installation of the system, for any station.

5.1.9 Different display colors shall be configurable to different train status messages
being displayed in different display devices.

5.1.10 Different display colors shall be configurable to different types of coaches being
displayed on PFDs and CGDs.

5.1.11 Software shall support for preparing the “messages”, displayable in PFDs and
CGDs in English, Hindi and Regional language.

5.1.12 Software shall support for uploading the “images” to PFDs and CGDs. Validation

shall be done such that the incompatible sized images are not allowed to beuploaded. Preview of the successfully uploaded image shall be available.
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5.1.13 Software has to validate the ‘Train States’ such that, where platform number is
mandatory, the same shall be accepted from the user to improve the operational
flexibility.

5.1.14 Web-UI shall appropriately update the screen such that the user can easily
distinguish which train information is sent, at least once, to PFD/CGD and which is
not sent.

5.1.15 It shall be possible to update “Train arrival and departure information”, “platform
positioning” and “coach positioning” from three different operators working on three
different computers.

5.2 Software Features of VDC:

5.2.1 File Formats Support: The software hosted in the VDC for Indoor and Outdoor

Video Display boards shall support different standards of file formats like JPEG,
BMP, MPEG, DAT, SWF, AVI, TIFF, FLC and many more to be capable of playing
Still, Animated & Video data formats. These files shall be added to one or multiple
play lists.

5.2.2 Intensity Adjustment: Intensity of Display system shall be adjustable in Manual
mode and Automatic Timer mode. The selection of the mode should be user
configurable

5.2.2.1 Manual Intensity Control: This shall be done any time when required to change
the intensity of the display device. Software shall accept online intensity settings

and shall apply immediately to Display System without any disturbance on
continuity of the display being shown.

5.2.2.2 Time-based Automatic Intensity Control: Once this feature is selected and
different values of intensity for different time-slots are added in the table, the
intensity levels should automatically be applied to the Display System based on
the System’s Real Time Clock (RTC). This intensity levels shall remain same until
further changes are taken place.

5.2.3 External Video vs. Scheduled Content : It shall be possible for easy switching
between the operations of the VDC between Live Video Display and Scheduled

content display, provided the “external video” content is extended upto the VDC,
which is controlling the Indoor/Outdoor displays.

5.2.4 Schedule Content: Software shall accept the user/operator configuration about
the schedule of items, where each item may be of any still, animated and video
format data. Software shall accept to store different play lists, each with different
user-configurable name. Software shall play continuously item after item
sequentially for the selected play list. If all the items in the play list are completed
over a time, the play list shall be repeated.

5.2.5 Effects for Still Images: Software shall provide the option to configure the

different display & clearing effects in case the item being inserted into the play listis of still image format.
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5.2.6 Central Control of Schedule: The VDC meant for specific Indoor or outdoor
display board shall accept the schedule configuration and the data for the
scheduled items from the CDC. It shall be possible to configure the attributes like
repeat count, stay time, etc., for each of the items in the play list.

5.2.7 Train Arrival/Departure Information Source: The software shall be customized
to get the specific Train Arrival Departure information or any other passenger
service related information for public display as desired by the purchaser, from
railway designated Server system, through standard & open protocols/interfaces.
Software shall be customizable for processing the obtained data and displaying the
information in pre-configured formats on the display board. (Optional)

5.2.8 Central Control of Display Board: All operations related to display board
scheduling, schedule content changing & pushing the Train Arrival Departure
information to the display board shall be possible from the CDC to all the VDCs

over LAN/WAN.

5.2.9 Preview of Files: This feature shall be helpful to the user and user shall able to
view the content of selected item or selected schedule and make alterations if
necessary before display on the Display Screen.

5.2.10 Adjustable Display Time for Sti ll Images: This feature shall allow the user to
adjust the display time or stay time (in seconds) for the still images on display
screen. User shall also set different durations for different images.

5.2.11 Special Message Display during Live Display: This feature shall facilitate user to

display some special messages (flashing or stay for configured time in Display
Screen bottom) on Display Screen. These messages shall be displayed in English /
Hindi / Indian regional languages in different font sizes and different colour.

5.2.12 Fit to Board Option: This feature at VDC shall be helpful when the actual data
referred in the scheduled items (still or animated or video) are bigger / smaller than
the actual display screen in terms of Pixel resolution. This feature is to avoid
unnecessary efforts of the operator to reduce / increase the actual data sizes.

5.3 Train Arr ival/Departure Information Entry Features:

5.3.1 Data entry shall be preferably as per IN script keyboard layout as defined by
Ministry of Information Technology, Government of India or phonetic keyboard for
defining master database of train names.

5.3.2 It shall be possible to select through menu configuration the display of information
with various effects like Scrolling effects, Erasing effects, Curtain effects, etc for
PFD and CGD. It shall also be possible to increase running speed of display in
running mode.

5.3.4 It can be possible to add, modify and delete timings of existing trains in the master
data base. These modification transactions should be logged for security reasons.
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5.3.5 The entry into Master Data Base should be password protected. It should be also
possible to add on new trains. There should be provision to change the password.

5.3.6 The operator can be able to make train message by typing only train number and

modification to timing and platform nos.

5.3.7 Mouse click should be used for transferring data from PC to various Boards.

5.3.8 The information displayed at various boards (PFDs and CGDs) shall be selected
automatically related to those boards only based on the platform number,

5.3.9 Whenever user modifies details of a train (arrival time, departure time, late, PF
number etc.) and sends the data to the board, the application has to take care of
automatically updating user database.

5.3.10 The modified information can be saved as soon as it is transferred to the board, sothat in case of power failure when the PC is switched “ON” again, the last
transferred information appears again.

5.3.11 The Train Arrival/Departure information display system software should be
developed under Windows 2003 / Windows XP or higher environment using
standard package.

5.3.12 Software should be user friendly enough to use through browser or desktop.

5.3.13 Software should be developed using standard and sophisticated package with
good front-end features.

5.3.14 Health status of display and control units (Interface converter and PDC) should be
available on the central controller.

5.3.15 The Software should have the facility to take the data of arrival/departure of trains
from train charting server. Necessary data and protocols are to be provided by the
purchaser by coordinating with the train charting software developer. This feature
should be provided if specified by purchaser. (Optional)

5.3.16 The software shall facilitate the service of updating platform number nomination for
a selected train and also coach composition information for a selected train,
through a LAN/WAN based browser. For this service, remote operator computer
should have standard browser application installed in that system namely Internet
Explorer, Netscape Navigator, etc. All these data received should be integrated for
making announcement and to be displayed on train arrival/ departure display
boards and coach guidance system. However, there should be provision to enter
coach position and platform number in software.

5.3.17 The software should have provision to receive the data, like train coach position
from control office computer or any other designated location, platform number
nomination from control panel or station master’s computer connected to the CDC
LAN network. (Optional)
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5.3.18 If specified by purchaser, the software may need to obtain the data from SIMRAN
(Satellite IMaging for RAil Navigation) server and map the information for the
required trains, dynamically and provide the standard tabular information of train
arrival/departure and also the details of those trains from SIMRAN server, in

scrolling mode. The frames prepared should be shown in English and those
frames should stay until the scrolling of details of all the trains is completed. For
this feature, access to SIMRAN server over internet and intranet shall be provided
by the purchaser. (Optional)

5.3.19 There should be provision to display the status of train like late, rescheduled,
cancelled, diverted, indefinite late etc. In case of reschedule of train, reschedule
time and “reschedule” text should be displayed alternatively in arrival/departure
field of display board. Similar sequence of display shall be given for the states
‘Terminated’, ‘Regulated’ and ‘Diverted’.

5.3.20 Different stages of train arrival/departure information shall be displayed based on
the following formats or as specified by purchaser.

i) For example, expected time is taken as “05:30 Hrs” & platform number as “01”.
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ii) For the types “Running Right Time”, “Running Late” & “Rescheduled”, platform
number is optional. For the rest, it is mandatory.

iii) For the type “Rescheduled”, two separate display texts containing “Reschedule”

& expected departure time will be displayed alternatively with configurable
duration.

5.3.21 Any other features required by purchaser.

5.4 Coach Guidance Software Features:

5.4.1 The software will have preloaded information of all the trains arriving at station or
departing from station with coach composition. When the train is likely to arrive at
station or depart from the station, the concerned operator is required to enter the
train number and coach position i.e., from ENGINE to GUARD Brake Van will be

displayed in editing mode. User shall be able to declare ‘coach positioning’ by
simply having the Train number, parking position and train direction.

5.4.2 On the corresponding platform the train coach positions details are displayed on
the individual display boards (double faced), which are installed for each coach
respectively across the platform. Information should be displayed at reasonable
time interval.

5.4.3 The display cycle should be configurable from the control console with respect to
display of coach position & train number.

5.4.4 Software should be developed on standard package.

5.4.5 It should be able to display data on Coach Guidance Display Boards in English.

5.4.6 It should be possible to add, modify & delete coach composition of trains in the
master database.

5.4.7 The entry into Master Data Base should be password protected. It shall also be
possible to add new trains.

5.4.8 The operator should be able to enter details by typing only train number and
modification to coach nos.

5.4.9 Mouse click should be used for transferring data from PC to the various Boards.

5.4.10 The information displayed at various boards shall be selected automatically related
to those boards only based on the platform number.

5.4.11 Whenever user modifies and sends the data to the boards, the information should
be stored into the user database, automatically by the application.

5.4.12 The modified information can be saved as soon as it is transferred to the board, so
that in case of power failure when the PC is switched “ON” again, the last

transferred information appears again.
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5.4.13 The position of the coaches as entered by the operator should be displayed in the
coach guidance display board.

5.4.14 Health status of CGD should be available on the CDC.

5.4.15 The display of train number and coach number information on all CGDs in a row of
a platform shall be synchronized.

5.4.16 Any other features required by purchaser.

5.5 Features of Announcement System:

5.5.1 The voice announcement message shall be stored in the system in Digital format
with minimum 16-bit digitization.

5.5.2 The application shall be GUI (or Web UI) based for the announcement of all typesof passenger carrying trains through keyboard.

5.5.3 Repeat announcement shall be made by taking the cursor to location and a stroke
of key or maintaining the repeat count. However, calling an announcement
repeatedly due to repeated pressing of keys shall not be allowed until the called
announcement is finished successfully or paused by the operator.

5.5.4 The format of the operation for the updating and announcement shall be user
friendly.

5.5.5 The system shall be user friendly to the maximum extent so that addition and
alterations of user generated announcements can be done by the Railway
Engineer without the help of suppliers and programmer. For any newly added train,
it shall be possible to record a file externally and attached to the train through the
web-UI. The application shall take care of placing the recorded file at appropriate
internal application folder.

5.5.6 The system has to provide selection mechanism for the announcement messages,
language of announcement i.e. local, Hindi, English or all three or short
announcement in all the three languages. The announcement shall be delivered
fluent and professional enough to avoid unnatural pauses in between two pieces of
voice are delivered.

5.5.7 There shall be one window for each special announcement like courtesy,
emergency messages Recording & playback of scratch pad messages shall be
possible only at the CDC with microphone and speaker provided with CDC using
Windows standard sound recording tool.

5.5.8 The details of information being announced shall be displayed on the monitor
screen.

5.5.9 The entire voice recording shall be done in a sound proof professional studio. All
the voice recording shall be of professional grade shall have approval of railways
before using in the systems.
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5.5.10 Optimization in the user interface should be done to see that most of the frequently
used operations be available in single screen.

5.5.11 It should be possible to select and play out courtesy slogans. Provision should be

available to play out any of the prerecorded music, which can be started or
interrupted by the touch of a single button.

5.5.12 Mainly, there shall be three type of announcements; one for train arriving on
platform, one for train arrived on platform and one for train departing from platform
in all languages. All these types of announcement shall be changed to new
platform number in case predetermined platform number is changed. Provision
shall be made for the operator to send out announcement related to train number,
platform numbers, and arrival/ departure just by keying in the train number,
platform number and delays/right time information for any of the following cases.

a) Late arrival of trains.

b) Platform numbers of arriving or arrived trains and changed in platform numbers.

c) Right time arrival of trains.

d) Departure of trains at scheduled or unscheduled time. It shall also be possible
to announce that trains is expected shortly or terminated or regulated and
present status of the train.

e) Cancellation of train

f) Route Diversion of train

g) Any other type of announcement as specified by purchaser.

5.5.13 Format for online data entry screen for announcement & display of train’s details
shall be preferably as per the Diagram 3.

5.5.14 Any other features required by purchaser.

6.0 POWER SUPPLY:

6.1 Power supply units of all types of display boards and control units shall be SMPS
(Switch Mode Power Supply) modules of suitable capacity operated from AC
source ranging from 160 to 265Volts 50Hz AC, single phase supply with over
voltage, under voltage and short circuit protections.

6.2 The load on power supply units shall not exceed 70% of its maximum rated
capacity.

6.3 Power supply requirement for all types of display boards shall be as low as
possible.

6.4 PVC insulated flexible 3 core power cables provided for each of the display boards
shall conform to specification no. IS:694:1990 reaffirmed 1995 or latest and shall
have sufficient cross sectional area of 2.5 sq mm (minimum) copper conductor with
insulation thickness 0.7mm, sheath thickness of 1.0 mm and overall diameter
11mm to withstand power load of the display board.
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6.5 Suitable protection against transient voltages coming in the power supply source or
generated by some other source shall be provided. Suitable protection against
voltage fluctuations of short durations shall also be provided.

6.6 Data Cables and Power Supply cables shall be taken through separate pipes/
conduits.

7.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS:

7.1 Condit ions of Tests:

7.1.1 Unless otherwise specified all tests shall be carried out at ambient atmospheric
conditions.

7.1.2 For inspection of material, relevant clauses of RDSO/SPN/144 shall apply.

7.1.3 Inspection and testing shall be carried out to the effect that all requirements of this
specification are complied with.

7.1.4 Inspection shall be carried out for various types of display boards, control units and
software. PCs for Central Data Controller & Video Display Controller, UPS etc.
shall be checked during inspection for their functional performance required for
proper working of complete system as per specification.

7.2 Type Tests:

7.2.1 For type test, one complete system consisting of all types of display boards shall
be subjected to following tests as applicable.

a) Visual inspection (Clause 8.1)

b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 8.2)

c) Applied High Voltage Test (Clause 8.3)

d) Environmental / Climatic Tests (Clause 8.4)

e) Performance Test (Clause 8.5)

f) Endurance Test (Clause 8.6)

g) Functional Tests at Card/Module level and System level

h) LED Parameter Test (Clause 8.7)

7.2.2 Separate prototype of 64x24 single-line double-side Platform Display board, one
module of Outdoor Video Display board (40x40) and prototype of Indoor Video
Display board (64x48) with proper enclosure shall be fabricated for carrying out
environmental/climatic and endurance tests. LED modules, processor cards, driver
cards & power supply modules should be taken from Platform Display board,
Outdoor Video Display board and Indoor Video Display board, on which
functionality tests were carried out, for constructing these prototype test modules.

7.2.3 Following tests are to be carried out as per details given below:
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Prototypes  Display Boards Control / Interface

Tests PFD
(64x24)
(2-side)

IVD
Board

(64x48)

OVD
Module
(40x40)

PFD CGD OVD
5-Line

IVD
5-Line

PDC  Audio
Switch

Optical
Interface
(NOTE)

Visual
Inspection

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Insulation
Resistance test

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

 Applied high
voltage test

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Environmental/
Climatic test

Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Performance
test

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Endurance test Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

LED parameter
test

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No

NOTE: Optical Interface Unit at video display board end is to be tested as mentioned in
above table.

7.2.4 Following system should be submitted to RDSO after type approval.

a) One number of Platfrom Display Board (384x24 single sided display board)

b) Two numbers of Coach Guidance Display Boards (64x24 double sided display
boards) - one, on which environmental & endurance testings have been
conducted & one additional.

c) One number of Outdoor Video Display module (40x40) on which

environmental & endurance testings have been conducted.
d) One prototype of Indoor Video Display Board (64x48) on which environmental

& endurance testings have been conducted

e) One Platfrom Data Controller on which environmental & endurance testings
have been conducted.

f) Two sets of complete software with auto installation in CD.

7.2.5 Only one complete system shall be type tested for this purpose. The system shall
successfully pass all the type tests for proving conformity with this specification. If
any one of the equipment fails in any of the type tests, the purchaser or his

nominee at his discretion, may call for another equipment/card(s) of the same type
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and subject it to all tests or the test(s) in which failure occurred. No failure shall be
permitted in the repeat test(s).

7.2.6 Total system on which type tests are to be conducted shall consist of -

a) One rack of Central Data Controller (CDC) with 2 PCs loaded with software,
Central Data Switch and all other accessories

b) Two Platform Display (PFD) boards (1 Double Sided and 1 Single Sided)

c) Four Coach Guidance Display (CGD) boards.

d) One Indoor Video Display (IVD) board of minimum 5-Line size

e) One Outdoor Video Display (OVD) board of minimum 5-Line size

f) Two Video Display Controller (VDC) systems

g) One Platform Data Controller (PDC)
h) One LCD/Plasma TV (minimum 15”) to test CCTV interface

i) Audio Amplifier with Speaker(s) to test Audio Announcement interface

 j) Any other item(s) required

7.2.7 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

7.3 Acceptance Tests:

7.3.1 The following shall constitute the acceptance tests which shall be carried out by the
inspecting authority for the purpose of acceptance on 20% of the lots (minimum 2
for each type of system) offered for inspection by the supplier.

a) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 8.1)

b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 8.2)

c) Performance Test (Clause 8.5)

d) System level functional tests.

e) Endurance Test (Clause 8.6)

f) LED Parameter Test (Clause 8.7)
7.3.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting

authority.

7.4 Routine Tests

7.4.1 The following shall comprise the routine tests and shall be conducted by
manufacturer on every device and the test results will be submitted to the
inspection authority before inspection. The application software in proper format
shall also be submitted to the inspection authority in advance.

a) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 8.1)

b) Insulation Resistance Tests (Clause 8.2)
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c) Performance test (Clause 8.5)

d) Card/Module-level tests

e) System level functional tests

f) LED Parameter test (Clause 8.7)

7.4.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

8.0 TEST PROCEDURE:

The test procedure shall be based on the system design. The methodologies to be
adopted for various tests shall be decided taking into account the system
design/configuration.

8.1 Visual Inspection:

Each equipment of the system shall be visually inspected to ensure compliance with
the requirement of clauses 3 to 6 of this specification. The visual inspection shall
broadly include the following.

8.1.1 System Level Checking

a) Constructional details

b) Dimensional check

c) General workmanship
d) Configuration

e) Mechanical polarisation on cards

8.1.2 Card Level Checking

a) General track layout

b) Quality of soldering and component mounting

c) Conformal Coating

d) Legend printing

e) Green / Black masking

8.1.3 Module Level Checking

a) Indications and displays

b) Mounting and clamping of connectors

c) Proper housing of cards

8.2 Insulation Resistance Test: This test shall be carried out –

(a) Before the high voltage test
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(b) After the high voltage test
(c) After completion of the climatic test

There shall be no appreciable change (value more than 10 Mega ohms and

variation within 10%) in the values measured before and after high voltage test.
 After the completion of climatic test, the values shall not be less than 10 Mega
ohms for the equipment at a temperature of 40

0
 C and relative humidity 60%. The

measurement shall be made at a potential of 500V DC.

8.3 Appl ied High Voltage Test: The equipment shall withstand for one minute without
puncture and arcing, a test voltage applied between line terminal and earth as
mentioned below:

(a) AC line terminals and earth, test voltage of 1500V AC

(b) DC line terminals and earth, test voltage of 500V AC

The test voltage shall be alternating of approximately sinusoidal waveform of any
frequency between 50 Hz and 100 Hz. Printed circuit cards shall be removed.

8.4 Environmental/ Climate Tests:

8.4.1 The various types of display systems shall be capable of working in non-air
conditioned environment in the field.

8.4.2 The display systems shall be suitable for installation on AC/ DC electrified and
non-electrified sections. It shall be suitable in all areas including where locomotives
having thyristor controlled single phase or 3-phase induction motors haul
passenger or freight trains and where chopper controlled EMU stocks are
operated.

8.4.3 The various types of indoor & outdoor display systems shall meet the following
climatic and environmental requirements:

SN TEST REFERENCE

Change of temp test

Low temp –10oC ± 3oC 

High temp +70oC ± 2oC 

Rate of change in
temperature

1
o
C / min 

Duration 7hrs at each temp. –10
o
C & +70

o
C 

Cycle 3

1.

Condition Fully functional during test

IS 9000

Part XIV Sect. II

Dry heat test2.
Temp +70oC ± 2oC

IEC-571;
IS:9000 Part-III
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Duration 16 hrs

Condition Fully functional during test

Sect 3

Cold test

Temp –10oC ±3oC

Duration 2 hours

3.

Condition Fully functional during test.

IS 9000 Part II

Sect. III

Damp heat test (Cyclic)

Upper temp 40oC ±2oC

Humidity 95% (+1%, -5%) 

Cycles 6

4.

Condition Fully functional during one hour

period towards end of each cycle.
Stabilization shall be done at 25o

±3
o
C

IS9000 Part V
Sect. 2 Variant 1

Damp heat test (Steady state storage)

Temp 40o ±2oC

Humidity 93% (+2%, -3%)

Severity 4 days

5.

Condition Fully functional during test.

IS9000 Part IV

Salt mist test

Mist + Damp heat Procedure 3: 2 hours +22 hours

Temp 35
o

±3
o

C

Humidity 93% (+2%, -3%)

Hours 22

Cycle 3

6.

Condition After this test, electrical
parameters shall be monitored in
addition to physical checks.

IS9000 Part XI
procedure 3

Dust test

Duration 1hour

7.

Condition After this test, electrical
parameters shall be monitored in
addition to physical checks.

IS 9000

Part XII

Bump test

PCBs/Modules/units in packed condition shall be
subjected to bump test as under:

No of bumps 1000

Peak acceleration 400m/s
2

Pulse duration 6ms

8.

No of axes 3

IS 9000
Part VII, Sec. 2
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Condition After this test, electrical
parameters shall be monitored in
addition to physical checks.

Vibration test

Up to &
including
75Kgs. weight

Over 75Kgs.

9.

Freq. Range 05-350 Hz 5-150 Hz

TEC (IPT

1001A-revised)

 Amplitude ±6mm constant
displacement or
15m/ Sec.

2

constant

acceleration.

±6mm constant
displacement or
15m/ Sec.

2

constant

acceleration.No. of axes 3 3

No of sweep
cycle

20 10

Total duration 105min 105min

If resonance is
observed

10min at each
resonant freq.

10min at each
resonant freq.

Condition After this test, electrical parameters
shall be monitored in addition to

physical checks.

10. Production Testing:

Environmental Stress Screening tests (ESS) for Printed
Circuit Boards (PCB) & sub systems:
(The manufacturer shall carry out the following ESS
tests on all modules on 100% basis during production /
testing in the sequence as follows. Suitable records
shall be maintained regarding the compliance of these
tests. )

10.1 Thermal cycling:

The PCBs shall be subjected to thermal cycling as per
the procedure given below.
The assembled boards are to be subjected to rapid
temperature cycling as mentioned below in the power
off condition.

  This temperature cycling from 0°C to 700C, ½ Hours
at each temperature for 9 cycles and 1 hour at each
temp. for the 10th  cycle. Dwell time of 1 hour is
provided for the last cycle in order to oxidize

defective solder joints exposed through thermal
stress.
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70°C, ½ Hour 1 Hour

 Ambient

0°C, ½ Hour

  The rate of rise / fall of temp. shall be minimum
10°C per minute.

  In addition to physical checks, the electrical
parameters are also to be monitored after this test.

10.2 Power cycl ing:

The power supply modules shall be subjected to 60
ON-OFF cycles for 1 hour. The ON-OFF switch usually
provided in the modules may not be used for this
purpose.

8.4.4 Besides environmental/ climate tests on various types of display system mentioned
in clause 8.4.3, driving rain test is also to be conducted on one module of outdoor
video display board as per following procedure.

SN TEST REFERENCE

Driving Rain test

Water spray for 1 hour

1

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall be
monitored in addition to physical checks.

IS 9000

Part XVI Test
condition ‘c’

8.5 Performance Test:

8.5.1 The equipment shall comply with the requirements as specified in Clauses 2, 3, 4,
5 & 6.

8.6 Endurance Test:

8.6.1 During type test, endurance test shall be conducted as per clause 7.2.3 for
continuous operation which shall be 168 hours at 600C burning for LED without
giving any deterioration in light output.

8.6.2 During acceptance test, endurance test shall be conducted on complete system for
continuous operation which shall be 48 hours at room temperature burning for LED
without giving any deterioration in light output.

8.7 LED Parameter Tests:
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8.7.1 Standard data sheets of the LEDs, leaded and SMD type shall be submitted from
the Manufacturer. The parmeters of LEDs are to be tested as specified in clauses
4.1.2 (for SMD type) and 4.2.2 (for leaded oval type) for all the tests mentioned
below.

i) For type test, 10 nos. of SMD type LEDs and 10 nos. of leaded oval type LEDs
shall be tested from the lots used in manufacturing display boards.

ii) For acceptance test, 5 nos. of SMD type LEDs and 5 nos. of leaded oval type
LEDs shall be tested from the lots used in manufacturing display boards.

iii) Test report of minimum 20 nos. of SMD type LEDs and minimum 20 nos.
leaded oval type LEDs of the lots used in manufacturing of display board shall
be submitted from manufacturer of LEDs.

9.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE:

9.1 All materials & workmanship shall be of good quality.

9.2 Since the quality of the equipment bears a direct relationship to the manufacturing
process and the environment under which it is manufactured, the manufacturer
shall ensure Quality Assurance Program of adequate standard.

9.3 Validation and system of monitoring of QA procedure shall form a part of type
approval. The necessary Plant, Machinery and Test instruments as mentioned in
Schedule of Technical Requirements (STR) shall be available with the
manufacturer.

10.0 MARKING & PACKING:

10.1 The following information shall be clearly marked at a suitable place on each
equipment:

a) Name and Address of the manufacturer.

b) Year of the manufacturer.

c) Serial number of Equipment

d) Specification number

e) Schematic diagram of the equipment on the side of the cover.

10.2 The equipment and its sub assemblies shall be packed in thermo-Cole boxes and
the empty spaces shall be filled with suitable filling material. Before keeping in the
thermo-Cole box, the equipment shall be wrapped with bubble sheet. The
equipment shall be finally packed in a wooden case of sufficient strength so that it
can withstand bumps and jerks encountered in a road/rail journey. 

11.0 INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER

11.1 The following documents in two sets should be supplied along with the system.

a) Mechanical drawings of each sub system / rack
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b) Installation and maintenance manual incorporating trouble shooting exercises,
printed cards patterns, software, etc.

c) User Guide

d) Pre-commissioning check list

12.0 INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE PURCHASER

12.1 The purchaser should clearly indicate details of required items including hardware
and software which shall mainly consist of following items as per requirements
mentioned in clauses 3, 4, 5 & 6.

S. No. Description of the Item Quantity

i.
Central Data Controller (CDC)
- as per clause 3.2

Two sets to work in standby
mode with suitable cabinet

ii.
Central Data Switch (CDS)
- as per clause 3.3

One unit
(Port capacity as per the site
requirement)

iii. Audio Selector Switch One Unit

iv.
Platform Display Controller (PDC)
(one PDC per platform)

 As per site requirement

v.
Platform Display (PFD) Board
- Double sided

 As per site requirement

vi.
Platform Display (PFD) Board
- Single sided

 As per site requirement

vii. Coach Guidance Display (CGD) Board As per site requirement

viii.
Indoor Video Display (IVD) Board
and Audio Amplifier with Speaker
System

 As per site requirement

ix.
Outdoor Video Display (OVD) Board
and Audio Amplifier with Speaker
System

 As per site requirement

x.
Video Display Controller (VDC)
(one VDC per Video Display board and
one for CCTV System input signal))

 As per site requirement

xi. LCD / Plasma TV (for CCTV system) As per requirement

xii. CAT5 or higher category cable As per requirement
xiii. Power Cable and Extension Boards As per requirement

xiv.
 Any other items or features required by
the purchaser

 As per requirement

xv.
 Announcement recordings in digital
format as per details given by Railways

One set with soft copy

xvi.

Software for
- Announcement system
- All types of display boards
- Information management

- CCTV management

One set with soft copy

xvii Suitable hardware & software for As per requirement
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S. No. Description of the Item Quantity

integration with Automatic Train
Information System as per Clause No:
3.2.9 (Optional)

13.0 TRAINING:

13.1 On site training shall be provided to the Railway staff which shall include complete
assembly of the system through the use of various modules, integration of
hardware with software and complete operation of the system.

13.2 Two sets of training manual in two hard copies and two soft copies containing
details of technical specifications, installation and commissioning, trouble shooting
& maintenance schedule etc. shall be supplied along with the equipment.

14.0 DIAGRAMS:

Detailed construction diagrams of Cabinet, Single Line Platform Display Board
(single sided & double sided), Coach Guidance Display Board, Outdoor Video
Display Board, Indoor Video Display Board, Platform Data Controller etc. are to be
approved by RDSO before starting manufacturing.

15.0 DATA COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL:

15.1 The protocol used between CDC & PDC, PDC & PFD and PDC & CGD shall
preferably be as per the following format.

i. Starting Flags To indicate the start of the packet/frame (2 bytes)

ii. Length of Packet Length of the packet in number of bytes (1 byte)

iii. Destination Address Destination unit address (2 bytes)

iv. Source Address Originating unit address (2 bytes)

v. Sequence Number Sequence number of the packets originated (1 byte)

vi. Data bytes Actual data of the packet (overall packet length
should not exceed 255 bytes)

vii. CRC CRC8 of all the bytes of the packet for transmission
errors detection.
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Diagram 3: Typical User Interface for Data Entry and Control
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I. SUMMARY:

This document covers the technical requirements of Digital Clocks with GPS

Synchronization consisting of master clock and digital clocks suitable for platform
area & office complexes of Indian Railways.

II. SOURCE:

Draft specification RDSO/ SPN/ TC/ 62/2007, Rev 2.0 has been prepared by
RDSO, Lucknow as per Railway Board letter No. 2004/Tele/TCM/1 dated
27/12/2005.

III. FOREWORD:

RDSO/ SPN specification is issued as draft specification. This specification is
circulated to customers/ Railways and field inspection units for comments.

In the absence of IRS specification, procurement may be made as per RDSO/ SPN
specification.

This specification requires the reference to the following specifications:

IRS: S23 Electrical signaling and interlocking equipment

RDSO/SPN/144
The Safety and reliability requirement of
electronic signaling equipment

IS:9000
Basic environmental testing procedures for
electronic and electrical items

Wherever, reference to any specifications appears in this document, it shall be
taken as a reference to the latest version of that specification unless the year of
issue of the specification is specifically stated.

For the purpose of this specification, the terminology given in IRS: S23 and

RDSO/SPN/144 shall apply.
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

MANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW

Draft Specification of Digital Clock with GPS Synchronization

Draft Specification No: RDSO/SPN/TC/62/2007 (Revision 2.0)

1. SCOPE:

The specification of Digital Clock covers technical requirement of GPS
synchronized clock. These clocks are used for displaying correct times at various
locations on platforms, in the control & other offices of Railways. It also covers the
technical requirement of GPS receiver to be used for synchronization and master
clock for synchronization of digital clocks when wired in network.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
The synchronized clock shall use Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver to
receive correct time. The clocks shall have local battery backed Real Time Clock
(RTC) which shall be synchronized to the time information received from the GPS.
In case of failure of GPS system, the clock’s local RTC time shall be displayed.

The synchronized clock shall have a built-in GPS receiver and shall synchronize
time as received from the GPS.

Master clock shall be used to synchronize digital clocks when wired in network. In
such cases, digital clock will work as slave clock and GPS receiver shall not be
provided in slave clock.

3. GENERAL SPECIFICATION:

3.1 It should be possible to suspend or mount digit clocks below shade/ roof of
platforms, station buildings or on a wall or inside a concourse/ main entry of railway
station/ buildings.

3.2 The digital clocks shall be dust proof, weather proof, waterproof and vibration proof
as per IP 54.

3.3 Display on the digital clock shall be flicker free.

3.4 The display on a digital clock shall be immune from the effect of 25 KV traction line
or electro-magnetic induction or any other electro-static induction.

3.5 Digital clock shall be covered with U.V. stabilized polycarbonate sheet with
thickness of minimum 3mm in order to give good visibility and protection against
dust. Single polycarbonate sheet without any joint should cover the clock.
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3.6 LEDs with equal fringe and uniform intensity are to be used to ensure that the
timing to be displayed is with excellent contrast so that no black patches are visible
on the display screen of clock.

3.7 Digital clock shall be constructed using PCB module of LED matrix. The
mechanical mounting of these modules shall be such that easy replacement of

PCB module is possible in case of repair. Such replacement shall not call for
removing any other PCBs.

3.8 The construction of the whole unit of digital clock should be modular, such that any
module (i.e. PCB, connector, cable, power supply unit etc.) can be easily removed
when defective and a fresh module is fixed to make the system functional again.
Wiring between different modules should be done with the help of male/female
type of connectors. There should not be any requirement of rewiring, re-soldering/
de-soldering or opening and reconnections of wiring etc. during the maintenance,
unless there is damage to the wiring. Proper cable guides are to be provided inside
the digital clock for drawing cables and wires neatly.

3.9 In digital clock, CPU card, driver modules & power supply modules should be
easily accessible. LED modules should be accessible from front side.

3.10 The relevant ICs for the digital clock should preferably be of surface mounted
device (SMD) to ensure high reliability.

3.11 Digital clock shall be capable of working in an ambient temperature range of –100C
to +700C and relative humidity up to 95% at ambient temperature of 400C without
any degradation.

3.12 There should be in-built power supply to work directly on 230V AC with short circuit
protection with properly rated fuse at its input.

3.13 Digital clocks when wired in network, shall communicate with master clock on a
multidrop network.

3.14 The digital clock should not display any garbage. All the embedded boards with
CPU should have watchdog circuit, which should reset the processor in case the
processor goes haywire due to any external disturbance caused by high voltage
traction etc.

3.15 Material used for the printed circuit board (PCB) shall be copper clad glass epoxy
of grade FR-4 or equivalent. The thickness all PCBs shall be minimum 1.6 mm.

3.16 CONFORMAL COATINGS: Assembled and tested printed boards should be given
a conformal coating to enable them for functioning under adverse environmental
conditions. The coating material should be properly chosen to protect the assembly
from the following hazards.

a) Humidity
b) Dust and dirt
c) Airborne contaminants like smoke and chemical vapors
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d) Conducting particles like metal clips and filings
e) Accidental short circuit by dropped tools, fasteners etc.
f) Abrasion damage
g) Vibration and shock (to a certain extent)

3.17 The solder masks (green/black) shall be applied on the solder side and component

side of the card.

3.18 Following description shall be etched on the component side of the PCB:
a) Component outline in the proximity of the component
b) Manufacturer’s name
c) PCB name
d) Part number

3.19 Following description shall be engraved on the PCB:
a) The manufacturing serial number
b) Month and year of manufacture

3.20 The display shall be preferably static driven. If multiplexing is used, it should be on
digit-by-digit basis and refreshing time should not be more than 20 ms.

3.21 Preferably 5 pair PVC insulated twin twisted screened color coded cable in which
each core is of size 7/0.2 (7 strands, each of 0.2 mm diameter) with nominal
insulation thickness of 0.6mm and sheath thickness of 0.9mm as per standard BIS:
5308 PART-1 should be provided for the data communication wherever required.

3.22 In data communication, Class-D surge protection circuit should be provided in each
digital clock.

4. SPECIFICATION OF LED:

4.1 Super bright RED or ORANGE or GREEN or BLUE color LEDs of uniform intensity
are to be used for longer visibility in digital clocks. Color of LED is to be specified
by the railways/ purchaser. The intensity of the illumination should be such that it
shall be possible to read the clock timings clearly from a distance of minimum 50
meters. This visibility is to be checked and ensured for that part/ spot of clock
which has maximum intensity of ambient light.

4.2 LED Specification:

Diffused/ Colorless clear Red or Orange or Green or Blue color LEDs (Light

Emitting Diodes) should meet following parameters.

S.No Parameters Red LED Orange LED Green LED Blue LED

1 Size
5 mm Oval
Radial

5 mm Oval
Radial

5 mm Oval
Radial

5 mm Oval
Radial
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S.No Parameters Red LED Orange LED Green LED Blue LED

2 LED Type
Diffused/
Colorless
clear

Diffused/
Colorless
Clear

Diffused/
Colorless
Clear

Diffused/
Colorless
Clear

3 Color Red Orange Green Blue

4 Wave Length 626+/-10nm 605+/- 10nm 525+/-10nm 470+/-10nm

5
Viewing Angle
(50% IV
in mcd)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 250

(Minimum)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 250

(Minimum)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 250

(Minimum)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 250

(Minimum)

6

Luminous
Intensity
@ 20mA
biased current

500 mcd 500 mcd 1400 mcd 600 mcd

7
Operating
Temperature

- 300C to
+850C

- 300C to
+850C

- 300C to
+850C

- 300C to
+850C

8 Make
Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

4.3 Viewing Angle of LED:

4.3.1 Connect the LED under test as shown in the above set up in a dark room.

4.3.2 Bias the LED such that the rated current flows in the LED under test.
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4.3.3 Adjust the distance between the tip of the LED and Chromo meter or Spectrometer
diffuser to 10 cm exactly.

4.3.4 Place the Chromo meter or Spectrometer to measure the intensity in Lux in the
position indicated in the setup. Rotate the LED so that the chromo meter or
Spectrometer records maximum Lux. Record this value and position of LED in

degrees.

4.3.5 Rotate the LED in Horizontal (X-direction) to a point, at which the Lux reading is
half of the value that was observed in the clause 4.3.4. Record the position of LED
in degrees. Calculate the degrees the LED was rotated from the maximum intensity
value to half intensity value. Record this value is as θa (Theta). Similarly rotate the
LED in opposite direction from the maximum intensity value and mark the point
where the Lux value observed is half the value to the one observed in the center.
Calculate the rotation in degrees from maximum Lux value and record this value as
θb.

4.4 Calculation of dispersion Angle:

Dispersion Angle= θa + θb 

4.5 Intensity of LED in mcd: 

4.5.1 Connect the LED under test as shown in the above set up in a dark room.

4.5.2 Bias the LED such that the rated current flows in the LED under test.

4.5.3 Adjust the distance between the tip of the LED and white board to 30 cm exactly.

4.5.4 Use the Chromo meter or Spectrometer to measure the intensity in Lux at the
center of the pattern formed on the white board due the illumination of the LED.
The Value of the Lux observed at the center of the Pattern on the white board is
the intensity of the LED in Lux.

Intensity of LED (mcd) = 92.9*Lux value observed at point - A in above setup.

LED
under

test 

30 cm

White target

Board

A
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4.6 Pattern Observation on the White Board: 

The pattern observed on the white board should be uniformly illuminated and free
from dark circles. The intensity should be maximum at center and should decrease
uniformly from the center as we move radially outward.

4.7 Biasing of the LED: 

In no case the average forward current shall exceed the limit as specified by the
manufacturer for that part.

4.8 Manufacturer shall maintain proper account of LEDs being used. The record shall
include various details like source of supply, procurement invoice number & date,
quantity, incoming rejection, lot wise consumption etc. which may be verified by the
inspecting officials.

4.9 LEDs used in LED display units shall be of high performance quality and from
reputed manufacturers as stipulated by RDSO. The maximum junction temperature

of a LED shall not be less than 1000C and epoxy used in the LED shall have UV
inhibitors.

4.10 Number of LEDs and their part number shall not be changed without prior approval
of RDSO.

5. SPECIFICATION OF DIGITAL CLOCK SUITABLE FOR PLATFORM AREA:

5.1 Digital clock should be micro-processor/micro-controller based system. The micro-
controller/micro-processor should be of reputed make having industrial grade
components.

5.2 Digital clock should have built-in GPS receiver in stand-alone mode with minimum
specifications as specified in Clause 8.0 of this document. A Gold plated SMA
connector shall be provided to connect GPS antenna.

5.3 The system should have a built-in RTC (Real Time Clock) using a self-contained
module having following minimum specifications:

a) It should be microprocessor bus oriented.

b) Self contained sub system should include Lithium, Quartz & support
circuitry.

c) It should be non volatile with over 8 years of retention of data in absence of
power.

d) The accuracy should be in order of plus or minus ONE minute per month.

5.4 The system shall continuously display time maintained by the local RTC. This RTC
shall be adjusted at least once in one minute to the time received from the GPS
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receiver or master clock. In case no GPS data is available, no adjustment shall be
done and the clock shall display the local RTC time.

5.5 Communication status with GPS receiver shall be indicated with a blinking LED.

5.6 System should operate satisfactorily between operating temperature of -10° C to

70°C.

5.7 System should work satisfactory on 160 Volts – 270 Volts, 50 Hz, single phase
power supply with under voltage and over voltage cut off protection. Short circuit
protection should be provided for the power supply.

5.8 Complete system shall be housed inside powder coated enclosure made of
galvanized MS sheet of minimum 16 SWG in black color or otherwise specified by
purchaser.

5.9 Arrangement shall be made for hanging the digital clock as per site requirement and
as specified by purchaser.

5.10 The system shall be made up of three distinct modules. One micro-
processor/micro-controller module with built-in GPS receiver when designed for
stand alone mode, Power supply module with battery charger and Display modules.
The various modules shall be interconnected appropriately, such that replacement
of any module shall not call for any de-soldering. Number of interconnecting wires
shall be kept a minimum.

5.11 In data communication lines, Class “D” surge protection circuit and in power supply
lines, Class “C” protection should be provided.

5.12 The clock should have a sealed maintenance free battery inside a suitable
enclosure to support the clock including the display for at least half an hour in case
of power failure.

5.13 The clock should have SMPS charger inbuilt in power supply module for charging
the sealed maintenance free battery.

5.14 A test switch to check the display should be provided on one side of clock. When
this switch is pressed the clock should display 88:88.

5.15 To protect the digital clock, a shade having angle of preferably 150 downward with
respect to ground should be provided in such a way that it should not obstruct the

view of clock.

5.16 Time shall be shown in Hours, Minutes separated by flashing colon indicating
seconds. The time format shall be either 24 hour or 12 hour format with help of
selection.

5.17 Digital clock suitable for platform area should either work in stand alone mode or in
networking mode driven by master clock as per site requirement and as specified
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by purchaser. In case of stand alone mode, each clock has to be provided with
GPS receiver and in networking mode, only master clock is to be provided with
GPS receiver.

5.18 Digital clock shall be as per schematic illustrated in diagram 1 and shall comply
following specification:

Features Description

Display type Seven segment LED matrix

No. of sides Single or Double sided (As specified by
purchaser)

Size of LED display modules As per details given in Diagram 1.
Specification of LED As per Clause 4.2

Pitch of LED 10.0 mm
Number of Lines of LEDs in
each segment of seven
segment LED matrix

3 lines

Size of Seven Segment LED
Matrix

320 mm (H) X 150 mm (W) ±1%

LED color RED/GREEN/ORANGE/BLUE
Format 24 Hrs. or 12 Hrs. Format (88: 88)
Seconds display Flashing colon with two dots of seven LEDs in a

circular shape between HH and MM
Overall maximum housing
dimensions

510 mm (H) X 1200 mm (L) X 250 mm (D) for
single sided and
510 mm (H) X 1200 mm (L) X 300 mm (D) for
double sided

Working Power Supply range 160V to 270V AC, 50 Hz.

Operating Temperature -100 to 700C

Humidity 0% - 95% - non condensing
Enclosure Material Galvanized MS sheet metal structure of at least

16 SWG with display areas covered with UV
stabilized Polycarbonate sheet of minimum 3mm
thickness.

6. SPECIFICATION OF DIGITAL CLOCK SUITABLE FOR OFFICE COMPLEX:

6.1 Digital clocks suitable for office complex are to be provided mainly in control
offices, station master offices, RRI cabin etc. or as specified by purchaser.

6.2 Digital clock suitable for office complex shall comply clauses 5.1 to 5.9.

6.3 The system can be made up of either three distinct modules or comprising of all
three modules on a single module. If system is made up of three distinct modules,
it should consist of one micro-processor/micro-controller module with built-in GPS
receiver when designed for stand alone mode, power supply module with battery
charger and display modules. The various modules shall be interconnected
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appropriately, such that replacement of any module shall not call for any de-
soldering. Number of interconnecting wires shall be kept a minimum.

6.4 In data communication lines, Class “D” surge protection circuit should be provided.

6.5 The clock should have a sealed maintenance free battery to support the clock

including the display for at least half an hour in case of power supply failure.

6.6 Time shall be shown in Hours, Minutes and seconds separated by flashing colon.
The time format shall be either 24 hour or 12 hour format with help of selection.

6.7 A test switch to check the display should be provided on one side of clock. When
this switch is pressed the clock should display 88:88:88.

6.8 Digital clock display shall be LED type made of seven segment display matrix.
Matrix should be made of six corner LEDs and seven segments in which each
segment should be made of three LEDs in single line with 8.0 mm pitch. All six
corner LEDs and seven segments should be individually controlled. Each digit size

shall be 70 mm ± 2.0 mm in height & 37 mm ± 2.0 mm in width.

6.9 Digital clock suitable for office complex should either work in stand alone mode or
in networking mode driven by master clock as per site requirement and as
specified by purchaser. In case of stand alone mode, each clock has to be
provided with GPS receiver and in networking mode, only master clock is to be
provided with GPS receiver.

6.10 Digital clock shall be as per schematic illustrated in diagram 2 and shall comply
following specification:

Features Description

Display type Seven segment Display Matrix

No. of sides Single sided

Size of LED display
modules

As per details given in Diagram 2.

Specification of LED As per Clause 4.2

Pitch of LED 8.0 mm

Size of Seven Segment
LED Matrix

70 mm (H) X 37 mm (W) ± 2 mm

LED color RED/GREEN/ORANGE/BLUE

Format 24 Hrs. or 12 Hrs. Format (88 : 88 : 88)

Seconds display Flashing colon with dots between HH, MM and SS

Overall maximum
housing dimensions

150 mm (H) X 420 mm (L) X 100 mm (D)

Working Power Supply
range

160V to 270V AC, 50 Hz.
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Operating Temperature -100 to 700C
Humidity 0% - 95% - non condensing
Enclosure Material Galvanized MS sheet metal structure of at least 16

SWG with display areas covered with UV stabilized
Polycarbonate sheet of minimum 3mm thickness.

7. SPECIFICATION OF MASTER CLOCK:

7.1 Master clock should be micro-processor/micro-controller based system. The
micro-controller/micro-processor should be with minimum 8 bit CPU of reputed
make having industrial grade components.

7.2 Master clock should have built-in GPS receiver with minimum specifications as
specified in Clause 8.0 of this document. A Gold plated SMA connector shall be
provided to connect GPS antenna.

In case the master clock is physically situated where clear sky access is not
possible and/or the RF cable length requirement exceeds 15 meters, the GPS
receiver should be enclosed in a separate enclosure and placed near the Antenna.
The GPS information shall be sent to Master Clock through proper serial interface.
The GPS receiver should be powered from the Master Clock.

7.3 Master clock should have a built-in RTC (Real Time Clock) using a self contained
module having following minimum specifications:

a) It should be microprocessor bus oriented.

b) Self contained sub system should include Lithium, Quartz & support
circuitry.

c) It should be non volatile with over 8 years of retention of data in absence of
power.

d) The accuracy should be in order of plus or minus ONE minute per month.

7.4 Master clock shall continuously display time maintained by the local RTC. This
RTC shall be adjusted at least once in one minute to the time received from the
GPS receiver. In case no GPS data is available, the clock shall display the local
RTC time.

7.5 Communication status with GPS receiver shall be indicated with a blinking LED.

7.6 Display format of master clock should of 7 segment display having 12 mm
minimum digit height, red display color and 7 segment solid state display device.

7.7 Time should be in 24 Hours mode. There should also be provision for 12 Hours
mode. Time is to be shown in Hours, Minute & second. There shall also be
provision of time setting.
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7.8 The master clock should be of multi port serial communication device to which
digital clocks are to be interfaced for information transfer. Master clock should be
able to drive minimum 32 digital clocks. Depending upon requirement of additional
digital clocks, ports of master clock are to be increased. The connectors for the data
should be of type 9D.

7.9 The serial port connection to the digital clocks should be daisy chained and in case
of a failure (like power down) of a particular digital clock, the extension of
communication link should not be affected. Also in case of removal of any digital
clock for repair, the input and output connectors should be mate-able to extend the
communication link.

7.10 Master clock shall be made of distinct modules consisting of micro-
processor/micro-controller module with built-in GPS receiver, power supply module
with battery charger and display modules. The various modules shall be
interconnected appropriately, such that replacement of any module shall not call for
any de-soldering. Number of interconnecting wires shall also be kept a minimum.

7.11 System should operate satisfactorily between operating temperature of -10° C to
70°C.

7.12 System should work satisfactory on 160 Volts – 270 Volts, 50 Hz, single phase
power supply with under voltage and over voltage cut off protection. Short circuit
protection should be provided for the power supply.

7.13 In data communication lines, Class “D” surge protection circuit should be provided.

7.14 Complete system shall be housed inside powder coated enclosure made of
galvanized MS sheet of minimum 16 SWG in black color or otherwise specified by
purchaser.

7.15 Master clock should be either rack mountable or wall mountable as specified by
purchaser.

7.16 The master clock should have a sealed maintenance free battery inside a suitable
enclosure to support the clock including display for at least one hour in case of
power failure.

7.17 A test switch to check the display should be provided on master clock. When this
switch is pressed the clock should display 88:88:88.

7.18  All digital clocks working as slave clocks and connected to the master clock shouldbe synchronized with the time of the master clock.

7.19 In case of failure of any particular port of master clock, the spare port can be used
immediately and the system should start functioning with minimum down time.
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7.20 Each port of master clock should have LED indications for monitoring the
communication health of that port and digital clocks connected on that port. The
LED should glow red when link is failed and green when link is OK.

7.21 Proper communication protocols shall be provided to establish error free
communication between the port and the corresponding system interfaced with that

port.

7.22 Necessary diagnostic routines shall be provided with the help of which the faulty
ports can be identified so that the necessary action can be taken to rectify the
same.

7.23 The communication shall be in full duplex and master clock shall be able to
recognize the connectivity with digital clocks working as slave clocks.

7.24 Diagnostic methods for testing different peripherals and communication ports shall
be provided.

8. SPECIFICATION OF GPS RECEIVER:

8.1 GPS Receiver should have following minimum specification:

8.1.1 L1 frequency, C/A code, 8-channel (minimum) continuous tracking receiver.

8.1.2 1Hz update rate.

8.1.3 It should support NMEA protocols on serial port with configurable baud rate

(TTL level)

8.1.4 Fully Compatible with SPS and accuracy should be better than 10 ms.

8.1.5 Reacquisition time better than 2 sec (90%).

8.1.6 Hot Start better than 15 sec (90%).

8.1.7 Warm Start better than 50 sec (90%).

8.1.8 Cold Start better than 180 sec (90%).

8.1.9 Antenna short circuit protection.

8.1.10 Operating temperature -40°C to +85°C

8.2 GPS Antenna: It shall be provided with either magnetic mounting or screw (fixed)
mounting with micro-patch, active antenna powered from the receiver module itself
as per site requirement.

9. POWER SUPPLY:

9.1 Power supply unit shall be operated from AC source ranging from 160 to 270 Volts
50 Hz AC, single phase with over voltage, under voltage and short circuit
protection.
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9.2 All the power supply units shall be operated at 50% load of maximum working
capacity.

9.3 Power supply requirement for master clock and digital clocks shall be as low as
possible.

9.4 PVC insulated flexible 3 core power cables shall be used for power supply wiring
wherever required conforming to specification no. IS:694:1990 reaffirmed 1995 or
latest and shall have sufficient cross sectional area of 2.5 sq mm (minimum)
copper conductor with insulation thickness 0.7mm, sheath thickness of 1.0 mm and
overall diameter 9 mm to withstand power load.

9.5 Suitable protection against transient coming in the power supply source or
generated by some other source shall be provided. Suitable protection against
voltage fluctuations of short durations shall also be provided.

9.6 Data Cable and Power Supply cable shall be taken trough separate pipes/ conduits
wherever required.

10. TESTS AND REQUIREMENTS:

10.1 Conditions of Tests:

10.1.1 Unless otherwise specified, all tests shall be carried out at ambient atmospheric
conditions.

10.1.2 For inspection of material, relevant clauses of IRS: S 23 and RDSO/SPN/144 shall
apply.

10.1.3 Inspection and testing shall be carried out to the effect that all requirements of this
specification are complied with.

10.1.4 Inspection shall be carried out for digital clocks suitable for platform area & office
complex and master clock. GPS Receiver shall be checked during inspection for
their functional performance required for proper working of complete system as per
specification.

10.2 Type Tests:

10.2.1 For type test, one complete system consisting of all type of clocks shall be
subjected to following tests as applicable:

(a) Visual inspection (Clause 11.1)
(b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 11.2)
(c) Applied High Voltage Test (Clause 11.3)
(d) Environmental/ Climate Tests (Clause 11.4)
(e) Performance Test (Clause 11.5)
(f) Endurance test (Clause 11.6.1)
(g) Card-level functional tests on all the cards.
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(h) System level functional tests.
(i) LED parameter tests (Clause 11.7)

10.2.2 One double sided digital clock suitable for platform area, one digital clock suitable
for office complex and one master clock shall be type tested for this purpose. All
the system shall successfully pass all the type tests for proving conformity with this

specification. If any one of the equipment fails in any of the type tests, the
inspecting authority or his nominee at his discretion, may call for another
equipment/ card(s) of the same type and subject it to all tests or the test(s) in which
failure occurred. No failure shall be permitted in the repeat test(s). After successful
completion type tests, these items are to be submitted to RDSO.

10.2.3 Separate enclosure of digital clock for platform area is to be fabricated suitable for
keeping inside the environmental chamber for carrying out endurance and
environmental/climatic tests. This clock shall be double sided with HOUR display
modules along with flashing colon for SECOND on one side and MINUTE display
modules on other side using same electronics of digital clock suitable for platform
area. Display modules and electronics of this clock shall be placed in the double

sided Platform Clock for carrying out other tests and to be submitted to RDSO.

10.2.4 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

10.3 Acceptance Tests:

10.3.1 The following shall constitute the acceptance tests which shall be carried out by the
inspecting authority for the purpose of acceptance on 20% of the lots (minimum 2
each type of system) offered for inspection by the supplier:

i) Visual inspection (Clause 11.1)
ii) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 11.2)
iii) Performance Test (Clause 11.5)
iv) System level functional tests.
v) Endurance Test (Clause 11.6.2)
vi) LED parameter test (Clause 11.7)

10.3.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

10.4 Routine Tests:

10.4.1 The following shall comprise the routine tests and shall be conducted bymanufacturer on every equipment and the test results will be submitted to the
inspection authority before inspection.

i) Visual inspection (Clause 11.1)
ii) Insulation Resistance Tests (Clause 11.2)
iii) Performance test (Clause 11.5)
iv) Card-level functional tests on all the cards.
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v) System level functional tests.
vi) Performance Test (Clause 11.5)
vii) LED parameter test (Clause 11.7)

10.4.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

11. TEST PROCEDURE:

The test procedure shall be based on the system design. The methodologies to be
adopted for various tests shall be decided taking into account the system
design/configuration.

11.1 Visual Inspection: Each equipment of the system shall be visually inspected to
ensure compliance with the requirement of clause 2 to 9 of this specification. The
visual inspection shall broadly include:

11.1.1 System Level Checking:
i) Constructional details.
ii) Dimensional check.
iii) General workmanship.
iv) Configuration.
v) Mechanical polarization of cards.

11.1.2 Card Level Checking:
i) General track layout.
ii) Quality of soldering and component mounting.
iii) Conformal Coating.
iv) Legend printing.

v) Green or Black masking.

11.1.3 Module Level Checking:
i) Indications and displays.
ii) Mounting and clamping of connectors.
iii) Proper housing of cards.

11.2  Insulation Resistance Test: This test shall be carried out –

(a) Before the high voltage test
(b) After the high voltage test
(c) After completion of the climatic test

There shall be no appreciable change (value more than 10 Mega ohms and
variation within 10%) in the values measured before and after high voltage test.
After the completion of climatic test, the values shall not be less than 10 Mega
ohms for the equipment at a temperature of 400 C and relative humidity 60%. The
measurement shall be made at a potential of 500V DC.
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11.3  Applied High Voltage Test: The equipment shall withstand for one minute without
puncture and arcing a test voltage of 2000 volts rms applied between:

(a) AC line terminals and earth
(b) DC line terminals and earth

The test voltage shall be alternating of approximately sinusoidal waveform of any
frequency between 50 Hz. and 100 Hz. Printed circuit cards shall be removed.

11.4 Environmental/ Climate Tests:

11.4.1 The digital & master clocks shall be capable of working in non-air conditioned
environment in the field.

11.4.2 The digital & master clocks shall be suitable for installation on AC/ DC electrified
and non-electrified sections. It shall be suitable in all areas including where
locomotives having thyristor controlled single phase or 3-phase induction motors
haul passenger or freight trains and where chopper controlled EMU stocks are

operated.

11.4.3 The digital & master clocks shall meet the following climatic and environmental
requirements:

SN TEST REFERENCE

Change of temp test

Low temp –10o C ± 3o C 

High temp +70o C ± 2o C 

Rate of change in
temperature

1o C / min 

Duration 7hrs at each temp. –10 o C & +70 o C 

Cycle 3

1.

Condition Fully functional during test

IS 9000
Part XIV Sect. II

Dry heat test

Temp +70oC ± 2o C

Duration 16 hrs

2.

Condition Fully functional during test

IEC-571;
IS:9000 Part-III
Sect 3

Cold test

Temp –10o C ± 3 o C

Duration 2 hours

3.

Condition Fully functional during test.

IS 9000 Part II
Sect. III
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Damp heat test (Cyclic)

Upper temp 40o C ± 2 o C

Humidity 95% (+1%, -5%) 

Cycles 6

4.

Condition Fully functional during one hour period

towards end of each cycle.
Stabilization shall be done at 25o ± 3 o C

IS 9000 Part V
Sect. 2 Variant
1

Damp heat test (Steady state storage)

Temp 40o ± 2 o C
Humidity 93% (+2%, -3%)

Severity 4 days

5.

Condition Fully functional during test.

IS 9000 Part IV

Salt mist test

Mist + Damp heat Procedure 3: 2 hours + 22 hours

Temp 35o ± 3 o C

Humidity 93% (+2%, -3%)
Hours 22

Cycle 3

6.

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall
be monitored in addition to physical
checks.

IS 9000 Part XI
procedure 3

Dust test

Duration 1hour

7.

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall

be monitored in addition to physical
checks.

IS 9000
Part XII

Bump test

PCBs/Modules/units in packed condition shall be subjected to
bump test as under:

No of bumps 1000

Peak acceleration 400 m/s2 

Pulse duration 6 ms

No of axes 3

8.

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall
be monitored in addition to physical

checks.

IS 9000
Part VII, Sec. 2

Vibration test9.

Up to & including 75
Kgs. weight

Over 75 Kgs.

TEC (IPT
1001A-revised)
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Freq. Range 05-350 Hz 5-150 Hz

Amplitude ± 6 mm constant
displacement or
15m/ Sec.2 constant

acceleration.

± 6 mm constant
displacement or 15m/
Sec.2 constant

acceleration.
No. of axes 3 3

No of sweep
cycle

20 10

Total duration 105 min 105 min

If resonance is
observed

10 min at each
resonant freq.

10 min at each
resonant freq.

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall be
monitored in addition to physical checks.

10. Environmental Stress Screening tests (ESS) for Printed
Circuit Boards (PCB) & sub systems:
(The manufacturer shall carry out the following ESS tests on all
modules on 100% basis during production / testing in the
sequence as follows. Suitable records shall be maintained
regarding the compliance of these tests. )

10.1 Thermal cycling:
The PCBs shall be subjected to thermal cycling as per the
procedure given below.
The assembled boards are to be subjected to rapid temperature
cycling as mentioned below in the power off condition.

  This temperature cycling from 0°C to 70 0C, ½ Hours at
each temperature for 9 cycles and 1 hour at each temp. for
the 10th  cycle. Dwell time of 1 hour is provided for the last
cycle in order to oxidize defective solder joints exposed
through thermal stress.

70°C, ½ Hour 1 Hour

Ambient

r

0°C, ½ Hour
  The rate of rise / fall of temp. shall be minimum 10°C per

minute.
  In addition to physical checks, the electrical parameters are

also to be monitored after this test.
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10.2 Power cycling: The power supply modules shall be subjected to
60 ON-OFF cycles for 1 hour. The ON-OFF switch usually
provided in the modules may not be used for this purpose.

11.5 Performance Test:  The equipment shall comply with the requirements as

specified in Clauses 2 to 9.

11.6 Endurance Test:

11.6.1 During type test, endurance test shall be conducted on system mentioned in
Clause 10.2.2 for continuous operation which shall be 168 hours at 600C burning
for LED without giving any deterioration in light output.

11.6.2 During acceptance test, endurance test shall be conducted on samples as per
Clause 10.3.1 for continuous operation which shall be 48 hours at room
temperature burning for LED without giving any deterioration in light output

11.7 LED Parameter Test:

11.7.1 The parameters of LED are to be tested as specified in Clause 4.2 for all the tests
as mentioned below.

i) For type test, one LED from each LED module of Hours & Minutes from each
side of Digital Clock suitable for platform area and two LEDs from Digital Clock
suitable for office complex shall be tested.

ii) For acceptance test, one LED from each side of digital clock suitable for
platform area and one LED from 5 nos. of digital clocks suitable for office

complex shall be tested as per sampling plan mentioned in Clause 10.3.1.

iii) For routine test, one LED from a batch of 1000 LEDs shall be tested. If it fails,
then total batch of LEDs shall be tested, of which if more than 1% of LEDs fails,
then entire batch of LEDs shall be rejected.

12. QUALITY ASSURANCE:

12.1 All materials & workmanship shall be of good quality.

12.2 Since the quality of the equipment bears a direct relationship to the manufacturing

process and the environment under which it is manufactured, the manufacturershall ensure Quality Assurance Program of adequate standard.

12.3 Validation and system of monitoring of QA procedure shall form a part of type
approval. The necessary plants, machineries and testing equipments required for
production & quality assurance as per Scheduling of Technical Requirements
(STR) shall be available with the manufacturer.
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13. MARKING & PACKING:

13.1 The following information shall be clearly marked at a suitable place on each
equipment:
i) Name and Address of the manufacturer.
ii) Month & Year of the manufacting.

iii) Serial number of Equipment.
iv) Specification number.
v) Schematic diagram of the equipment on the side of the cover.

13.2 The equipment and its sub assemblies shall be packed in thermocole boxes and
the empty spaces shall be filled with suitable filling material. Before keeping in the
thermocole box, the equipment shall be wrapped with bubble sheet. The
equipment shall be finally packed in a wooden case of sufficient strength so that it
can withstand bumps and jerks encountered in a road/rail journey. 

14. INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER:

14.1 The following documents in two sets should be supplied along with the system:
i) Mechanical drawings of each sub system/ rack.
ii) Installation and maintenance manual incorporating trouble shooting exercises,

printed cards patterns, software etc.
iii) Operating and trouble shooting manual.
iv) Pre-commissioning check list.

15. INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE PURCHASER:

15.1 The purchaser should clearly indicate details of required items which shall mainly
consist of following items as per requirement.

S.No Description of the Item Quantity

1.a
Double sided Digital Clock suitable for platform
area (Either networking mode or stand alone
mode)

As per site requirement

1.b
Single Sided Digital Clock suitable for platform
area (Either networking mode or stand alone
mode)

As per site requirement

2
Digital Clock suitable for Office Complex
(Either networking mode or stand alone mode)

As per site requirement

3 Color of LEDs: Red or Orange or Green or
Blue.

As specified by the
purchaser

4
Master Clock for working of digital clocks in
networking mode

As specified by the
purchaser

5 Five pair shielded communication cable As per requirement
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S.No Description of the Item Quantity

6 Power Cable and extension boards As per requirement

7
Any other items or features required by the
purchaser

As per requirement

16. TRAINING:

16.1 On site training shall be provided to the Railway staff which shall include complete
assembly of the system through the use of various modules, integration of
hardware with software and complete operation of the system.

17. DIAGRAMS:

Detailed construction diagrams of Digital Clock suitable for platform area (single
sided and double sided) and Digital Clock suitable for office complex are to be

approved by RDSO before starting manufacturing.
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18. Schematic Diagram of Digital Clock suitable for Platform Area:

(Tolerance in Dimensions ± 5 mm)

Diagram – 1 (All dimensions in mm)
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19. Schematic Diagram of Digital Clock suitable for Office Complex:

(Tolerance in Dimensions ± 5 mm)

Diagram – 2 (All dimensions in mm)

*****
*** 
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

MANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW

Draft Specification of Analog Clock System with GPS Synchronization

Draft Specification No: RDSO/SPN/TC/76/2008 (Revision 0.0)

1.0 SCOPE:

This specification covers technical requirement of Analog Clocks, GPS
synchronized stand alone clocks and clocks systems consisting of GPS
synchronized master clock with slave clocks.

These clocks are used for displaying the correct time at various locations of
platforms of Railway Stations and in the control & other offices of Railways. It
also covers the technical requirement of GPS receiver to be used for
synchronisation.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

2.1 The synchronized analog clock shall use Global Positioning System (GPS)
receiver to receive correct time. The clocks shall have local battery backed
Real Time Clock (RTC) which shall be synchronized to the time information
received from the GPS. In case of failure of GPS system, the clock’s local
RTC time shall be displayed.

2.2 The synchronized analog clock shall have a built-in GPS receiver and shall
synchronize time as received from the GPS.

2.3 Master clock shall be used to synchronize analog clocks when wired in
network. In such cases, analog clock will work as slave clock and GPS
receiver shall not be provided in slave clock.

3.0 GENERAL SPECIFICATION:

3.1 Analog clocks shall display time information by means of dial and hands and
by providing intuitive reading of time information as well as excellent visibility
for passengers.

3.2 These shall be mainly used in public areas such as platforms or station halls.In addition to that, analogue indoor clocks can be installed in office rooms.

3.3 While using multipurpose time signal to drive indoor and outdoor analog slave
clocks, these devices shall not require additional 230 V AC or any other power
supply.
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3.4 Cabinet colour of outdoor analog clocks shall be carried out in specific colour
as specified by Railways and dials of clock shall show IR logo.

3.5 Analog clocks shall be usually integrated in clock systems by functioning in
slave clock mode. Outdoor analog clocks shall also operate in stand alone

mode by having direct GPS synchronization.

3.6 Preferably 5 pair PVC insulated twin twisted screened color coded cable in
which each core is of size 7/0.2 (7 strands, each of 0.2 mm diameter) with
nominal insulation thickness of 0.6mm and sheath thickness of 0.9mm as per
standard BIS: 5308 PART-1 should be provided for the data communication
wherever required.

3.7 PVC insulated flexible 3 core power cables shall be used for power supply
wiring wherever required conforming to specification no. IS:694:1990
reaffirmed 1995 or latest and shall have sufficient cross sectional area of 2.5
sq mm (minimum) copper conductor with insulation thickness 0.7mm, sheath

thickness of 1.0 mm and overall diameter 9 mm to withstand power load.

4.0 ANALOG CLOCK:

4.1 Indoor Analog Clocks, 30 and 40 cm:

4.1.1 Round clocks with hour and minute hands shall be as per schematic shown in
Clause 18.0.

4.1.2 The clock shall set itself completely automatic to the correct time after
connecting it to the multipurpose time signal coming from a master clock type
A, B or C.

4.1.3 The clock shall work on 2 wires.

4.1.4 The clocks shall be available in sizes, 30 and 40 cm diameter providing
minimum viewing distances (daylight) of 40 and 50 m respectively.

4.1.5 Mounting kit shall be provided for the clocks to allow two clocks to be
combined into a double-sided clock with a bracket for ceiling and wall
mounting. (Optional)

4.1.6 The colour of the hands shall be black and the colour of the case shall be

white.

4.1.7 The design of the dial, including logo, shall be as specified by Railways.

4.2 Specifications of Analog Clocks for Indoor Application:

Diameter (nominal) 30 cm 40 cm

Overall dimension (diameter) 310 - 325 mm 413-425 mm
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Max. depth, single-sided 56 mm 59 mm
Max. depth, double-sided 121 mm 126 mm
Max. weight, single-sided 0.9 kg 1.2 kg
Max weight, double-side 2.1 kg 2.7 kg

Cover glass convex, acrylic convex, acrylic

Accuracy when synchronization
missing

±5s/24hours @
20±5°C

±5s/24hours @
20±5°C

4.3 Indoor & Outdoor Analog Clocks, 50, 60 & 80 cm:

4.3.1 Round clocks for indoor and outdoor application shall be with hour and minute
hands, illuminated with circular standard-sized fluorescent lamps as per
schematic shown in Clause 19.0.

4.3.2 The clocks shall be available as single and as double-sided. Dials of clocks
shall be available in 50, 60 and 80 cm diameter, providing minimum viewing
distances (daylight) of 60, 70 and 90 m respectively.

4.3.3 The double-sided clocks shall have a rotatable supporting middle piece toenables fixing on wall, ceiling, socket or pole mounting. The fixing brackets
shall be length-adjustable.

4.3.4 The clock shall set itself completely automatic to the correct time after
connecting it to the multipurpose time signal coming from a master clock type
A, B or C.

4.3.5 The clock shall require 2 wires for the multipurpose time signal and mains
power supply of 160 to 270 Volts, 50 Hz AC for the illumination.

4.3.6 The clock shall need additional 230 V AC power supply when operated in RS

485 or GPS-mode,

4.3.7 The housing of the clock shall consist of light metal duly powder coated in
specific colour as defined by Railways.

4.3.8 A convex acrylic glass shall be provided on front side to protect the clock.

4.3.9 The colour of the hands shall be black whereas the colour of dial & logo shall
be as specified by Railways.

4.3.10 The single sided clock shall be easily mountable with its backside part. The
double sided clocks shall be available for wall- and ceiling mounting. Three

lengths of suspension- and wall-mounting rods shall be provided of length 500,
600 and 800 mm.

4.4 Specifications of Analog Clocks for Indoor and Outdoor Application:

Diameter (nominal) 50 cm 60 cm 80 cm
Overall dimension
(diameter)

530-540 mm 630-640 mm 830-840 mm
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Max. depth, single-
sided

160 mm 160 mm 160 mm

Max. depth, double-
sided

242 mm 242 mm 242 mm

Max. weight, single-

sided

7 kg 8.5 kg 11.5 kg

Max weight, double-
side

12.5 kg 14.5 kg 19 kg

Cover glass convex, acrylic convex, acrylic convex, acrylic
Accuracy when
synchronization
missing

±5s/24hours @
20±5°C

±5s/24hours @
20±5°C

±5s/24hours @
20±5°C

4.5 Time Synchronization:

4.5.1 For time synchronization, indoor analog clocks shall have an input for
multipurpose time signal. In addition to that, outdoor clocks shall be equipped

to connect with a GPS time-code receiver as specified in Clause 9.0 to providestand alone function without being integrated in a clock system.

4.5.2 The clock shall check the incoming time-telegram as follows:

4.5.2.1 Parity and Plausibility

4.5.2.2 Consistency: The time shall not be accepted before three consecutive,
plausible messages with correctly incremented time information have
been received.

4.5.3 Accuracy of the clock when synchronized shall be ±50 ms to the incoming
time-telegram.

5.0 MASTER CLOCK EQUIPMENT:

5.1 Types of Master Clocks and Their Applications:

5.1.1 Type A: For small train stations, standard sub-master clocks shall be provided
having one RS 485 clock line and two clock lines for multipurpose time signal.

5.1.2 Type B: For large stations and for synchronization of 2-wire communication
systems, standard sub-master clocks shall be provided having up to eight
clock lines, either of type RS 485 or multipurpose time signal.

5.1.3 Type C: For centralized synchronization and communication via Fibre Optics

Transmission System (FOTS), customized main master clock equipment shallbe provided having high precision and reliability based on a modular
approach.

5.1.4 Time Synchronization: All kind of master clock equipment shall be
synchronized from various time-references as mentioned below:

5.1.4.1 GPS time-code receiver as specified in Clause 9.0.
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5.1.4.2 Synchronization via Network Time Protocol over a LAN/WAN network.
5.1.4.3 Serial interfaces RS 232 / RS 422 for FOTS backbones as per Clause

8.0.

5.2 Technical Requirements of Master Clocks Type A (MC-A):

5.2.1 The master clock shall receive the correct time information from GPS or the
main master clock and set itself to the correct time.

5.2.2 Outputs of the MC-A: Two separate multipurpose time signal outputs as
defined in Clause 7.0 shall be provided to drive self-setting clocks, providing
time, date and power supply for analog clocks on 2-wires. The two outputs can
individually be configured as 24V, polarized minute-impulse-lines.

5.2.3 Serial ASCII-telegram on a RS 485 output shall be provided as defined in
Clause 8.0.

5.2.4 Operation Control: The MC-A shall have numerical keyboard with the keys 0..9
and additional cursor keys for the navigation in the menu. The display shall be
LCD-matrix-type, 4 lines with 20 characters each with backlight. The operation
shall be user-friendly, menu driven and in English language.

5.2.5 To compensate its quartz-drift and quartz-aging, the MC-A shall be
synchronized by the following time references:

5.2.5.1 Accuracy of the MC-A with missing link to the Master Clock shall be +/-
0.1 second/ 24hours.

5.2.5.2 The aging of the quartz shall be compensated by automatic calibration-

software.

5.2.6 Potential free contact for local alarm signalisation shall be provided.

5.2.7 The MC-A shall work on mains power supply 160 to 270 Volts, 50 Hz AC and
shall have battery backup of 24V, 2.3 Ah for atleast 10 hours active power
reserve which will also depend upon the number of connected slave clocks.

5.2.8 Reliability: The Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of MC-A shall be at least
60,000 hours.

5.2.9 The MC-A shall have metal-sheet housing, mountable in 19" cabinet.

5.3 Technical Requirements of Master Clocks Type B (MC-B):

5.3.1 The master clock shall receive the correct time information from GPS or the
main master clock and set itself to the correct time.

5.3.2 Outputs of the MC-B:
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5.3.2.1 Up to eight separate multipurpose time signal outputs as defined in
Clause 7.0 to drive self-setting clocks, providing time, date and power
supply for analog clocks on 2-wires.

5.3.2.2 Up to eight separate 24V, polarized minute-impulse line outputs.

5.3.2.3 Up to eight separate, serial ASCII-telegram outputs on RS 232 or RS
422 / RS 485 (individually selectable) as defined in Clause 8.0.

5.3.2.4 The MC-B shall provide total eight clock outputs, either RS 485, or
multipurpose time signal-signal.

5.3.3 Operation control: The MC-B shall have numerical keyboard with the keys 0..9
and additional cursor keys for the navigation in the menu. The display shall be
LCD-matrix-type, 4 lines with 20 characters each with backlight. The operation
shall be user-friendly menu-guided and in English language.

5.3.4 Accuracy of the MC-B with missing link to the Master Clock shall be +/- 0.1
second/ 24 hours.

5.3.5 The aging of the quartz shall be compensated by automatic calibration-
software.

5.3.6 Potential free contact for local alarm signalisation shall be provided.

5.3.7 The MC-B shall work on mains power supply 160 to 270 Volts, 50 Hz AC and
shall have battery backup of 24V, 2.3 Ah for atleast 12 hours active power
reserve which will also depend upon the number of connected slave clocks.

5.3.8 Reliability: The Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) shall be at least 60,000
hours.

5.3.9 The MC-B shall have metal-sheet housing and mountable in 19" cabinet.
Battery back up module shall also be rack mountable.

5.4 Technical Requirements of Master Clocks Type C (MC-C):

5.4.1 General Features: The MC-C shall provide reliable, accurate time for slave
clocks, sub- master clocks and subsystems. The MC-C shall preferably be
synchronized to the time of GPS. When synchronized to GPS, the accuracy of

the output of the Master Clock, measured at the output of the serial
communication board, shall be better than +/- 10ms compared to the GPS-
signal as reference. When the synchronization from GPS is lost, the deviation
of the MC-C shall not be more than 0.1 seconds per day measured at a
constant temperature.
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5.4.2 The MC-C shall be designed as a modular time distribution system. It should
be easily expanded with no practical limits by adding new modules and
additional racks. The MC-C should be expanded with additional racks.

5.4.3 Each rack should represent a complete master clock system consisting of a

master and a number of modules with specific functionalities.

5.4.4 Master: The master should monitor the modules, detect errors or faults and
synchronize the modules to the correct time.

5.4.5 Modules: Each module should work independent from other modules. Each
module should serve its outputs regardless of the status of any other module.
All modules, including the master should be 'hot-pluggable'.

5.4.6 Module Specific Features:

5.4.6.1 Network Processing Module

•  Available Network services:
- NTP / SNTP Timeserver
- Alarm reporting with SNMP Traps and Email
- Remote control of the Master Clock over LAN / WAN

•  RJ-45 10/100BASE-T with Auto-Negotiation.

5.4.6.2 Driver for Multipurpose Time Signal

•  Four independent line outputs to control devices such as self-
setting clocks, computer interfaces and remote switching relays.

•

  Measurement and supervision of line voltage line current andoperating temperature.

5.4.6.3 Driver for Impulse Lines

•  Four independent line outputs to control devices such as self-
setting clocks, computer interfaces and remote switching relays.

•  Measurement and supervision of line voltage line current and
operating temperature.

5.4.6.4 Serial Communication

•  Output of time and date information via four independent serial

interfaces.

•  Each output should be configured as RS232, RS422, RS485
individually.

•  Automatic broadcasting of a configurable time telegram,
asynchronous, ASCII or binary.
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•  The time variables of millisecond, hundredth of second, tenth of
second, second, minute, hour, year, day of month, calendar
week, day of the year, day of week, month, AM/PM, checksum,
XOR checksum etc. should be transmitted in a freely
configurable sequence:

5.4.7 The operator's terminal shall consist of a standard PC with Windows operating
system.

5.4.8 The MC-C shall work on mains power supply 160 Volts to 270 Volts, 50 Hz
AC.

5.4.9 Reliability: The Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) for a single module shall
be at least 1,00,000 hours and for complete system shall be at least 2,00,000
hours.

5.4.10 MC-C system consisting of Master, Charging Module and various modulesshall be 19" rack mountable.

6.0 QUALITY REQUIREMENTS:

6.1 Performance Requirement: The system shall be so designed to have a very
high reliability.

6.2 Applicable Standards: The clocks shall be designed to be operated in the
environment of railways and to withstand rough electric and electromagnetic
influences.

6.3 Casing of Indoor & Master Clocks shall be tested according to ingress

protection class IP 31.

6.4 Casing of Outdoor Clocks shall be tested according to ingress protection class
IP 54.

6.5 Electromagnetic Compatibility: Analog indoor/outdoor clocks and master
clocks shall be tested according to the following norms for electromagnetic
compatibility:

- EN 60950:2000 (7/2001) (or equivalent) for electric safety

- EN 61000-6-4 (or equivalent) for electromagnetic emission
(industrial environment)

- EN 50121-4 (or equivalent) for electromagnetic Immunity

7.0 MULTIPURPOSE TIME SIGNAL (MTS):

7.1 MTS is a one-way two-wire data transmission system designed for secure data
transmission with simultaneous supply of the end units connected to it.
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Electrical definition:

Voltage shape: sine-wave

Voltage tension: 1 0 Veff < u < 20 Veff

Frequency: f = 50 Hz

Modulation: combined amplitude / frequency, m = 2 %

Error-detection/correction: Hamming, Parity

7.2 Data and commands transmission to control clocks, interfaces and remote
relay-switches:

•  Time and Date

•  Time Function

•  Time-offset for 20 different time zones to control time clocks on a
single MTS

•

  Switching functions: Command to time-scheduled switch on/off ofremote relays on 64 independent addresses

•  Operational mode of the slave clocks:
Sweeping, stepwise (i.e. the clocks are moving every half minute,
every minute or 'continuously'). Set the clock at 12'00 hours to halt for
maintenance reasons to check the correct mounting of the hands.

8.0 TIME SYNCHRONIZATION WITH SERIAL ASCI II TIME – TELEGRAM:

8.1 Electrical interface: RS 485, RS 232, RS 422

8.2 Specification of the Time-Telegram:

Periodicity: Once per second
Timing: Terminating at the beginning of designated second in the telegram
Baud rate: 9600bps
Data bits: 7
Parity: Even
Stop bits: 1
Jitter: <50ms

8.3 Format of ASCII Telegram String:

Byte No Meaning Character HEX code

1 Start of telegram O 0x4F
2 Supervision A 0x41
3 Season W or S 0x57 or 0x53
4 Year tens 0…9 0x30…0x39
5 Year units 0…9 0x30…0x39
6 Month tens 0 or 1 0x30 or 0x31
7 Month units 0…9 0x30…0x39
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8 Day of month tens 0…3 0x30…0x33
9 Day of month units 0…9 0x30…0x39
10 Day of week (Monday…Sunday) 1…7 0x31…0x37
11 Hour tens 0…2 0x30…0x32

12 Hour units 0…9 0x30…0x39

13 Minute tens 0…5 0x30…0x35
14 Minute units 0…9 0x30…0x39
15 Second tens 0…5 0x30…0x35

16 Second units 0…9 0x30…0x39

Note: W – standard time, S – seasonal time

9.0 EXTERNAL GPS RECEIVER FOR ANALOG CLOCKS:

9.1 GPS-receiver, together with antenna and generator for a serial time-telegram
shall be integrated in a small-sized case for outdoor mounting. The connection

between receiver-box and analog clock should be through a standard
telephone-cable. The receiver-box should be directly powered from a master
clock. A surge protection box should be provided.

9.2
Dimensions (without mounting
bracket)

L 100 x W 100 x H 100 mm (Max.)

Ingress protection IP 54
Satellites L1 (1575.42MHz), 8 channel tracking, 3

satellites required
Serial time-telegram DCF77 coded, UTC (current loop

isolated)

Accuracy of leading edge
(DCF77 code)

+/- 10 microseconds

Cold start < 25 minutes

Power supply 10..40 VDC, < 0.5W
Connection Cable 4 wires x 0.25mm2  (AWG 23), up to

200m

9.3 Logical "0" = 100ms
Logical "1" = 200ms

A= early warning bit (for Daylight-Saving-Time - season change)

Z1 & Z2 = season bits
0 1 = winter
1 0 = summer

S= start bit
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P1 = parity bit minute

P2 = parity bit hour
P3 = parity bit calendar

100ms 900ms 200ms 800ms 100ms

LOGICAL
"0"

LOGICAL
"1"

LOGICAL
"0"

Ion

Ioff

Logical 0: 100ms
Logical 1: 200ms

 

10.0 TESTS AND REQUIREMENTS:

10.1 Conditions of Tests:

10.1.1 Unless otherwise specified, all tests shall be carried out at ambient
atmospheric conditions.

10.1.2 Inspection and testing shall be carried out to the effect that all requirements of
this specification are complied with.

10.1.3 Inspection shall be carried out for analog clocks suitable for indoor & outdoor
application in Railways and master clock. GPS Receiver shall be checked
during inspection for their functional performance required for proper working
of complete system as per specification.

10.2 Type Tests:

10.2.1 For type test, one complete system consisting of all type of clocks shall be
subjected to following tests as applicable:

(a) Visual inspection (Clause 11.1)

(b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 11.2)
(c) Applied High Voltage Test (Clause 11.3)
(d) Environmental/ Climate Tests (Clause 11.4)
(e) Performance Test (Clause 11.5)
(f) Endurance test (Clause 11.6.1)
(g) Card-level functional tests on all the cards.
(h) System level functional tests.
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10.2.2 One single sided analog clock of 40 cm suitable for indoor application, one
single sided analog clock of 80 cm suitable for outdoor application and all
three types of master clocks shall be type tested for this purpose. All the
system shall successfully pass all the type tests for proving conformity with
this specification. If any one of the equipment fails in any of the type tests, the

inspecting authority or his nominee at his discretion, may call for another
equipment/ card(s) of the same type and subject it to all tests or the test(s) in
which failure occurred. No failure shall be permitted in the repeat test(s). After
successful completion type tests, these items are to be submitted to RDSO.

10.2.3 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

10.3 Acceptance Tests:

10.3.1 The following shall constitute the acceptance tests which shall be carried out
by the inspecting authority for the purpose of acceptance on 20% of the lots

(minimum 2 each type of system) offered for inspection by the supplier:

i) Visual inspection (Clause 11.1)
ii) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 11.2)
iii) Performance Test (Clause 11.5)
iv) System level functional tests.
v) Endurance Test (Clause 11.6.2)

10.3.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

10.4 Routine Tests:

10.4.1 The following shall comprise the routine tests and shall be conducted by
manufacturer on every equipment and the test results will be submitted to the
inspection authority before inspection.

i) Visual inspection (Clause 11.1)
ii) Insulation Resistance Tests (Clause 11.2)
iii) Performance test (Clause 11.5)
iv) Card-level functional tests on all the cards.
v) System level functional tests.

10.4.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspectingauthority.

11.0 TEST PROCEDURE:

The test procedure shall be based on the system design. The methodologies
to be adopted for various tests shall be decided taking into account the system
design/configuration.
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11.1 Visual Inspection: Each equipment of the system shall be visually inspected
to ensure compliance with the requirement of clause 2 to 9 of this
specification. The visual inspection shall broadly include:

11.1.1 System Level Checking:

i) Constructional details.
ii) Dimensional check.
iii) General workmanship.
iv) Configuration.
v) Mechanical polarization of cards.

11.1.2 Card Level Checking:
i) General track layout.
ii) Quality of soldering and component mounting.
iii) Conformal Coating.
iv) Legend printing.
v) Green or Black masking.

11.1.3 Module Level Checking:
i) Indications and displays.
ii) Mounting and clamping of connectors.
iii) Proper housing of cards.

11.2  Insulation Resistance Test: This test shall be carried out –

(a) Before the high voltage test
(b) After the high voltage test
(c) After completion of the climatic test

There shall be no appreciable change (value more than 10 Mega ohms and
variation within 10%) in the values measured before and after high voltage
test. After the completion of climatic test, the values shall not be less than 10
Mega ohms for the equipment at a temperature of 400 C and relative humidity
60%. The measurement shall be made at a potential of 500V DC.

11.3  Applied High Voltage Test: The equipment shall withstand for one minute
without puncture and arcing a test voltage of 2000 volts rms applied between:

(a) AC line terminals and earth
(b) DC line terminals and earth

The test voltage shall be alternating of approximately sinusoidal waveform of
any frequency between 50 Hz. and 100 Hz. Printed circuit cards shall be
removed.
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11.4 Environmental/ Climate Tests:

11.4.1 The analog & master clocks shall be capable of working in non-air conditioned
environment in the field.

11.4.2 The analog & master clocks shall be suitable for installation on AC/ DC
electrified and non-electrified sections. It shall be suitable in all areas including
where locomotives having thyristor controlled single phase or 3-phase
induction motors haul passenger or freight trains and where chopper
controlled EMU stocks are operated.

11.4.3 The analog & master clocks shall meet the following climatic and
environmental requirements:

SN TEST REFERENCE

1. Change of temp test IS 9000
Part XIV Sect. IILow temp –10o C ± 3o C 

High temp +70o C ± 2o C 

Rate of change in
temperature

1o C / min 

Duration 7hrs at each temp. –10 o C & +70 o C 

Cycle 3

Condition Fully functional during test

2. Dry heat test IEC-571;
IS:9000 Part-III
Sect 3

Temp +70oC ± 2o C

Duration 16 hrs

Condition Fully functional during test

3. Cold test IS 9000 Part II
Sect. IIITemp –10o C ± 3 o C

Duration 2 hours

Condition Fully functional during test.

4. Damp heat test (Cyclic) IS 9000 Part V
Sect. 2 Variant
1

Upper temp 40o C ± 2 o C

Humidity 95% (+1%, -5%) 

Cycles 6

Condition Fully functional during one hour period
towards end of each cycle.
Stabilization shall be done at 25o ± 3 o C

5. Damp heat test (Steady state storage)
IS 9000 Part
IV

Temp 40o ± 2 o C

Humidity 93% (+2%, -3%)

Severity 4 days
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Condition Fully functional during test.

6. Salt mist test IS 9000 Part XI
procedure 3Mist + Damp heat Procedure 3: 2 hours + 22 hours

Temp 35o ± 3 o C

Humidity 93% (+2%, -3%)
Hours 22

Cycle 3

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall
be monitored in addition to physical
checks.

7. Dust test IS 9000
Part XIIDuration 1hour

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall
be monitored in addition to physical

checks.
8. Bump test IS 9000

Part VII, Sec. 2PCBs/Modules/units in packed condition shall be subjected to
bump test as under:

No of bumps 1000

Peak acceleration 400 m/s2 

Pulse duration 6 ms

No of axes 3

Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall
be monitored in addition to physical
checks.

9. Vibration test TEC (IPT
1001A-revised)

Up to & including 75
Kgs. weight

Over 75 Kgs.

Freq. Range 05-350 Hz 5-150 Hz

Amplitude ± 6 mm constant
displacement or
15m/ Sec.2 constant
acceleration.

± 6 mm constant
displacement or 15m/
Sec.2 constant
acceleration.

No. of axes 3 3

No of sweep
cycle

20 10

Total duration 105 min 105 min

If resonance is
observed

10 min at each
resonant freq.

10 min at each
resonant freq.
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Condition After this test, electrical parameters shall be
monitored in addition to physical checks.

10. Environmental Stress Screening tests (ESS) for Printed
Circuit Boards (PCB) & sub systems:

(The manufacturer shall carry out the following ESS tests on all
modules on 100% basis during production / testing in the
sequence as follows. Suitable records shall be maintained
regarding the compliance of these tests. )

10.1 Thermal cycling:

The PCBs shall be subjected to thermal cycling as per the
procedure given below.

The assembled boards are to be subjected to rapid temperature
cycling as mentioned below in the power off condition.

  This temperature cycling from 0° C to 700C, ½ Hours at
each temperature for 9 cycles and 1 hour at each temp. for
the 10th  cycle. Dwell time of 1 hour is provided for the last
cycle in order to oxidize defective solder joints exposed
through thermal stress.

70° C, ½ Hour 1 Hour

Ambient

r
0° C, ½ Hour


  The rate of rise / fall of temp. shall be minimum 10° C perminute.
  In addition to physical checks, the electrical parameters are

also to be monitored after this test.

10.2 Power cycling: The power supply modules shall be subjected to
60 ON-OFF cycles for 1 hour. The ON-OFF switch usually
provided in the modules may not be used for this purpose.

11.5 Performance Test:  The equipment shall comply with the requirements as
specified in Clauses 2 to 9.

11.6 Endurance Test:

11.6.1 During type test, endurance test shall be conducted on system mentioned in
Clause 10.2.2 for continuous operation which shall be 168 hours at 600C
burning without giving any deterioration in performance.
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11.6.2 During acceptance test, endurance test shall be conducted on samples as per
Clause 10.3.1 for continuous operation which shall be 48 hours at room
temperature burning without giving any deterioration in performance.

12.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE:

12.1 All materials & workmanship shall be of good quality.

12.2 Since the quality of the equipment bears a direct relationship to the
manufacturing process and the environment under which it is manufactured,
the manufacturer shall ensure Quality Assurance Program of adequate
standard.

12.3 Validation and system of monitoring of QA procedure shall form a part of type
approval. The necessary plants, machineries and testing equipments required
for production & quality assurance as per Scheduling of Technical
Requirements (STR) shall be available with the manufacturer.

13.0 MARKING & PACKING:

13.1 The following information shall be clearly marked at a suitable place on each
equipment:
i) Name and Address of the manufacturer.
ii) Month & Year of the manufacting.
iii) Serial number of Equipment.
iv) Specification number.
v) Schematic diagram of the equipment on the side of the cover.

13.2 The equipment and its sub assemblies shall be packed in thermocole boxes
and the empty spaces shall be filled with suitable filling material. Before
keeping in the thermocole box, the equipment shall be wrapped with bubble
sheet. The equipment shall be finally packed in a wooden case of sufficient
strength so that it can withstand bumps and jerks encountered in a road/rail
 journey. 

14.0 INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER:

14.1 The following documents in two sets should be supplied along with the
system:
i) Mechanical drawings of each sub system/ rack/ clock.

ii) Installation and maintenance manual incorporating trouble shooting
exercises, printed cards patterns, software etc.

iii) Operating and trouble shooting manual.
iv) Pre-commissioning check list.
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15.0 INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE PURCHASER:

15.1 The purchaser should clearly indicate details of required items which shall
mainly consist of following items as per requirement.

S.No Description of the Item Quantity

1.a

Double sided Indoor/ Outdoor Analog Clock of
diameter - 50cm or 60cm or 80cm suitable for
platform area (Either networking mode or
stand alone mode)

As per site
requirement

1.b

Single Sided Indoor/ Outdoor Analog Clock of
diameter - 50cm or 60cm or 80cm suitable for
platform area (Either networking mode or
stand alone mode)

As per site
requirement

2

Double sided Indoor Analog Clock of diameter

- 30cm or 40cm suitable for platform area
(Either networking mode or stand alone mode)

As per site

requirement

3

Single Sided Indoor Analog Clock of diameter
- 30cm or 40cm suitable for platform area
(Either networking mode or stand alone
mode)

As specified by the
purchaser

4
Master Clock (MC-A or MC-B or MC-C type)
for working of Analog clocks in networking
mode

As specified by the
purchaser

5 Five pair shielded communication cable As per requirement

6 Power Cable and extension boards As per requirement

7
Any other items or features required by the
purchaser

As per requirement

16.0 TRAINING:

16.1 On site training shall be provided to the Railway staff which shall include
complete assembly of the system through the use of various modules,
integration of hardware with software and complete operation of the system.

17.0 DIAGRAMS:

Detailed construction diagrams of Indoor & Outdoor Analog Clock suitable for
platform area (single sided and double sided) and analog clock suitable for
office complex are to be approved by RDSO before starting manufacturing.
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18.0 Schematic Diagram of Analog Clocks for Indoor Application:
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19.0 Schematic Diagram of Analog Clocks for Outdoor and Indoor
Application:
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Clock diameter in cm Maximum viewing distance in m
50 60
60 70
80 90
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This document specifies technical specification of Video Surveillance System.
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I.
  SUMMARY :

This document covers the technical requirements of Video Surveillance System
to be provided at waiting hall, railway yards, workshops, reservation counter,
parking area, main entrance/ exit, platforms, foot over bridges etc. of railway
station and others railway establishments.

II. SOURCE :

Draft specification RDSO/ SPN/ TC/ 65/2006, Rev.0 has been prepared by

RDSO, Lucknow as per Railway Board letter No. 2005/Tele/WE/2 dated18/08/2006.

III.  FOREWORD :

RDSO/ SPN specification is issued as draft specification. This specification is
circulated to customers/ Railways and field inspection units for comments.

In the absence of IRS specification, procurement may be made as per RDSO/

SPN specification.

This specification requires the reference to the following specifications:

IRS: S23 Electrical signaling and interlocking equipment

RDSO/SPN/144 The Safety and reliability requirement of
electronic signaling equipment

IS:9000 Basic environmental testing procedures for
electronic and electrical items

Wherever, reference to any specifications appears in this document, it shall be
taken as a reference to the latest version of that specification unless the year of
issue of the specification is specifically stated.

For the purpose of this specification, the terminology given in IRS: S23 and
RDSO/SPN/144 shall apply.
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANISATION
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

MANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW

Draft Specification of Video Surveillance System

Draft Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/65/2006

1.0 SCOPE :

The specification of Video Surveillance System covers technical specification and
requirement of IP based Video Surveillance Systems consisting of indoor &
outdoor fixed cameras, indoor & outdoor P/T/Z dome cameras, Indoor and
Outdoor IP Cameras, Single/multi channel Video Encoders, video management
hardware & software, Recording servers, switches, colour monitor etc. for
surveillance of different locations of Railway stations and other establishments
from centralized location.

Video Surveillance System shall be end to end IP based with either IP cameras

or single/multi channel encoders placed within 100 meters of the analog cameraas per site requirement. The recording of the video shall be on an open
architecture, non embedded based recorder server from reputed manufacturers
like IBM/HP/Dell. The system shall be able to work on both wired as well as
wireless network. The wireless network is envisaged for extreme areas like,
yards, foot over bridges and any other area in the station where cabling is difficult
to install and maintain. The entire system shall be based on non proprietary open
architecture where the Video Management software can work and integrate with
any make of standard cameras, and IT hardware.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

Video Surveillance System to be provided at stations and other railways
installations shall consist of Fixed cameras / Fixed dome camera, PTZ Dome
cameras, Single/multi channel Encoders, Recording Servers and PC’s to view on
TFT/LCD monitors and associated Ethernet cable, fiber cable, video cable,
power cable, twisted pair cable etc. It shall be possible to integrate the
surveillance system using the existing LAN / WAN infrastructure on optical /
microwave backbone network of Railways.

In IP based video surveillance system, the cameras shall be provided at different
locations so that the output is available as ethernet and connected to the
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backbone to the control room. Each camera shall have a video at 4CIF and 25
frames and a dual stream capability such that the viewing and recording at

different resolutions and frames per second are possible. The storage shall be ona recording server which will be a standard IBM/HP/Dell/ make PC server. The
recording shall be preferably stored for atleast 7 days at 4CIF 25 frames per
second. In small stations, the viewing and recording shall take place in different
or same PC server as required by purchaser. Schematic of system architecture is
shown in Diagram -1.

Possible applications of analytics software over the IP based video surveillance
system, for required number of cameras for specific stations, as defined by
purchaser shall include generating various type of alarms on the basis of size of
object and direction of movement. etc.

3.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

3.1 Original Equipment Manufacturer of Video Surveillance System shall have base
and service support in all major cities of India or through authorized partners.

3.2 Manufactured products shall have quality system compliance and shall be either
UL or EN and FCC certified.

3.3 The Video Management software should be able to integrate any make of
standard cameras. It should be preferable that all IP cameras, Encoders

connected to Analog cameras and Video management software should be fromthe same manufacturer as all these equipments communicate directly with each
other.

3.4 All software and firmware upgrades shall be free of cost. All the encoders, IP
cameras shall be freely accessible and programmable from the control room.

3.5 It shall be possible to view any camera from the Divisional, Zonal Headquarters
and from the Railway Board at the time of emergency or when ever desired.

3.6 Every control room of surveillance system shall be capable of getting connected

to the optical or other communication backbone of Railways.

3.7 The power supply available at the stations shall be 220 V / 50 Hz AC +/- 10%. All
modules of the surveillance system should work using this power supply only
with requisite converters, if required.

3.8 All the cameras and other modules of Video Surveillance System shall be
modular in construction. In case of upgardation of such modules in future, it shall
be possible to upgarade them without replacing the entire modules.
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4.0 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS :

4.1 IP based Video surveillance System for all type of stations should mainly consistof the following:

i. High resolution Fixed box type colour camera with vari focal lens
along with housing and mount as per clause 5.1.

ii. High resolution Fixed Dome type colour camera with lens and housing
as per clause 5.2.

iii. P/T/Z dome color camera (day / night) with 26X Zoom lens as per
clause 5.3.

iv. Single/multi Channel Video encoder in case IP camera is not used
with each port capable of 25 frames and 4 CIF resolution as

mentioned as per clause 5.4. This item will not be required if cameras
are IP.

v. Wireless Transmitter/Receiver Unit for extreme corners as per clause
5.5.

vi. 20” LCD/TFT Monitor as per clause 5.6.
vii. Digital keyboard for PTZ functionality as mentioned in clause 5.7.
viii. PC Work Station Client Station for viewing on LCD monitor as

mentioned in clause 5.8.
ix. Server Hardware as mentioned in clause 5.9.
x. Network Attached Storage (NAS) / RAID Storage Device as

mentioned in clause 5.10.

xi. RG 11 armoured video cable as per Clause 5.11.
xii. Armoured 3 core 1.5 sq. mm power cable as per clause 5.12.
xii. Armoured twisted pair shielded cable as per clause 5.13.
xiii Optical fiber cable as per clause 5.14
xv. Access Switches as mentioned in clause 5.15.
xvi. Aggregation Switches as mentioned in clause 5.16.
xvii. UPS as per clause 5.17.
xviii. UTP Cat-6 cable for Network etc. as mentioned in clause 5.18.
ix. Software inclusive of server software and client software for end-to-

end IP based Video surveillance system as mentioned in clause 6.

4.2  Fixed box type cameras shall normally be provided in Parking area,
Entrance/Exit, Main Entrance/Exit, platforms, yards or any other locations
decided by purchaser, whereas fixed dome type cameras shall be provided In the
waiting halls, ticket counters, reservation counters, offices etc.

4.3  High speed P/T/Z dome cameras shall normally be provided in platforms, foot
over bridges etc. and for general perimeter surveillance.

4.4  Wireless system shall normally be used for far away locations, where cabling is
difficult to be installed & maintain like yards, extreme corners of stations etc.
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5.0 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:

The Video Surveillance System shall consist of:

5.1 High Resolution Fixed Box Type Colour Camera:

5.1.1 High resolution colour camera shall be of day / night fixed box type suitable for
indoor & outdoor surveillance.

5.1.2 The camera shall work on 220V AC voltage/ 24V AC/12VDC.

5.1.3 The camera shall meet the following minimum technical requirements.

i. Pick-up device : 1/3 format, interline transfer, CCD image
sensor

ii. Horizontal
resolution

: 520 TVL with outstanding picture quality

iii. Sensitivity (at F1.2,
40 IRE)

:

a. Colour Mode : 0.5 Lux

b. Night Mode (Black
& White)

: 0.05 Lux

iv. Signal to Noise
Ratio

: ≥ 48 dB

v. Video Output (for
analog camera
only)

: Composite video 1.0 Vpp, 75 ohm

vi Active Pixels 742(H)X554(V)

vii. Aperture correction Horizontal & Vertical, symmetrical

viii. Video Standard
PAL/ NTSC

ix. Lens mounting C and CS

x. Operating
Temperature

0 °C to +50 °C

xi. Storage C to +70 C

xii. Humidity 5% to 95% non-condensing

xiii Approval UL or EN and FCC

xiv. On Screen Display
(for analog camera
only)

Required

xv Automatic Gain
Control

: Required
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xvi. Automatic White
Balance

: Required

xvii. Back light
Compensation

Required

5.1.4 Varifocal Lenses:

5.1.4.1 Varifocal Lenses of 5 mm to 50 mm with following minimum specifications
shall be used for fixed box type camera.

i Focal length : 5 – 50 mm

ii. Iris range : F1.7 to 360

iii. Min. Object Distance : 1 m

iv. Back focus distance : 7.6 mm

v. Lens mount : CS-mount

vi. Angle view wide (1/3”) : 50° x 37.8°

vii. Angle view tele (1/3”) : 5.5° x 4.1°

viii. Iris Control : Auto, DC control

ix. Focus Control : Manual

x. Zoom Control : Manual

xi. Operating Temperature : 0° C to +50° C

xii. Storage Temperature : 0° C to +70° C

xiii. Operating Humidity : Up to 95%, non condensing

5.1.5 Housing Arrangement for Fixed Box Type Camera:

5.1.5.1 Housing arrangement shall be designed for both outdoor and indoor use
and should meet customer requirements for camera enclosures.

5.1.5.2 It shall protect camera and lens combination. .

5.1.5.3 The housing arrangement shall have the following minimum technical
specifications and features:

i. Window : 3 mm (0.12 inch) glass
ii. Camera Mounting : Removable camera/lens tray, mounted
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with two screws.

iii. Construction : Aluminum housing casing, neoprene

gaskets, UV-resistant polymer end caps,
and all stainless steel hardware.

iv. Tamper-resistance : Tamper-resistant screws for locking clasps
shall be provided.

v Enclosure Protection : IP 66, NEMA-4 or better

vi Approvals : UL or EN and FCC

5.1.6 Mount:

5.1.6.1 Mounts shall be suitable for indoor and outdoor mounting units designedfor fixed cameras or camera housing installations.

5.1.6.2 Mount should have following minimum features:

a). Feed-through design for cable management
b). 360 deg rotation, 180 deg tilt
c). Versatile design
d). Adjustable mount heads
e). Corrosion-resistant finish

5.2 High Resolution Fixed Dome Type Cameras:

5.2.1 High resolution colour camera shall be of day/ night fixed dome type suitable for
indoor surveillance.

5.2.2 The camera shall work on 220V AC voltage/ 24V AC/12VDC.

5.2.3 The camera shall meet the following minimum technical requirements.

i. Pick-up device : 1/3 format, interline transfer, CCD image
sensor

ii. Horizontalresolution : 520 TVL with outstanding picture quality;

iii. Sensitivity (at F1.2,
40 IRE)

:

a. Colour Mode : 0.65 Lux

b. Night Mode (Black
& White)

: 0.2 Lux

iv. Signal to Noise
Ratio

: ≥ 48 dB
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v. Video Output (for
analog camera

only)

: Composite video 1.0 Vpp, 75 ohm

vi. Aperture correction Horizontal & Vertical, symmetrical

vii. Video Standard PAL / NTSC

viii. Active Pixels 742(H)X554(V)

ix. Operating
Temperature

0 °C to +50 °C

x. Storage C to +70 C

xi. Humidity 5% to 95% non-condensing

xii. Approval UL or EN and FCC

xiii. On Screen Display
(for analog camera
only)

Required 

xiv. Automatic Gain
Control

: Required

xv. Automatic White
Balance

: Required

xvi. Back light
Compensation

Required

xvii. Ingress Protection
rating

IP 66 and NEMA 4 rated or better

xviii. Auto iris Varifocal
Lens

3.5 to 9.5 mm

xix. Vandal Proofing The bubble should be scratch resistant,
and vandal proof. It shall also be impact
resistant and shall withstand an impact of
more than 100 LBS as per IEC 60068-2-
75 test Eh, 50 J or better.

5.3 High Speed P/T/Z Camera ( Day/Night ):

5.3.1 The camera shall have PAN, Tilt and Zoom feature suitable for indoor and
outdoor surveillance.

5.3.2 The camera shall have a ¼” interline transfer CCD with 26X optical zoom & 12X
digital zoom.

5.3.3 The camera shall work on 220V AC voltage/ 24V AC/12VDC.

5.3.4 The camera shall meet the following minimum technical requirements.
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i. Pick-up device : 1/4 format, interline transfer, CCD image

sensor
ii. Horizontal

resolution
: 460TVL.

iii. Active Pixels 752 H x 504 V

iv. Signal to noise ratio : >50dB

v. Video Output (for
analog camera
only)

: 1.0 Vp-p ± 1.0 Vp-p, 75 ohm

vi. Aperture correction : Horizontal & Vertical

vii. Lens : 26x optical zoom (3.5mm to 91mm), F1.6
to F3.8

viii. Digital zoom : 12X or better

ix. Slow Shutter Speed : 1/60 sec, 1/30 sec, 1/15 sec, 1/8 sec, ¼
sec, ½ sec, 1 sec and fully automatic.

x. Field of view : 2.7° to 48° 

xi. Focus & Iris : Automatic with manual override

xii. Sensitivity (at 20IRE) :

xii (a) Day mode : 0.02 lux

xii (b) Night mode (Black
and White)

: 0.006 lux

xiii. Pan/Tilt adjustment : 360°  continuous pan; -50  to 90°  Tilt from
horizontal plane

xiv. Pre-Position speed : 360° /sec ± 0.50° accuracy

xv. Variable speed : 120° /sec

xvi. Operating
Temperature

: 0 °C to +50 °C

xvii. Storage : 0 C to +70 C

xviii. Humidity : 0% to 95% non-condensing

xix. Sector Blanking : Required. Camera 360 degree pan
rotation to be divided in 16 sectors and
any sector should be blanked as required
by the operator
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xx. Preset Titling : The camera shall allow the storage of up
to 99 preset scenes with each preset

programmable for 16 character titles.
xxi. Alarm Input : The camera shall provide atleast four

normally open or normally closed alarm
inputs contacts and one relay output.

xxii. Approvals : UL or EN and FCC

xxiii. Housing rating : Wall/ Pipe Mount IP 66, NEMA 4, with
inbuilt heater blower kit or better.

5.4 Encoding :

5.4.1 Single channel/multi channel encoder shall be provided along with all types ofanalog cameras with in the vicinity of 100 meters of the respective camera. The
encoder should be inbuilt in case of IP cameras.

5.4.2 The encoder shall have following minimum specifications:

i. Dual Stream : Required.
ii. Resolution and

Frame Rate
: Both the stream shall be programmable for

different frame rate per channel at 4 CIF
resolution.

iii. Video resolutions : Configurable.

704 x 576 ( 4 CIF)704 x 288 ( 2 CIF)
352 x 288 ( CIF )
176 x 144 ( Q CIF)

iv Video Compression MPEG4

v. Audio In, Out :
Required.

vi. Overall Delay : 120 ms

vii. Network Protocols : RTP, Telnet, TCP, IP, UDP, HTTP, IGMP,
ICMP, ARP, SNMP

viii. Video Data Rate : 32 Kbps to 5 Mbps per channel

ix. Alarm Inputs /
outputs

: Atleast 1 each

x. Network
Connectivity

: Ethernet, 10/100Base T

xi. Web Server : Internal Web server required with
embedded operating system.

xii. Approval : UL or EN and FCC
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xiii. Operating
Temperature

: 0 °C to +50 °C

xiv. Storage : 0 C to +50 C

xv. Humidity : 0% to 95% non-condensing

xvi PTZ protocols : The encoder should support multiple PTZ
protocols including the one for the
associated analog PTZ camera.

5.5 Wireless Transmitter/Receiver Unit:

5.5.1 Wireless Transmitter/Receiver Unit shall be used to send video signals fromcameras to central location switch for extreme areas like, yards, foot over
bridges and any other area in the station where cabling is difficult to install &
maintain.

5.5.2 Transmitter/Receiver Unit shall be of standard make and shall work preferably
in unlicensed frequency band of 2.4GHz/ 5.4 GHz. Transmitter/Receiver Unit
shall be preferably Motorola or Simoco make or any other standard make as
approved by Purchaser.

5.5.3 Wireless Transmitter/Receiver Unit shall enable digital transmission of both
video & data for PTZ control over the same frequency channel. It should be
compact in design and shall be easily integrated with fixed and PTZ cameras.

5.5.4 Outdoor Unit of Transmitter/Receiver Unit shall be weatherproof with enclosure
of rating IP 66/ NEMA 4 with all external connector for easy in installation.

5.5.5 Minimum available aggregate bandwidth between remote location and central
location should not be less than 10 Mbps with aerial distance of 8 Km which
shall be increased depending upon transmission requirements.

5.5.6 The wireless transmission should use MPEG-4 compression supporting 25
frames/ 4CIF resolution per camera.

5.5.7 The Video transmission shall have AES encryption using 152 bits RC-4
encryption technology.

5.5.8 The wireless unit shall support RS-232, RS-422 or RS-485 signal levels for
PTZ/ Alarm and remote configuration.

5.5.9 Wireless Transmitter/ Receiver Unit shall meet the following minimum
requirements.
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S.N. Specification Transmitter Unit Receiver Unit
i. Signaling Rate 10 Mbps (Min.) 10 Mbps (Min)

ii. Typical Line Of
Sight Range

8 KM 8 KM

iii. Typical Aggregate
Useful Bandwidth

10 Mbps (Minimum) 10 Mbps (Minimum)

iv. Frequency Range
of Band
(Unlicensed)

2400-2483.5 MHz or
5.4GHz band

2400-2483.5 MHz or
5.4 GHz band

v. PTZ Latency 150 msec 150 msec
vi. Carrier to

Interference ratio
(C/I)

~3dB @ 10 Mbps,
~10dB @ 20 Mbps at -
65dBm

~3dB @ 10 Mbps,
~10dB @ 20 Mbps at
-65dBm

vii. Nominal Receiver
Sensitivity (dbm
typical)

- --86 dBm@ 10 Mbps,
-79dBm @ 20 Mbps

viii. Antenna Gain 13 dBi 13 dBi
ix. Anteena Beam

Width
3 dB antenna beam
width 600, Azimuth and
Elevation

3 dB antenna beam
width 600, Azimuth
and Elevation

x. Equivalent
Isotropic Radiated
Power

Adjustable from 10mW
to 2.0 W

Adjustable from
10mW to 2.0 W

xi. Temperature -10 C to + 50 C -10 C to + 50 C
xii. Access Method Time Division

Duplexing/ Time
Division Multiple
Access (TDD/TDMA)/
DSSS Modulation

Time Division
Duplexing/ Time
Division Multiple
Access (TDD/TDMA)/
DSSS Modulation

xiii. Interface 10/100 Base T, half/full
duplex. Rate auto
negotiated (802.3
compliant)/ BNC Input

for Analog cameras.

10/100 Base T,
half/full duplex. Rate
auto negotiated (802.3
compliant)/ BNC

Output for Monitors.
xiv. Protocols to be

Used
IPV4, UDP, TCP,
ICMP, Telnet, HTTP,
FTP, SNMP, MAC

IPV4, UDP, TCP,
ICMP, Telnet, HTTP,
FTP, SNMP, MAC

xv. Network
Management

HTTP, TELNET, FTP,
SNMP Version 2c

HTTP, TELNET, FTP,
SNMP Version 2c
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5.6 Colour LCD Monitor:

5.6.1 Colour LCD Monitor shall be high performance, high resolution colour display
monitor with 20” viewable picture area and multi-standard compatibility.

5.6.2 It should deliver outstanding picture clarity with more than 500TVL lines of
horizontal resolution.

5.6.3 Colour LCD/TFT Monitor shall have following minimum specifications:

i.
Viewable Picture Area : 20" when measured diagonally on TFT/LCD
screen.

ii. Horizontal Resolution: 500 TV Lines

iii.
Luminance Level: 500 Cd / m sq

iv.
Contrast Ratio 500:1

v.
Video Inputs: 2 x Composite BNC Input and Y/C Input

vi. Monitor Control on Screen display, programmable with front panel

vii. Audio Input Level: 1.0 Vp-p/1 kHz

viii. Rated life 50,000 hours, at 50% brightness or better

5.7 Digital Keyboard:

5.7.1 The digital keyboard should be fully functional, multipurpose keyboard used for
system control and programming.

5.7.2 Keyboard should include an integral variable speed pan/tilt/ zoom joystick and
shall be able to select any camera and display it on any monitor.

5.7.3 Keyboard should control multiple P/T/Z cameras at the same time.

5.7.4 Keyboard should be with user-friendly menu and easy to read display.

5.7.5 Joystick should support RS 232 connectivity and RJ 11 connections.

5.8 PC Work Station For Clients Stations:

5.8.1 The PC shall be able to provide high graphics display and with DVD-Drive 52 x,
PS/2 mouse and keyboard.
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5.8.2 PC Work Station shall be of minimum configuration consisting of Pentium IV 3.2

Ghz, 800 MHz FSB, Intel 895 G Chipset, 800/533 MHz Front Side bus, IntelHyper-Threading Support, DDR-400 & DDR-333, 8 X AGP Port, Internal Serial – 
ATA controller & ATA-100 EIDE –Controller. It shall be DELL or IBM or HP
make.

5.8.3 PC Work Station shall also consist of following items:

(a). HDD Interface IDE or better, RAM 1 GB or better, OS – Windows XP
Home/XP Professional/ Linux, Free memory with 120 GB or better.

(b). Dual VGA Graphic Card : NVIDIA GeForce FX 5700 Ultra, FX 5900 Ultra

or FX 5950 Ultra,Matrox Parhelia, ATI RADEON 8500, 9500, 9800.

(c). Ethernet Card: Intel 10/100/1000 Mb/s Gigabit-Ethernet Network on
board.

(d). Sound Card: Internal AC-97 Audio-chip with Yamaha S-YXG50 Soft
Synthesizer.

5.9 Server Hardware:

5.9.1 The Server shall be Dual Intel Xeon 3 GHz or better chipset with 1 MB cache,

Hyper-Threading Technology and Intel Extended Memory 64 Technology(EM64T), Intel High Performance E7520 Chipset with 800 MHz FSB. It should be
DELL or IBM or HP make.

5.9.2 The Video Recorder shall have the minimum following specifications:

i. HDD Interface : IDE or better

ii. Memory : Up to 1 GB ECC DDR2 SDRAM, 400 MHz
(2x512 MB) – 6 DIM Socket
OS Microsoft Windows Server 2003

Standard Edition with 5 Client licenses orLinux.
iii. CD Drive : 24x EIDE CD-ROM

iv. Ethernet Card: : Dual Onboard Intel Gigabit Ethernet with
Load Balancing and Fail over Support

v. Sound Card: : Internal AC-97 Audio-chip with Yamaha S-
YXG50 Soft Synthesizer

vi. Other Features Onboard Single channel Ultra 320 SCSI
Controller.
Hot-plug HDD, redundant Hot-plug fan.
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1 internal Hot-plug SCSI HDD.
1 U mounting . 

vii. HDD 80 GB SCSI HDD, 10,000 U/Min, 1”
S.M.A.R.T.II

5.10 Network Attached Storage (NAS)/ RAID Storage Device:

5.10.1 The NAS disk storage system shall have 4 1Gbe host interface and dual-
redundant power supply, two cooling fan modules. It shall have application
specific processors which shall be housed in no single point of failure
configuration like a dual control configuration. It shall possess a standard 512 MB
cache memory. The NAS/ RAID Storage device should support simultaneous
play back and recording at full duplex operation. It should possess the capability

of voltage and temperature self-monitoring and RTC (Real Time Clock). It shouldbe DELL or IBM or EMC or Info Trend or NetApp make.

5.10.2 The system shall comprise of NAS based storage Controllers with 1.5 TB of hard
disks.

5.10.3 LED indicators, audible alarms and manager software shall monitor fan, power
and disk drives.

5.10.4 Storage device should have minimum following configurations.

i. DDR cache memory : 512MBii. Storage Based Device : NAS type
iii. Storage Controller Configuration : Dual active controllers with fail over

based configuration
iv. Network Protocols : TCP/IP
v. 10/100 Ethernet port : 4
vi. Network File Protocol : CIFS, NFS, HTTP/HTTPS, FTP, NTP,

SNMP, SMTP, DHCP, DNS
vii. Operating Systems : Kernel Based OS

5.10.5 RAID Configurations:

i. RAID levels 0, 1(0+1), 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 30, 50, JBOD
ii. Max. 128 logical drives
iii. Multiple array configurations
iv. Automatic background rebuild

5.10.6 Management Software shall have following minimum features to control and
program the RAID unit.

i. Necessary software for configuration and managing the complete storage (GUI,
CLI, Web based administration)
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ii. Terminal via RS-232C
iii. Telnet over Ethernet

iv. LCD keypad panelv. Event notification methods like sending emails for part failure
vi. Email ,Fax ,LAN broadcast

5.10.7 It should support following Operating System.

i. Microsoft Windows NT
ii. Microsoft Windows 2000 Server
iii. Microsoft Windows 2003 Server
iv. Sun Solaris ver. 8/9
v. Red Hat Linux ver. 8/9, Enterprise ver. 3

vi. SuSE Linux ver. 8/9

5.11 Video Cable:

5.11.1 Video cable of following minimum specifications shall be used for connecting
cameras installed at various locations to Digital Video Recorder in analog based
system and to encoder & other devices in IP enabled system.

i. Center conductor size
 

: 7/0.4 mm Annealed Tinned Copper
(ATC)

ii. Di-electric material : Polyethylene (PE), White color.

iii. Shield material : Copper braided
iv. Di-electric outer

diameter
: 7.24 mm

v. Shield construction : 24 x 8 x 0.18 mm Annealed Bare
copper

vi. Jacket material : FRLS PVC BLUE

vii. Jacket thickness : 1.1 mm

viii. Armour : 1.4 mm GI wire round

ix. Armour coverage : 95 %

x. Outer jacket thickness : 1.2 mm FRLS

xi. Outer jacket : FRLS PVC BLUE

xii. Attenuation at 10 MHz : 0.026 db/Mtr

xiii. Capacitance : 67 pf/mtr
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xiv. Di-electric strength : 10 KVAAC mains.

xv. Maximum operatingvoltage : 4 KV

xvi. Insulation resistance at
50 V DC

: 23,000 M ohm/ Km.

xvii. Nominal impedance : 75 ohms

5.12 Power Cable:

5.12.1 Power cables used for extending power supply to various cameras and other
devices shall have following minimum specifications.

i. No of cores : 3 (three)
ii. Conductor size : 1.5 sq mm, 7/0.68 multi strand with

standard annealed electrolytic copper
conductor.

iii. Primary insulation : PVC insulated of 85º C PVC as IS-
5831Type C

iv. Thickness of PVC
insulation

: 0.8 mm

v. Color code : Red, Black and Green

vi. Inner and Outer
Jacket

: Extruded Flame retardant and 90º C PVC
to IS 5831- Type ST2

vii. Thickness of PVC
inner Sheath

: 0.3 mm

viii. Thickness of PVC
outer Sheath

: 1.8 mm

ix. Inner and outer
sheath

: PVC Black

x. Armouring : Galvanized Steel Wire/ flat as per IS-544
part I.

xi. Armour coverage : 95 %

xii. Conductor
Resistance

: 8.2 ohms/Km

5.13 Twisted Two Pair Cable with Shielding:

5.13.1 Twisted Pair Cable with shielding for controlling cameras and data
communication shall be of following minimum specification.

i. No of pairs : Two
ii. Conductor size : 0.75 sq. mm, 24/0.2 standard annealed
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electrolytic copper conductor.

iii. Primary insulation : Low density polyethylene (LDPE)/PE as

per IS 6474
iv. Thickness of

insulation
: 0.5 mm

v. Color : White and Black

vi. Pair Twisting : 10 to 15 twists per meter

vii. Pair shielding : Aluminum backed by mylar/ polyster

viii. Minimum shied
thickness

0.05 mm

ix. Drain wire 0.5 sq mm multistrand bare tinnedannealed copper conductor.
x. Inner and Outer

 jacket
Extruded flame retardant and 90º C PVC
to IS 5831-type

xi. Inner jacket colour Black Thickness >0.3 mm

xii. Outer jacket colour Black Thickness > 1.8 mm

xiii. Thickness of jacket As per IS 1554 part-I

xiv. Armour over inner
 jacket

Galvanised Steel wire/ flat as per IS 1554
part I

5.14 Optical Fibre Cable:

5.14.1 Optical Fibre Cable should be 6 core multimode armoured 62.5 micron optical
cable or 24 core single mode armoured 50 micron optical cable. 

5.15 24 Port Access / Core Switch: ( CISCO, HP or 3 COM Make)

5.15.1 The switch should have 24 ports of 10/100 Base T and two Gig E ports.

5.15.2 It should have Wire – speed layer 2 switching.

5.15.3 The switch should be IGMP aware.

5.15.4 It should have low EMI and certified ESD Protection.

5.15.5 The device should be suitable for working up to temperature of 50 º C.

5.16 Aggregation Switch: (CISCO or HP or 3 Com Make -)

5.16.1 Layer 3 managed Switch should be CISCO or HP or 3 Com make.
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5.16.2 Switch should have 24 optical ports.

5.16.3 Each Optical port should have capability to support gigabit bandwidth.

5.16.4 It should have capability to support L2/L3 switching and routing functionalities.

5.16.5 It should have low EMI and certified ESD Protection.

5.16.6 The device should have working temperature of 50º C.  

5.17 Uninterrupted Power Supply System:

5.17.1 At least 6 KVA Uninterrupted Power Supply System of APC or Libert make shallbe provided for complete surveillance system for reliable and interruption free
surveillance. However actual capacity of UPS is to be decided by purchaser.

5.17.2 UPS should be on line of N+1 configuration.

5.17.3 It should provide at least back up of 1 hours at full load.

5.18 UTP Cable CAT-6:

5.18.1 UTP CAT-6 Cable shall be 4 pair UTP cable of 3 AWG Solid Bare copper and

polyolefin Insulation.

5.18.2 Applicable Standard: ISO/IEC 11801 category -6 or better.

5.18.3 Insulation Resistance: 100M Ohms, Capacitance <250nf/Km

6.0 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:

6.1 Video Management Server Software:

6.1.1 This shall be a highly scalable enterprise level software solution working on client

server architecture. It shall offer a complete video and audio surveillance solutionthat will be scalable from one to hundreds of cameras that can be added on a
unit-by-unit basis. The software shall be licensed and shall operate on open
architecture and should require no proprietary hardware.

6.1.2 The Server shall authenticate clients (users) and give access to the software
Client application based on predefined user access rights.

6.1.3 The system shall allow the recording, live monitoring, playback of archived video,
audio and data simultaneously
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6.1.4  The software shall provide the following: 

6.1.6.1 Several simultaneous live picture connections of camera in network
.
 

6.1.6.2 Configuration of monitoring situation (site maps and workspace). 

6.1.6.3 Programming of alarm-triggered automatic events in AND, NAND, OR & NOR
Configuration. 

6.1.6.4 System set up with limited operation options for clearly defined surveillance
tasks. 

6.1.6.5 Programming of automatic recording events on a Network Recorder. 

6.1.7 The software shall display MPEG-2, MPEG-4 video streams in real time
simultaneously at frame rates ranging from 1 fps to 25 fps and resolution ranging
from ¼ CIF to 4CIF.

6.1.8 Each camera’s bit rate, frame rate and resolution shall be set independently from
other cameras in the system, and altering these settings shall not affect the
recording and display settings of other cameras.

6.1.9 The software shall allow:

6.1.9.1 Live display of cameras.

6.1.9.2 Live display of camera sequences.

6.1.9.3 Control of PTZ cameras.

6.1.9.4 Playback of archived video.

6.1.9.5 Retrieval of archived video.

6.1.9.6 Instant Replay of live video.

6.1.9.7 Use of site maps.

6.1.9.8 Use of procedures.

6.1.9.9 Configuration of system settings.

6.1.9.10 Configuration and programming of P/T/Z cameras, features like camera
addressing, BLC, auto tours, presets etc.
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6.1.10 The software should be able to do video/audio recording on any of the following
options - inbuilt hard disks on the server, Direct Attached Storage boxes

attached to servers, Network Attached Storage, Storage Area Network.

6.1.11 The software shall offer a plug and play type hardware discovery service with the
following functions:

6.1.11.1 Automatically discover devices as they are attached to the network.

6.1.11.2 Discover devices on different network segments including the Internet and
across routers.

6.1.12 The software shall provide a reporting utility for tracking but not limited to the

following options. Video and images shall be stored with reports for documentingevents.

6.1.12.1 Alarms

6.1.12.2 Incidents

6.1.12.3 Operator logs

6.1.12.4 Service requests

6.1.13 The software shall provide file export tool for export of single frames of video in J-PEG/ BMP or better file formats and for export of motion video files in AVI file
format for transport and playback on computers utilizing a Window environment.

6.1.14 The software shall allow for installation of Anti-Virus and network security
Software.

6.1.15 The software’s SQL based Database Server shall offer the capability to be
installed on multiple servers to enable distributed architecture on the LAN or
WAN.

6.1.16 The software Database Servers shall not limit the number of Networked VideoRecording Servers which can be networked together to form a distributed video
management and recording system.

6.1.17 The software Database Server shall maintain a catalog of settings for all the
clients, servers, and IP & analog cameras in the system.

6.1.18 The Server shall enable the client to dynamically create connections between
cameras and clients and view live or recorded video on the digital VGA monitors
(audio, video, serial ports and digital I/Os).
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6.1.19 The Server shall provide the client seamless operation of all cameras and clients
available in the system regardless of the actual connection to different storing

servers.

6.1.20 The Server shall detect signal loss and have the capability to alert the systems
administrator.

6.1.21 The Server shall receive all incoming events (motion detection and triggered
digital input and relay output) in the system and take appropriate actions based
on user-defined event/action relationships.

6.1.22 The Server shall create an audit trail of all events and user activities.

6.1.23 The Server shall perform dynamic bandwidth management.

6.1.24 The software shall support a built-in Digital Video Matrix Switcher or any third
party equipment available from time to time.

6.1.24.1 The Virtual Matrix Switch shall provide a full matrix operation of IP video to
analog output.

6.1.24.2 The Virtual Matrix Switch shall provide a full matrix operation of IP video to
digital monitors.

6.1.24.3 The Virtual Matrix Switch shall have the capability of creating camerasequences with the following functionalities:

6.1.24. 3.1 Each Sequence shall have capability up to hundreds of cameras.

6.1.24.3.2 Each camera in the sequence shall have its own individual dwell time,
from 1 to 60 seconds.

6.1.24.3.3 Each entry in a sequence shall have the capacity to trigger PTZ camera
presets, patterns or auxiliaries.

6.1.24.3.4 Multiple users shall be able to view the same camera sequencesimultaneously, not necessarily synchronized one with the other.

6.1.25 The software shall support management and control over unlimited satellite sites.

6.1.26 The software shall support full duplex audio communication and transmission
signals over the IP Digital Transmission Network.

6.1.27 The software shall provide alarm management module.
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6.1.27.1 The alarm management shall be able to set any monitor or groups of monitors
to automatically display cameras in response to alarm inputs.

6.1.27.2 The alarm management shall be able to reset automatically or manually
alarmed video.

6.1.28 The software shall detect signal loss, low signal to noise ratio, too bright scene or
too dark scene and have the capability to alert the system administrator.

6.1.29 The software shall provide the redundancy or fail over of Server Hardware (Video
Recorder) such that if one video recording server fails/shut down, the online
recording shall be transferred to a standby machine immediately. This is to
ensure that at any moment of time the recording of cameras is never lost and is

available for all the time of operation.

6.2 Client Station Software Features:

6.2.1 The client shall perform the following applications simultaneously without
interfering with any of the Storage Server operations (Recording, Alarms, etc.):

6.2.1.1 Live display of cameras.

6.2.1.2 Live display of camera sequences.

6.2.1.3 Control of PTZ cameras.

6.2.1.4 Playback of archived video.

6.2.1.5 Retrieval of archived video.

6.2.1.6 Instant Replay of live video.

6.2.1.7 Use of graphical controls (maps) and alarm management.

6.2.1.8 Use of procedures (Macros).

6.2.1.9 Configuration of system settings.

6.2.1.10 Execution of system macros. 

6.2.2 The software client applications shall support any form of IP network connectivity,
including: LAN, WAN, VPN, Internet, and Wireless (Wi-Fi and Cellular)
technologies. 

6.2.3 The client applications shall support IP Multicast (UDP) and Unicast (TCP or
UDP) video streaming.
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6.2.4 The client  applications shall automatically adapt to the network topology and

use the best available method to receive streaming video.

6.2.5 The client  applications shall provide an authentication mechanism, which
verifies the validity of the user.

6.2.6 The Client application shall allow for live monitoring of video and audio.

6.2.7 It shall enable view of 1 to 16 video tiles simultaneously on a single digital
(1024x768) monitor at 25 fps per camera.

6.2.8 The software shall provide on each of the digital monitors independently the
following tile views:

6.2.8.1 Full screen

6.2.8.2 Quad

6.2.8.3 3x3 (9-view)

6.2.8.4 4x4 (16-view)

6.2.8.5 1+5/ 1+9/ 1+11/ 1+12/ 1+15 (One large and remaining small views)

6.2.9 The Client application shall allow operators to view an instant replay of anycamera.

6.2.9.1 The operator shall be able to define the amount of time he wishes to go
back from a predefine list or through a custom setup period.

6.2.9.2 The operator shall be able to control the playback with play, pause, forward,
and speed buttons.

6.2.10 The Client application shall allow operators to add bookmarks.

6.2.11 The operator shall be able to choose and trigger an action from a list ofavailable actions included but are not limited to:

6.2.11.1 View camera in a video tile.

6.2.11.2 View Map or procedure in a video tile.

6.2.11.3 Starting/stopping PTZ pattern.

6.2.11.4 Go to PTZ Preset.
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6.2.11.5 Sending alert messages.

6.2.11.6 Sending e-mails.

6.2.11.7 Send/receive messages through a serial data stream.

6.2.11.8 Executing a macro.

6.2.12 The Client application shall provide management and control over the system
using a standard PC mouse, keyboard and CCTV keyboard.

6.2.13 The Client application shall display all cameras attached to the system
regardless of their physical location on the network.

6.2.14 The Client application shall display all camera sequences created in the
system.

6.2.15 The Client application shall allow operators to control (Pause/Play, skip
forwards, skip backwards) Camera Sequences, without affecting other
operators’ ability to view and control the same sequence.

6.2.16 The Client application shall display all cameras, sequences and users in a
logical tree.

6.2.17 The Client application operator shall be able to drag and drop a camera from atree of available cameras into any video tile for live viewing.

6.2.18 The Client application operator shall be able to drag and drop a camera
sequence from a tree of cameras into any video tile for live viewing.

6.2.19 The client application shall support Graphical Site Representation (Maps)
functionality, where digital maps are used to represent the physical location of
cameras and other devices throughout facility.

6.2.20 The Maps shall have the ability to contain hyperlinks to create a hierarchy of

interlinked maps.

6.2.21 The Maps shall be able to import maps from any graphical software supporting
BMP, JPEG and/or GIF image formats.

6.2.22 The operator shall be able to drag and drop a camera from a map into a video
tile for live viewing in the same browser without opening a new browser.

6.2.23 The operator shall be able to click on an icon in a map to initiate PTZ camera
preset, run PTZ pattern, view camera in an analog monitor or send an I/O
stream.
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6.2.24 The Client application shall support digital zoom on a fixed camera’s live video

streams.

6.2.25 The Client application shall support digital zoom on a PTZ camera’s live video
streams.

6.2.26 The operator shall be able to control pan-tilt-zoom, iris, focus, dome relays and
dome patterns.

6.2.27 It should be possible to prioritize which operator has control over a camera vs.
another operator trying to control the same camera at the same time.

7.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS:

7.1 Conditions of Tests: 

7.1.1 Unless otherwise specified all tests shall be carried out at ambient atmospheric
conditions.

7.1.2 For inspection of material, relevant clauses of IRS: S 23 and RDSO/SPN/144
shall apply.

7.1.3 Inspection and testing shall be carried out to the effect that all requirements of

this specification are complied with.

7.1.4 Inspection shall be carried out for various types of cameras, lens, housing,
mount, encoder, wireless transmitter/receiver unit, digital keyboard, PC Work
station, server hardware, RAID 5 hard disk storage system, switches, colour
LCD/TFT monitors, various type of cables including software.

7.2 Type Tests :

7.2.1 For type test, one complete system consisting of all type of cameras and other
devices & equipments as mentioned in clause 4 shall be subjected to following

tests as applicable:

a) Visual inspection (Clause 8.1)
b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 8.2)
c) Applied High Voltage Test (Clause 8.3)
d) Environmental/ Climate Tests (Clause 8.4)
e) Performance Test (Clause 8.5)
f) Endurance test (Clause 8.6)

g) Card-level & module level functional tests on all the cards.
h) System level functional tests.
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7.2.2 Following systems should be submitted to RDSO after approval.

a) Each type of Camera with lens along with housing and mount suitable for bothindoor and outdoor use.
b) Encoder
c) Digital Key Board

7.2.3 Only one complete system shall be tested for this purpose. The system
shall successfully pass all the type tests for proving conformity with this
specification. If any one of the equipment fails in any of the type tests, the
purchaser or his nominee at his discretion, may call for another
equipment/card(s) of the same type and subject it to all tests or the
test(s) in which failure occurred. No failure shall be permitted in the

repeat test(s).

7.2.4 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the purchaser.

7.3 Acceptance Tests:

7.3.1 The following shall constitute the acceptance tests which shall be carried out by
the inspecting authority for the purpose of acceptance on 20% of the lots
(minimum 2 each type of system) offered for inspection by the supplier:

a) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 8.1)

b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 8.2)c) Performance Test (Clause 8.5)
d) System level functional tests.

5.3.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the purchaser.

7.4 Routine Tests:

7.4.1 The following shall comprise the routine tests and shall be conducted by
manufacturer on every equipment and the test results will be submitted to the
inspection authority before inspection. The application software in proper format

shall also be submitted to the inspection authority in advance.

a) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 8.1)
b) Insulation Resistance Tests (Clause 8.2)
c) Performance test (Clause 8.5)
d) Card-level & module level functional tests on all the cards/ modules.
e) System level functional tests.

7.4.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the purchaser.

8.0 TEST PROCEDURE :
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The test procedure shall be based on the system design. The methodologies to
be adopted for various tests shall be decided taking into account the system

design/configuration.

8.1 Visual Inspection: 

Each equipment of the system shall be visually inspected to ensure compliance
with the requirement of clauses 3, 4, 5 & 6 of this specification. The visual
inspection shall broadly include:

8.1.1 System Level Checking:

  Constructional details.

  Dimensional check.
  General workmanship.
  Configuration.
  Mechanical polarisation on cards.

8.1.2 Card Level Checking:

  General track layout.
  Quality of soldering and component mounting.
  Conformal Coating.
  Legend printing.


  Green masking.

8.1.3 Module Level Checking:

  General shielding arrangement of individual cards.
  Indications and displays.
  Mounting and clamping of connectors.
  Proper housing of cards.

8.2  Insulation Resistance Test:

8.2.1 Insulation Resistance Test shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144.

8.3 Applied High Voltage Test:

8.3.1 Applied High voltage test shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144

8.4 Environmental/ Climate Tests:

8.4.1 Environmental/ climate tests shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144.

8.5  Performance Test:
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8.5.1 The equipment shall comply with the requirements as specified in Clauses 3, 4, 5

& 6.

8.6 Endurance Test:

8.6.1 Endurance test shall be conducted on one of the modules for continuous
operation which shall be 30 days operation without giving any deterioration in
performance.

9.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE :

9.1 All materials & workmanship shall be of good quality.

9.2 Since the quality of the equipment bears a direct relationship to the
manufacturing process and the environment under which it is manufactured, the
manufacturer shall ensure Quality Assurance Program of adequate standard.

9.3 Validation and system of monitoring of QA procedure shall form a part of type
approval. The necessary Plant, Machinery and Test instruments as mentioned in
Schedule of Technical Requirements (STR) shall be available with the
manufacturer.

9.4 Along with the prototype sample for type test, the manufacturer shall submit the

Quality Assurance Manual.

10.0 MARKING & PACKING:

10.1 The following information shall be clearly marked at a suitable place on each
equipment:

a) Name and Address of the manufacturer.
b) Year of the manufacturer.
c) Serial number of Equipment
d) Specification number

e) Schematic diagram of the equipment on the side of the cover.

10.2 The equipment and its sub assemblies shall be packed in thermocole boxes and
the empty spaces shall be filled with suitable filling material. Before keeping in
the thermocole box, the equipment shall be wrapped with bubble sheet. The
equipment shall be finally packed in a wooden case of sufficient strength so that
it can withstand bumps and jerks encountered in a road/rail journey. 

11.0 INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE PURCHASER:
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11.1 The purchaser should clearly indicate details of required items for IP based Video
Surveillance System which shall mainly consist of items mentioned in clause no.

4.1 as per site requirement.

11.2 The purchaser should also mention the requirement for the storage capacity in
Terra Bytes depending on the total number of all types of cameras in the station.
It is preferable to size the storage capacity for minimum 7 days of storage at
4CIF / 25 fps.

11.3 The purchaser should clearly mention the maximum number of client workstations
that will need to be connected to the system for viewing / configuration or replays
simultaneously. According the requirement for concurrent client connection
licenses should be arrived at.

12.0 WARRANTY:

12.1 Manufacturer shall provide a three years warranty from date of commissioning of
system which shall include repairing and replacing of defective parts of system, if
any.

12.2 Manufacturer shall support the system for at least 7 years from its
commissioning. Memorandum Of Undertaking for this is to be submitted by
manufacturer.

13.0 TRAINING:

13.1 On site training shall be provided to the Railway staff which shall include
complete assembly of the system through the use of various modules, integration
of hardware with software and complete operation of the system.

13.2 Sets of training manual in two hard copies and two soft copies containing details
of technical specifications, installation and commissioning, trouble shooting &
maintenance schedule etc. shall be supplied along with the equipment.

14.0 DOCUMENTATION:

14.1 The following documents should be supplied along with the system:

a) Mechanical drawings of each sub system/ rack.

b) Installation and maintenance manual incorporating trouble shooting
exercises, printed cards patterns, software etc.

c) Operating and trouble shooting manual including maintenance schedule.

d). Pre-commissioning check list.
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DOCUMENT DATA SHEET

Specification

RDSO/SPN/TC/63/2006
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Title of Document

RDSO Specification of Public Address System

Author

Shri Anil Kumar Mishra

Director/ Telecom-II/ RDSO

Approved by

Shri M. Alam

Executive Director/ Telecom/ RDSO

Abstract

This document specifies technical specification of Public Address System.
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANISATION

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYSMANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW

Draft Specification for Public Address System

Draft Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/63/2006

I.  SUMMARY :

This document covers the technical requirements of Public Address System
to be provided at Railway Stations for making announcement at platforms,
concourse, foot over bridges etc.

II. SOURCE :

Draft specification RDSO/ SPN/ TC/ 63/2006, Rev.0 has been prepared
by RDSO, Lucknow as per Railway Board letter No. 2004/Tele/TCM/1
dated 27/12/2005 and 03/04/2006.

III.  FOREWORD :

RDSO/ SPN specification is issued as draft specification. This specification
is circulated to customers/ Railways and field inspection units for comments.

In the absence of IRS specification, procurement may be made as per
RDSO/ SPN specification.

This specification requires the reference to the following specifications:

IRS: S23 Electrical signaling and interlocking equipment

RDSO/SPN/144 The Safety and reliability requirement of
electronic signaling equipment

IS:9000 Basic environmental testing procedures for
electronic and electrical items
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Wherever, reference to any specifications appears in this document, it shallbe taken as a reference to the latest version of that specification unless the
year of issue of the specification is specifically stated.

For the purpose of this specification, the terminology given in IRS: S23
and RDSO/SPN/144 shall apply.
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1.0 SCOPE:

The specification of Public Address System covers technical requirement
of Call Station, Paging Microphone, System Controller, Booster Amplifier,
and various types of loudspeakers like column speakers, horn speakers,
sound projector speakers and ceiling speakers for making announcement
at platforms, concourse, foot over bridges and other areas of railway
stations.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

A full Zonal Public Address System shall consist of Call Station, System
Controller, Router, Booster Amplifiers, Paging Microphone, various types
of loudspeakers, along with associated power supply arrangement and
cables & wiring for making announcement at stations. Call Station is used
to make announcement on zonal basis, output of which is connected to a
System Controller. Depending on the number of zones and the output
power required, suitable number of routers and booster amplifiers shall be
connected to the system. Wirings to various type of loudspeakers fixed at
different locations are to be done from the booster amplifiers.

Public Address System, suitable for small stations where zonal paging is
not required, shall consist of a Paging Microphone, one or more booster
amplifiers, and suitable speakers.

Schematic diagram of Public Address System to be provided at different
categories of Railways stations showing the various elements (and their
interconnections) has been given in diagram-1.

3.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

3.1 Original Equipment Manufacturer of Public Address System shall have base
and service support in India, either directly or through authorized agents /
dealers / distributors. 

3.2 Screened cable & shielded wires shall be used for signal transmission
between different elements of the Public Address System to avoid effect of
25 KV, 50 Hz AC traction and other type of interferences.

3.3 All the equipments for PA system shall be designed such that their
performance is not affected by 25 KA, 50Hz AC traction or 1500 Volts DC
traction.
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3.4 System shall have facility to announce on all the platforms at a time, or at

only certain locations selected from the Call Station. This does not applyto C- category stations where no Call Station is used.

3.5 Suitable capacity of Constant Voltage Transformer (CVT) of standard
make shall be provided to ensure stable power supply to all devices and
equipments of PA system. Adequate capacity of 24 Volts maintenance
free battery with charger suitable for telecom system shall also be
provided to ensure battery back up of complete Public Address system for
at least three hours or as specified by purchaser in case of interruption in
normal supply. Battery back up should be optional and to be provided as
per discretion of purchaser.

3.6 The PA system shall be so designed as to work the farthest loudspeakers
satisfactorily.

3.7 Separate standard cabinet of suitable dimension is to be provided in
announcer room or equipment room to house all type of devices and
equipments required for PA system such as System Controller, Routers,
Booster Amplifiers, CVT, battery, charger and other accessories.

3.8 Cabinet should be made of aluminum of minimum thickness of 2 mm to
achieve modular and ergonomic design for good maintainability. The

cabinet should be powder coated, rust free enamel painting in black colouror any other colour as specified by purchaser. It should have front door of
tinted toughened glass and a metal rear door. Adjustable shelves shall be
provided to accommodate the equipments. 220 Volts AC distribution box
with required numbers of sockets of atleast 220 Volts/ 5 amp rating shall
be provided in the cabinet

3.9 The front and back sides of the cabinets shall have the facility for locking
the equipment. Gland plates shall be provided on the top and bottom
panel of cabinet for cable entry. Proper cable guides are also to be
provided inside cabinet. Suitable ventilation should be provided from both

sides and rear of cabinet such that possibility of dust accumulation insidethe cabinet is minimized.

3.10 Public Address System shall also take audio input form PC Based
Announcement System for making prerecorded announcements, playing
music, slogans etc.

4.0 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

The various elements of the Public Address System shall be mainly
followings:
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4.1 Call Station:

4.1.1 Call Station shall be used for selecting a particular zone of the station for
making announcements selectively.

4.1.2 Each call station should have provision for a minimum of 6 zones, which
can be selected individually by pressing a button, or by dialing a code from
a keypad. It should also be possible to press or dial a code for making
announcements simultaneously in all zones.

4.1.3 Call Station shall be expandable up to 60 zones as per requirement by
subsequent addition of modules / units.

4.1.4 A uni-directional dynamic microphone cartridge on a flexible gooseneck of
minimum length 390mm should be provided on the Call Station for making
announcements. The minimum frequency response (-10db) of the
microphone cartridge shall be 140Hz - 10 KHz.

4.1.5 The call station shall allow the operator to generate announcements to the
selected zone. Suitable indication of the selected zone number should be
provided on the Call Station by means of LED or a LCD panel.

4.1.6 Announcements going from the Call Station should override background

music and any announcement being generated from a microphoneconnected to the System Controller.

4.1.7 The Call Station shall have provision for receiving computer generated
analogue audio announcements, and passing them on to the zones
selected by the Call Station operator.

4.1.8 The Call Station shall have a balanced audio output of 1 volt (nominal).

4.1.9 Mains voltage for operation of Call Station should be 220 V AC ±10%, 50
Hz. Battery backup provisions shall also be provided. The battery voltage

should be 24V DC, +20% / -10%. The power supply for the Call Stationmay be inbuilt, or provided as a separate unit.

4.1.10 The Call Station shall be capable of working in an ambient temperature
range of -5°C to +55°C and relative humidity up to 95% at ambient
temperature range of 400 C without any degradation.

4.2. System Controller:

4.2.1 System Controller shall receive audio signals as well as zone selection
data from the Call Station. It shall generate suitable command signals to
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the routers to ensure that the announcements are routed to those zones

selected from the Call Station.

4.2.2 System Controller shall have provision for attaching a music source with
nominal output 200mV for playing background music in all zones.

4.2.3 System Controller shall have provision for attaching a Paging Microphone
to make announcements simultaneously in all zones. The System
Controller shall give priority to these announcements over the background
music source.

4.2.4 Mains voltage for operation of System Controller shall be 220 V AC ±10%,

50 Hz. Battery backup provisions should also be provided. The batteryvoltage should be 24V DC, +20% / -10%.

4.2.5 The System Controller shall be 19” rack mountable, or be supplied with
accessories which enable mounting it on a 19” rack.

4.2.6 The System Controller shall be capable of working in an ambient
temperature range of -5°C to +55°C and relative humidity up to 95% at
ambient temperature range of 400 C without any degradation.

4.2.7 The maximum allowed total cable length between the system controller

and the Call Station shall be 1000 meters.

4.2.8 The system shall comply with the following standards:

a). EMC emission according to EN 55103-1
b). EMC immunity according to EN 55103-2
c). Safety according to IEC 60065

4.3 Router:

4.3.1 The router shall receive audio as well as suitable command signals from

the System Controller and shall switch the Call Station signal to thedesired zones.

4.3.2 Each router shall have provision for minimum six zonal outputs.

4.3.3 It should be possible to connect up to 10 routers together and cater to up
to 60 zones.

4.3.4 The Routers shall work on a mains voltage of 220V AC, ±10%, 50 Hz.
Battery backup provision shall be also provided. The battery voltage
should be 24V DC, +20% / - 10%.
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4.3.5 Since it may be required to connect more than one Router, it shall be

possible to assign a unique identification to each Router by means of DIPswitches provided on the Routers.

4.3.5 The Router shall comply with the relevant provisions of IEC 60065.

4.3.6 The Router shall be 19” rack mountable, or to be supplied with
accessories which enable mounting it on a 19” rack.

4.3.7 The Router shall be capable of working in an ambient temperature range
of -5°C to +55°C and relative humidity up to 95% at ambient temperature
range of 400 C without any degradation.

4.4 Booster Amplifier:

4.4.1 Booster amplifier shall be 19” rack mountable, or to be supplied with
accessories which enable it to be mounted on a 19” rack.

4.4.2 The boosters shall be available with either (a) 120 watts power output at
1% THD; or (b) 240 watts power output at 1% THD, when operated on
220V AC mains, as specified by purchaser.

4.4.3 Booster Amplifier shall be able to drive 70V/100V constant voltage and

low-impedance loudspeaker loads.

4.4.4 Booster Amplifier shall be able to operate reliably even with (a) mains
voltage fluctuations of up to 10% either way from the nominal 220VAC;
and (b) 24V DC backup battery supply. However, the power output under
these two cases may be different from that specified in 4.4.2 above.

4.4.5 Booster Amplifier shall be protected against overload, short circuits and
over-heating.

4.4.6 It shall be possible to cascade two or more booster amplifiers together for

increased output power.

4.4.7 In case the booster amplifier has more than one input socket, it shall have
an inbuilt priority circuit to ensure that announcements can override any
music source which may be connected directly to the booster.

4.4.8 The booster amplifier shall have a frequency response (-3 db) of minimum
60Hz - 14KHz. 

4.4.9  The booster amplifier shall have, on the front panel, a suitable display of
the signal level through a set of LEDs, or LCD panel, or VU Meter and
power ON status.
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4.4.10 The booster amplifier shall have an input socket with sensitivity of 1 volt.

4.4.11The Booster Amplifier shall be capable of working in an ambient
temperature range of -5°C to +55°C and relative humidity up to 95% at
ambient temperature range of 400 C without any degradation.

4.5. Horn Loudspeaker:

4.5.1 Horn loudspeakers with inbuilt driver unit shall provide excellent speech
clarity and sound distribution. They are normally to be provided for outdoor
like uncovered part of platforms, overhead bridges, parking areas etc.
Since sound pressure level of horn loudspeakers is high, these can also

be used on covered platforms or in indoor areas where ambient noise is
high.

4.5.2 To avoid rust and to have adequate strength & lightweight, the horn
loudspeakers should be made from either ABS plastic or aluminium. In
case horn loudspeakers are made of aluminiun, their edges shall be
covered with a PVC profile for protection against impact damage.

4.5.3 The horn loudspeaker shall be water and dust protected according to IEC
60529-IP66.

4.5.4 The horn loudspeaker shall be suitable for connecting to the 100V line
running from the booster amplifier, and shall include an inbuilt line
matching transformer with taps on the primary winding to allow different
power settings. The different power taps shall be selectable through an
inbuilt rotary switch.

4.5.5 A cable of minimum 50 cm length shall be attached to the horn
loudspeaker for connection to the 100V line coming from the booster
amplifier. The cable shall be two core sheathed cable with each core
having minimum 20 copper strands of 36SWG.

4.5.6 The horn loudspeakers shall be supplied complete with sturdy adjustable
mounting bracket, allowing the sound beam to be suitably directed.

4.5.7 The 100 V horn loudspeakers shall comply with the relevant safety
regulations of IEC 60065.

4.5.8 Horn Loudspeaker shall have following specifications:

Rated power handling capacity 30 W, taps at 30,25,20,15,10
& 5 W.

Sound pressure level at 1KHz, 1m at 30 120 dB/107 dB minimum
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W/1 W

Minimum Effective frequency range (-20
dB)

300 Hz to 5.5 kHz minimum

Rated operating voltage 100 V

Nominal impedance at 1KHz 330Ω at 30W tap

Ambient temperature range -5 to +55oC

4.5.9 Horn loudspeakers shall be designed to withstand operation at their rated
noise power for 100 hours in accordance with IEC 268-5.

4.6. Line Array Loudspeaker (Column Loudspeaker):

4.6.1 The line array (column) loudspeakers shall be normally used in large
indoor and covered environments like covered part of platforms, waiting
rooms, lobbies, ticketing/ enquiry areas etc. It shall be suitable for both
announcement and music reproduction.

4.6.2 The column loudspeaker shall be suitable for connecting to the 100V line
running from the booster amplifier, and shall include an inbuilt line
matching transformer with taps on the primary winding to allow different

power settings.

4.6.3 The column loudspeaker shall have a rated power handling capacity of 30
watts RMS, with taps on the line matching transformer at 30, 20, 10, &
5W.

4.6.4 It shall provide a sound pressure level of minimum 91db at 1W / 1 KHz /
1m, and 104 dB at 30W / 1 KHz / 1m.

4.6.5 It shall have an effective frequency range (-10db) of 180 Hz to 8 kHz.

4.6.6 The different power taps of the line matching transformer shall beselectable through an inbuilt rotary switch.

4.6.7 To prevent rusting, the outer body of the column loudspeaker shall be
made of extruded aluminium section, with pressure die-cast aluminium
end-plates. Front grill shall be of aluminium sheet.

4.6.8 The loudspeaker shall be able to withstand operation at its rated noise
power for 100 hours in accordance with IEC 268-5 Power Handling
Capacity standards.
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4.6.9 The loudspeaker should operate safely within an ambient temperature

range of -5 to + 55° C.

4.6.10 The loudspeaker shall be supplied with accessories as required for
mounting either on a wall, or on a floor stand with M8 threaded bolt as
specified by purchaser.

4.6.11 The loudspeaker shall comply with all relevant provisions of IEC 60065.

4.7 Ceiling Type Loudspeaker:

4.7.1 A flush-mounting ceiling loudspeaker shall be normally used in indoor

locations where a false ceiling is available like offices, cabins, cafeteria/restaurants etc.

4.7.2. The speaker assembly shall consist of a 6 Watt loudspeaker and frame
with a metal fire-dome. It shall be suitable for connecting to the 100V line
running from the booster amplifier, and shall include an inbuilt line
matching transformer with taps on the primary winding to allow different
power settings. The taps on the line matching transformer shall be
connected to a terminal strip for easy access during installation.

4.7.3 It shall comply with the following specifications:

Rated power handling capacity 6W, with taps 6, 3, & 1.5 W

Sound pressure level at 6 W/ 1 W 97dB/ 90dB minimum

Effective frequency range (-10 dB)
 

300 Hz to 8 kHz minimum

Rated voltage 100 V

Rated impedance 1667 Ω at 6W tap

Ambient temperature range -5 to + 55
o

C

4.7.4 Ceiling type loudspeakers shall be designed to withstand operation at their
rated noise power for 100 hours in accordance with IEC 268-5.

4.7.5 The loudspeaker shall comply with all relevant provisions of IEC 60065.

4.8 Sound Projector:

4.8.1 The sound projector shall be normally used in indoor applications where
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directing the sound beam is desirable like corridors, entrance of lobbies,

cafeteria/ restaurants etc.

4.8.2 Sound Projector units shall be suitable for connecting to the 100V line
running from the booster amplifier, and shall include an inbuilt line
matching transformer with taps on the primary winding to allow different
power settings. It shall be possible to select different power taps by
rotating an inbuilt switch.

4.8.3 Sound Projector enclosures shall be supplied with steel mounting brackets
suitably painted for rust protection. They shall be suitable for mounting
onto walls or ceilings.

4.8.4 These type of loudspeakers shall be designed to withstand operation at
their rated noise power for 100 hours in accordance with IEC 268-5.

4.8.5 The Sound Projector shall comply with IEC 60529-IP65.

4.8.6 Sound Projector type loudspeaker shall be of following specification.

Rated power handling capacity 15 W with taps at 15, 10, 5 & 2.5
W.

Min. Sound pressure level at rated

power10 W/1 W

102 dB/92 dB minimum

Effective frequency range (-10 dB)
 

160 Hz to 10 kHz minimum

Nominal impedance 670Ω on 15W tap

Ambient temperature range -5 to +55oC

4.8.7 The loudspeaker shall comply with all relevant provisions of IEC 60065.

4.9 Wall Loudspeaker:

4.9.1 A Wall Loudspeaker shall be normally used for wall mounting in indoor
areas and in covered areas like offices, cabins, cafeteria/ restaurants,
corridors & other areas where false ceiling is not available.

4.9.2 The Wall Loudspeaker shall consist of an 8W loudspeaker housed in a
steel cabinet (suitably painted to avoid rusting), with inbuilt line matching
transformer for operation on 100V line.

4.9.3 It shall have a rated power handling capacity of 8 watts, with power taps 8,
4 and 2 watts easily selectable on a terminal strip.
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3.9.4 It shall have an effective frequency range (-10 db) of at least 200 Hz to 8KHz.

4.9.5 It shall have an output of at least 90 db at 1 KHz / 1W / 1m and 98 db at 1
KHz / 8W / 1m.

4.9.6 These type of loudspeakers shall be designed to withstand operation at
their rated noise power for 100 hours in accordance with IEC 268-5.

4.9.7 The loudspeaker shall comply with all relevant provisions of IEC 60065.

4.10 Paging Microphone: 

4.10.1 A Paging Microphone shall be used for making announcements, at
stations where there is no need of zone selection, and the Call Station /
System Controller. It can also be used with a System Controller for
announcements to be made from the Control Room.

4.10.2 The Paging Microphone shall be suitable for keeping on a desktop, and
shall have following specifications.

a). A suitable unidirectional dynamic microphone cartridge, with

frequency response (- 10 db) of minimum 140Hz - 10KHz, mountedon a gooseneck of length minimum 390mm.

b). Switch for initiating and terminating announcements.

c). Nominal audio output of 1 volt to drive the booster amplifier.

d). LED, LCD panel or other visual indication of ON status.

4.10.3 Mains voltage for operation of Paging Microphone shall be 220 V AC
±10%, 50 Hz. Battery backup provision shall also be provided. The battery

voltage shall be 24V DC, +20% / -10%. The power supply for the PagingMicrophone may be inbuilt, or provided as a separate unit.

4.10.4 The Paging Microphone shall be supplied with a suitable shielded cable of
minimum length 10 meters with a connector suitable for connecting it to
the booster amplifier & system controller.

4.10.5 The Paging Microphone shall comply with IEC 60065.

4.10.6 The Paging Microphone shall be capable of working in an ambient
temperature range of -5°C to +55°C and relative humidity up to 95% at
ambient temperature range of 400 C without any degradation.
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5. CABLE AND WIRING:
5.1 The loudspeaker cable connected from power amplifiers to the

loudspeakers operates at 100 volts. The generic type of cable shall be
insulated copper wire with minimum 32 strands of 0.2mm thick wire,
compliant with IS:694:1990 and IS:5831.

6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS:

6.1 Conditions of Tests: 

6.1.1 Unless otherwise specified all tests shall be carried out at ambient

atmospheric conditions.

6.1.2 For inspection of material, relevant clauses of IRS: S 23 and
RDSO/SPN/144 shall apply.

6.1.3 Inspection and testing shall be carried out to the effect that all requirements
of this specification are complied with.

6.1.4 Inspection shall be carried out for various types of Booster Amplifiers, Horn
Loudspeakers, Line Array Loudspeakers (Column Loudspeakers), Ceiling
Type Loudspeakers, Sound Projectors, Wall Loudspeakers, Call Station,

Paging Microphone, System Controller, Router.

6.2 Type Tests:

6.2.1 For type test, two complete systems consisting of all type of devices &
equipments as per specification mentioned in clause 3, 4 & 5 shall be
subjected to following

 

tests as applicable.

a) Visual inspection (Clause 7.1)
b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 7.2)
c) Applied High Voltage Test (Clause 7.3)

d) Environmental/ Climate Tests (Clause 7.4)
e) Performance Test (Clause 7.5)
f) Endurance test (Clause 7.6)

g) Card-level & module level functional tests on all the cards.
h) System level functional tests.

6.2.2 Following systems should be submitted to RDSO for approval.

a) Call Station
b) System Controller
c) Router
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d) Booster Amplifier

e) Horn Loudspeakerf) Line Array Loudspeaker (Column Loudspeaker)
g) Ceiling Type Loudspeaker
h) Sound Projector
i) Wall Loudspeaker

 j) Paging Microphone

6.2.3 The system shall successfully pass all the type tests for proving conformity
with this specification. If any one of the equipment fails in any of the type
tests, the purchaser or his nominee at his discretion, may call for another
equipment/card(s) of the same type and subject it to all tests or the

test(s) in which failure occurred. No failure (of the same model) shall bepermitted in the repeat test(s)

6.2.4 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the
purchaser.

6.3 Acceptance Tests:

6.3.1 The following shall constitute the acceptance tests which shall be carried
out by the inspecting authority for the purpose of acceptance on 20% of the
lots (minimum 2 each type of system) offered for inspection by the supplier:

a) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 7.1)
b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 7.2)
c) Performance Test (Clause 7.5)
d) System level functional tests.

6.3.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the
purchaser.

6.4 Routine Tests:

6.4.1 The following shall comprise the routine tests and shall be conducted bymanufacturer on every equipment and the test results will be submitted to
the inspection authority before inspection. The application software in
proper format shall also be submitted to the inspection authority in advance.

a) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 7.1)
b) Insulation Resistance Tests (Clause 7.2)
c) Performance test (Clause 7.5)
d) Card-level & module level functional tests on all the cards/ modules.
e) System level functional tests.
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6.4.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the

purchaser.

7.0 TEST PROCEDURE :

The test procedure shall be based on the system design. The
methodologies to be adopted for various tests shall be decided taking into
account the system design/configuration.

7.1 Visual Inspection: 

Each equipment of the system shall be visually inspected to ensure

compliance with the requirement of clauses 3, 4 & 5 of this specification.
The visual inspection shall broadly include:

7.1.1 System Level Checking:

  Constructional details.
  Dimensional check.
  General workmanship.
  Configuration.
  Mechanical polarisation on cards.

7.1.2 Card Level Checking:

  General track layout.
  Quality of soldering and component mounting.
  Legend printing.
  Green masking.

7.1.3 Module Level Checking:

  General shielding arrangement of individual cards, wherever
applicable.

  Indications and displays.
  Mounting and clamping of connectors.
  Proper housing of cards.

7.2  Insulation Resistance Test:

7.2.1 Insulation Resistance Test shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144.

7.3  Applied High Voltage Test:

7.3.1 Applied High voltage test shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144
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7.4 Environmental/ Climate Tests:

7.4.1 Environmental/ climate tests shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144.

7.5  Performance Test:

7.5.1 The equipment shall comply with the requirements as specified in Clauses
3, 4 & 5.

7.6 Endurance Test:

7.6.1 Endurance test shall be conducted on one of the modules for continuousoperation which shall be 30 days operation without giving any deterioration
in performance.

8.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE :

8.1 All materials & workmanship shall be of good quality.

8.2 Since the quality of the equipment bears a direct relationship to the
manufacturing process and the environment under which it is manufactured,
the manufacturer shall ensure Quality Assurance Program of adequate

standard.

8.3 Validation and system of monitoring of QA procedure shall form a part of
type approval. The necessary Plant, Machinery and Test instruments as
given below shall be available with the manufacturer.

8.3.1 Plant & Machinery : 

i). Electronic instruments for checking the frequency response of
booster amplifiers and various types of loudspeakers, the power
output of booster amplifiers, and the sound pressure level

of loudspeakers.
ii). Burn in chamber
iii). Anti static precautions at locations where microprocessors are

mounted on the printed circuit board.
 

iv). Microprocessor programming system
v). Computer aided design system
vi). Any other machinery & equipments required

8.4 Along with the prototype sample for type test, the manufacturer shall submit
the Quality Assurance Manual.
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9.0 MARKING & PACKING:

9.1 The brand name or name of the manufacturer, together with model
number shall be clearly marked on each equipment.

9.2 The equipment and its sub assemblies shall be packed in cardboard
boxes with thermocole buffers. Before keeping in the cardboard box, the
equipment shall be wrapped with polythene or bubble sheet. The
equipment shall be finally packed in a wooden case of sufficient strength
so that it can withstand bumps and jerks encountered in a road/rail

 journey. 

10.0 INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED BY THE PURCHASER:

10.1 The tenderer should clearly indicate details of required items for Public
Address System which shall mainly consist of items mentioned in clause
no. 3, 4 & 5 as per site requirement.

11.0 WARRANTY:

11.1 Manufacturer or Supplier shall provide minimum one year warranty from
date of commissioning of system which shall include repairing and

replacing of defective parts of system, if any.

11.2 Manufacturer or Supplier shall support the system for at least 5 years from
its commissioning. Memorandum of Undertaking for this is to be submitted
by the Supplier.

12.0 TRAINING:

12.1 On site training shall be provided to the Railway staff which shall include
complete assembly of the system through the use of various modules,
integration of hardware with software, if any, and complete operation of

the system.

12.2 Sets of service manual in two hard copies and two soft copies containing
details of technical specifications, installation and commissioning, trouble
shooting & maintenance schedule etc. shall be supplied along with the
equipment.

13.0 DOCUMENTATION:

13.1 The following documents should be supplied along with the system:

a) Mechanical drawings of each sub system/ rack.
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b) Operating Instructions and Service Manual incorporating, among otherthings, necessary installation instructions.

c) Pre-commissioning check list.
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DOCUMENT DATA SHEET 
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Information System (Train Indication, Coach
Guidance and PC Based Announcement
System)

Author

Shri Anil Kumar Mishra

Director/ Telecom-II/ RDSO

Approved by

Shri M. Alam

Executive Director/ Telecom/ RDSO

Abstract

This document specifies technical specification of Integrated Passenger Information
System consisting of Train Indication, Coach Guidance and PC Based
Announcement System
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I.  SUMMARY:

This document covers the technical requirements of Integrated Passenger
Information System consisting of Train Indication, Coach Guidance and PC Based
Announcement System.

II.  SOURCE:

Draft specification RDSO/ SPN/ TC/ 61/2007, Rev 2.0 has been prepared by
RDSO, Lucknow as per Railway Board letter No. 2004/Tele/TCM/1 dated
27/12/2005 and 03/04/2006.

III.  FOREWORD:

RDSO/ SPN specification is issued as draft specification. This specification is
circulated to customers/ Railways and field inspection units for comments.

In the absence of IRS specification, procurement may be made as per RDSO/ SPN
specification.

This specification requires the reference to the following specifications:

IRS: S23 Electrical signaling and interlocking equipment

RDSO/SPN/144
The Safety and reliability requirement of
electronic signaling equipment

IS:9000
Basic environmental testing procedures for
electronic and electrical items

Wherever, reference to any specifications appears in this document, it shall be
taken as a reference to the latest version of that specification unless the year of
issue of the specification is specifically stated.

For the purpose of this specification, the terminology given in IRS: S23 and
RDSO/SPN/144 shall apply.
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RESEARCH DESIGNS & STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

MANAK NAGAR, LUCKNOW

Draft Specification for Integrated Passenger Information System (Train Indication
Coach Guidance and PC Based Announcement System)

Draft Specification No: RDSO/SPN/TC/61/2007 (Revision 2.0)

1. SCOPE:

The specification of Integrated Passenger Information System covers technical
requirements of PC based announcement system for announcing train information
to passengers, electronic display boards & coach guidance display boards for
displaying train information to passengers with the feature of networking and
operation from a centralized place.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

The Integrated Passenger Information System shall consist of TWO Control
Console Units in redundant mode loaded with software for announcement, display
boards of different sizes, Coach Guidance display boards, At-a-glance display
boards, CCTV, Main Data Communication Hub (MDCH) and Platform Data
Communication Hub (PDCH) as shown in diagram-1.

The multiline display board shall display train number, name of train, expected
time, arrival/departure and platform number for multiple trains at a time. For major
stations, there should be separate arrival & departure display boards, whereas for
small way side stations there should be common display board for displaying
arrival & departure information. The platform display system shall display the
information of one train at a time scheduled for that platform. At-a-glance display

board with coach guidance may be provided at entry of platform to indicate the
details of train arriving on that platform or departing with coach composition of train
as per the requirement. The multiline display boards shall be located at the main
entrance/ concourse and platform display boards at suitable places on platforms/
foot-over bridges. The CCTV monitors shall display the train information similar to
that displayed by a display board. The CCTV monitors shall be provided in the
enquiry offices, waiting rooms or at any suitable place decided by the user. It
should also be possible to network such systems provided at different stations for
carrying out operation from a centralized place.

3. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS:

3.1 Hardware Requirements: The system shall consist of

3.2 Control Console Unit:

3.2.1 System should have provision for fully redundant control console units. In case of
failure of the first control console unit, the second control console unit should
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become operative. There should be continuous data synchronization between
these two operator consoles through a LAN link.

3.2.2 The main and standby Control Console Unit shall comprise standard PC of reputed
brand having minimum configuration as mentioned below:

a. Pentium – IV or equivalent processor (2 GHz or higher).
b. 512 MB SD RAM.
c. 80 GB HDD.
d. CD ROM.
e. 19” Color LCD Monitor.
f. Two VGA adaptors.

i) One for the monitor.
ii) Second with video output to provide display on CCTV automatically.
(If same functionality can be achieved with one adaptor, it can be acceptable).

g. 101 Key board.
h. Optical USB mouse.
i. One parallel port.

 j. Multi port serial card (At least four serial communication ports)
k. UPS with minimum ONE hour battery backup for control console unit of make APC

or Numeric. Incase of any interruption in power supply, there should be no effect
on control console unit

l. Windows Xp or higher version
m. Ethernet card
n. Sound card with speakers and microphones. Microphone should be of following

minimum specifications

Frequency Response 20 Hz – 20K Hz

Impedance 32 Ω 

Sensitivity 50 to 110 db

Power Handling 80 mW to 100 mW

Make
Intex, Zebronics, I-Ball, Logitech or
as specified by purchaser.

3.2.3 Two complete PC sets with separate UPS as per above given specifications with
LAN to work in stand by mode shall be provided. Change over of video & audio
signals from one control console unit to another should be through a manual switch
for redundancy. The switch should have two input ports for video signals coming
from two control console units and one output port that will go to the CCTV
network. It should also have two audio ports coming from two control console units
and one output port that will go to the audio announcement network.

3.2.4 The control console units shall be operated from any suitable control centre or
enquiry office, preferably in dust free and air conditioning environment to improve
the reliability of the system.

3.2.5 The control system shall be so designed as to work public announcement system
and the farthest indicator satisfactorily.
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3.2.6 Control Console Unit shall be provided with voice recording and voice playback
PCI plug-in type card of standard make for making PC based voice announcement.

3.2.7 Separate standard cabinet of suitable dimensions preferably as per schematic
shown in diagram-2 is to be provided to house two numbers of control console
units consisting of two sets of CPUs, key boards, LCD color monitors, UPS,

Ethernet switch, changeover switch and other accessories. There should also be
provision to place the Main Data Communication Hub and one speaker of 5 watts
(minimum) with volume control to monitor the announcement. The Ethernet switch
should be of at least 8 ports of D-Link or NETGEAR make.

3.2.8 Cabinet should be made of galvanized MS sheet of minimum 18 SWG thickness to
achieve modular and ergonomic design for good maintainability. The cabinet
should be rust free & powder coated in ivory/gray color. It should have front door of
tinted toughened glass and a metal rear door. Shelves of suitable height shall be
provided to accommodate the equipments. 230 Volts AC distribution box with
required numbers of sockets of at least 230 Volts/ 5 Amps rating shall be provided
in the cabinet. Proper earthing arrangement shall also be provided for cabinet.

3.2.9 The front and back sides of the cabinet shall have the facility for locking the
equipments. A separate opening with lock & key shall be provided on the front door
for taking out the key board and mouse from the cabinet for the operation of the
control console unit without unlocking and opening the front door. Gland plates
shall be provided on the top and bottom panel of cabinet for cable entry. Proper
cable guides are also to be provided inside the cabinet. Suitable ventilation should
be provided from both sides and rear of cabinet such that possibility of dust
accumulation inside the cabinet is minimized.

3.2.10 Keyboards & Monitors should be placed inside the cabinet at appropriate height for
easy and comfortable operation. Other equipments, which are placed inside the
cabinet, shall also be easily accessible for maintenance.

3.2.11 There should be provision in the cabinet to minimize the effect of external vibration
due to movement of trains etc. for normal operation of the system.

3.2.12 ON/OFF button for switching on & off the control console units shall be provided
separately. Pressing the button should switch on the system with auto running of
software. Again pressing the button should close program without corrupting data
and switch off the system.

3.2.13 The audio output for announcement from control console unit shall be interfaced

with the existing public address system.

3.2.14 Suitable hardware & software should be provided in the system for taking data &
required information from automatic train information system like train charting
server for displaying train information on various types of display boards, coach
guidance systems and for making announcement, if specified by the purchaser
(optional).
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3.2.15 LCD/ Plasma TV should be preferably used for the CCTV display. Size of the LCD/
Plasma should be decided by the purchaser as per site condition.

3.2.15.1 LCD TV should have the following minimum features:

No. of Pixels 1366 X 768

Viewing angle(H/V) 1700 / 1700 

Brightness(cd/m2) 450

Contrast 1000:1

Video I/P
S-Video, Video/Composite video, PC Analog
input (RGB, D-sub)

Lamp Lifetime/
Backlight Life

50000 Hrs (Minimum)

Make

LCD display should be preferably of HYUNDAI or
SAMSUNG or SANYO or NEC or PHILIPS or

SHARP or TOSHIBA make or as specified by the
purchaser.

3.2.15.2 Plasma TV used for the CCTV display should have the following minimum
features:

No. of Pixels 1366 X 768

Viewing angle(H/V) 1700 / 1700 

Brightness(cd/m2) 1000

Contrast 10,000:1

Video I/P
S-Video, Video/Composite video, PC Analog
input (RGB, D-sub)

Lamp lifetime/
Backlight life

50000 Hrs (Minimum)

Make

Plasma displays should be preferably of
PANASONIC or LG or SAMSUNG or SONY or
PHILIPS or NEC make or as specified by
purchaser.

3.3 Arrival/ Departure Train Information Display Board:

3.3.1 Display board shall be of three types, depending on its location.

a) Multiline display boards for displaying information of multiple trains.
b) Platform display board for displaying information of single train.
c) At-a-glance display board with coach guidance system for displaying the

information of train arriving/departing with coach composition.
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3.3.2 Multiline, platform and At-a-glance display boards shall be designed with minimum
8 bit CPU. 

3.3.3 Multiline display board shall be located at the concourse/ main entrance and
platform display boards at the respective platforms. The exact location is to be

indicated by the purchaser.

3.3.4 The multiline display board shall be of 2 lines or more and maximum up to 10 lines.
Purchaser has to specifically mention the number of lines in each main display
board as per site requirement.

3.3.5 Separate display boards for “arrival” and “departure” of trains are to be provided
preferably on major stations if specified by the purchaser, otherwise a common
display board showing information of both “arrival” & “departure” of trains is to be
provided. However, the software should permit to display either “arrival” or
“departure” on both the boards.

3.3.6 In case, the information is more than the number of lines in display board, then the
display shall be done on time slot basis.

3.3.7 The platform display board shall display only one train at a time scheduled to arrive
on / depart from a platform.

3.3.8 The platform display boards which are suspended in the middle of platform shall
have double faced indications.

3.3.9 The display of the fixed titles viz. train number, name, expected time,
arrival/departure, platform number etc. should be screen printed in capital letters
on the milky white strip fabricated from acrylic sheet of minimum 3 mm thickness
and shall be clearly readable from a distance of minimum 50 meters in the
brightest part of the day. Color of characters should be preferably in “blue” or
otherwise specified by purchaser.

3.3.10 There should be provision to display the status of train like late, rescheduled,
cancelled, indefinite late, diverted etc.

3.3.11 It should be possible to suspend or mount display board on a wall easily at the
platform entry or inside a concourse/ main entry of a railway station.

3.3.12 The display boards of various type shall be dust proof, weather proof, water proof

and vibration proof as per IP 54.

3.3.13 Display on the board shall be flicker free.

3.3.14 The display on a board shall be immune from the effect of 25 KV traction line or
electro-magnetic induction or any other electro-static induction.
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3.3.15 The information on display boards shall be displayed in turn in English, Hindi and if
so required by the purchaser in the regional language. Each display shall last for
specific period of up to 60 seconds and shall be adjustable from the control centre.

3.3.16 Every display board shall be covered with U.V. stabilized polycarbonate sheet with
thickness of minimum 3mm in order to give good visibility and protection against

dust. Single polycarbonate sheet without any joint should cover the complete
board.

3.3.17 LEDs with equal fringe and uniform intensity are to be used to ensure that the
information to be displayed is with excellent contrast so that no black patches are
visible on the display screen.

3.3.18 These display boards shall be constructed using PCB module of 16X48/ 8X48 LED
matrix. The mechanical mounting of these modules shall be such that easy
replacement of PCB module is possible in case of repair. Such replacement shall
not call for removing any other PCBs.

3.3.19 The construction of the whole unit of different type of display boards should be
modular, such that any module (i.e. PCB, connector, cable, power supply unit etc.)
can be easily removed when defective and a fresh module is fixed to make the
system functional again. Wiring between different modules should be done with the
help of male/female type of connectors. There should not be any requirement of
rewiring, re-soldering/ de-soldering or opening and reconnections of wiring etc.
during the maintenance, unless there is damage to the wiring. Proper cable guides
are to be provided inside the display board for drawing cables and wires neatly.

3.3.20 In Multiline, Single line & At-a-glance display boards, all the power supply modules
are to be mounted on the top of the display board with enclosure for easy
maintenance. CPU card and driver modules of display board should also be easily
accessible. LED display modules should be accessible from front side.

3.3.21 Suitable earthing arrangement has to be provided for earthing the body of display
board.

3.3.22 The relevant ICs for the display board should preferably be of surface mounted
device (SMD) to ensure high reliability.

3.3.23 There should be no changes in electronics to add extra modules to the display
boards in addition to the numbers mentioned in the specification.

3.3.24 Display boards shall be capable of working in an ambient temperature range of –100C to +700C and relative humidity up to 95% at ambient temperature of 40 0C
without any degradation.

3.3.25 There should be in-built power supply to work directly on 230V AC with short circuit
protection with properly rated fuse at its input.
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3.3.26 The display board shall communicate with control console unit on optically isolated
interface through Main Data Communication Hub (MDCH).

3.3.27 The display boards should not display any garbage until the required information is
placed on them from the control console unit. All the embedded boards with CPU
should have watchdog circuit, which should reset the processor in case the

processor goes haywire due to any external disturbance caused by high voltage
traction etc.

3.3.28 Material used for the printed circuit board (PCB) shall be copper clad glass epoxy
of grade FR-4 or equivalent. The display PCB thickness shall be minimum 2.4mm.
The thickness for other PCBs shall be minimum 1.6 mm.

3.3.29 CONFORMAL COATINGS: Assembled and tested printed boards should be given
a conformal coating to enable them for functioning under adverse environmental
conditions. The coating material should be properly chosen to protect the assembly
from the following hazards.

a) Humidity

b) Dust and dirt
c) Airborne contaminants like smoke and chemical vapors
d) Conducting particles like metal clips and filings
e) Accidental short circuit by dropped tools, fasteners etc.
f) Abrasion damage
g) Vibration and shock (to a certain extent)

3.3.30 The solder masks (green/black) shall be applied on the solder side and component
side of the card.

3.3.31 Following description shall be etched on the component side of the PCB:
a) Component outline in the proximity of the component
b) Manufacturer’s name
c) PCB name
d) Part number

3.3.32 Following description shall be engraved on the PCB
a) The manufacturing serial number
b) Month and year of manufacture

3.3.33 Various types of display boards should have preferably the following character
sizes:

a) Character Size on display board with 16 Rows of LEDs:For English, the character size shall be of 10X16 LED matrix. There should
be a gap of preferably 2X16 LED matrix between two consecutive
characters and 6X16 LED matrix between two consecutive fields. However,
actual character size will depend on the font type.
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b) Character Size on display board with 8 Rows of LEDs:
For English, the character size shall be of 5X8 LED matrix. There should be
a gap of preferably 1X8 LED matrix between two consecutive characters
and 3X8 LED matrix between two consecutive fields. However, actual
character size will depend on the font type.

3.3.34 LED matrix of 16X48 or 8X48 should be designed such that the maximum
multiplexing should be 8 and the refreshing time should not cross 20 milliseconds.

3.3.35 Preferably 5 pair (5 core for working and 5 core for standby) PVC insulated twin
twisted screened cable in which each core is of size 7/0.2 (7 strands, each of 0.2
mm diameter) with nominal insulation thickness of 0.6mm and sheath thickness of
0.9mm as per standard BIS: 5308 PART-1 should be provided for the data
communication.

3.3.36 Separate arrival & departure train information display boards when provided at a
station should be fixed side by side at same level or as specified by purchaser.

3.3.37 In data communication, Class-D surge protection circuit should be provided in each
display board, coach guidance display board and data communication Hub.

3.4 Specifications of LED:

3.4.1 Super bright RED or ORANGE or GREEN or BLUE color LEDs of uniform intensity
are to be used for longer visibility in various types of display boards. Color of LED
is to be specified by the railways. The intensity of the illumination should be such
that it shall be possible to read the information clearly from a distance of minimum
50 meters. This visibility is to be checked and ensured for that part/ spot of
indicator which has maximum intensity of ambient light.

3.4.2 LED Specification:

Diffused/ Colorless clear Red or Orange or Green or Blue color LEDs (Light
Emitting Diodes) should meet following parameters.

S.No Parameters Red LED Orange LED Green LED Blue LED

1 Size
5 mm Oval
Radial

5 mm Oval
Radial

5 mm Oval
Radial

5 mm Oval
Radial

2 LED Type

Diffused/

Colorless
clear

Diffused/

Colorless
clear

Diffused/

Colorless
Clear

Diffused/

Colorless
Clear

3 Color Red Orange Green Blue

4 Wave Length 626+/-10nm 605+/- 10nm 525+/-10nm 470+/-10nm
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S.No Parameters Red LED Orange LED Green LED Blue LED

5
Viewing Angle
(50% IV

in mcd)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 25
0

(Minimum)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 25
0

(Minimum)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 25
0

(Minimum)

Horizontal: 600

(Minimum)

Vertical: 25
0

(Minimum)

6

Luminous
Intensity
@ 20mA
biased current

500 mcd 500 mcd 1400 mcd 600 mcd

7
Operating
Temperature

- 300C to
+850C

- 300C to
+850C

- 300C to
+850C

- 300C to
+850C

8 Make
Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

Avago/ Nichia/
OSRAM

3.4.3  Viewing Angle of LED:

3.4.3.1 Connect the LED under test as shown in the above set up in a dark room.

3.4.3.2 Bias the LED such that the rated current flows in the LED under test.

3.4.3.3 Adjust the distance between the tip of the LED and Chromo meter or
Spectrometer diffuser to 10 cm exactly.

3.4.3.4 Place the Chromo meter or Spectrometer to measure the intensity in Lux in
the position indicated in the setup. Rotate the LED so that the chromo meter
or Spectrometer records maximum Lux. Record this value and position of
LED in degrees.
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3.4.3.5 Rotate the LED in Horizontal (X-direction) to a point, at which the Lux
reading is half of the value that was observed in the clause 3.4.3.4. Record
the position of LED in degrees. Calculate the degrees the LED was rotated
from the maximum intensity value to half intensity value. Record this value is
as θa (Theta). Similarly rotate the LED in opposite direction from the
maximum intensity value and mark the point where the Lux value observed

is half the value to the one observed in the center. Calculate the rotation in
degrees from maximum Lux value and record this value as θb.

3.4.4  Calculation of dispersion Angle:

Dispersion Angle= θa + θb 

3.4.5  Intensity of LED in mcd: 

3.4.5.1 Connect the LED under test as shown in the above set up in a dark room.

3.4.5.2 Bias the LED such that the rated current flows in the LED under test

3.4.5.3 Adjust the distance between the tip of the LED and white board to 30 cm
exactly.

3.4.5.4 Use the Chromo meter or Spectrometer to measure the intensity in Lux at
the center of the pattern formed on the white board due the illumination of
the LED. The Value of the Lux observed at the center of the Pattern on the
white board is the intensity of the LED in Lux.

Intensity of LED (mcd) = 92.9*Lux value observed at point-A in above setup.

3.4.6 Pattern Observation on the White Board: 

The pattern observed on the white board should be uniformly illuminated and free
from dark circles. The intensity should be maximum at center and should decrease
uniformly from the center as we move radially outward.

LED
under
test 

30 cm

White target
Board

A
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3.4.7  Biasing of the LED: 

In no case the average forward current shall exceed the limit as specified by the
manufacturer for that part.

3.4.8 Manufacturer shall maintain proper account of LEDs being used. The record shall

include various details like source of supply, procurement invoice number & date,
quantity, incoming rejection, lot wise consumption etc. which may be verified by the
inspecting officials.

3.4.9 LEDs used in LED display units shall be of high performance quality and from
reputed manufacturers as stipulated by RDSO. The maximum junction temperature
of a LED shall not be less than 1000C and epoxy used in the LED shall have UV
inhibitors.

3.4.10 Number of LEDs and their part number shall not be changed without prior approval
of RDSO.

3.5. Specifications of Multi Line Display Board:

3.5.1 Multi Line Display board shall be of following specifications:

Parameter Specified Value

Matrix for each Line 16 X 336

Total Matrix for Multiline (16 X No. of lines) X 336

No. of Lines per Board 2 lines or more & maximum up to 10 lines

No. of Sides Single Face or Double Face (as specified)

PITCH 10 mm

LED As per clause no: 3.4.2

Color
RED or ORANGE or GREEN or BLUE
(as specified)

Languages to be Displayed English, Hindi and regional language

Character size
160mm X 100mm for English approximately.
160mm X 140mm for Hindi or Regional
Language approximately.

Information to be displayed
(English)

Train No (4 chars), Train Name (15 chars),
Expt.Time (4 chars), Arr/Dept (1 char),
PF.No (2 chars)
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Parameter Specified Value

Display module
16 x 48 with variable brightness depending on
time of day & this should be adjustable.

PCB Glass epoxy FR-4 Grade

Power Supply required 230V AC, 50Hz

Type of CPU 8 bit and above

Working Range voltage 160V – 270V AC

Ambient Operating
Temperature

 –100  to +700C

3.5.2 Mechanical Specification: 

The Mechanical specifications of the multiline display board shall be as under:

Parameter Specified Value

Physical dimensions of
Two Line display board

3450(L) X 600(H) X 150(D) - Single sided.
3450(L) X 600(H) X 200(D) - Double sided.
(All dimensions in mm).

Gap between two adjacent lines: 80 mm
(minimum).
Overall dimensions of display board should

not exceed the specified values.

Increase in dimension for
each additional line

Maximum 240 mm in height only

Case Material Galvanized MS Sheet

Thickness 16 SWG

Mounting Provision Wall Mounting / Over Hanging

Color Black

Finish Powder Coated
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3.5.3 Display format of multiline display board, each line consisting of the LED matrix of
16 X 336 should be preferably as per following format:

TRAIN NO TRAIN NAME EXPT.TIME A/D PF NO

4 Char
46 LEDs

6
LEDs

15 Char
184 LEDs

6
LEDs

4 Char
50 LEDs

6
LEDs

1 Char
10 LEDs

6
LEDs

2 Char
22 LEDs

3.5.4 Fields Format of Multi Line Train information Display Board:

3.6 Specifications of Single Line Display Board:

3.6.1 Single line display board shall be of following specifications: 

Parameter Specified Value

Matrix for each Line 16 X 336

No. of Lines per Board 1 Line

No. of Sides Single Face or Double Face (as specified)

PITCH 10 mm

LED As per clause no: 3.4.2

Color
RED or ORANGE or GREEN or BLUE
(as specified)

TRAIN NO. TRAIN NAME EXPT.TIME A/D PF NO

7045 HYDERABAD Exp. 12:45 A 01

5090 GORAKHPUR Exp. 18:20 D 04

352 REPALLE Pass. Cancelled

7229 SABARI Exp. 17:45 A 03

7049 KRISHNA Exp. 13:20 D 01
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Parameter Specified Value

Languages Displayed English, Hindi & Regional language

Character size
160mm X 100mm for English approximately.
160mm X 140mm for Hindi or Regional

Language approximately.

Information to be displayed
(English)

Train No (4 Char), Train Name (15 Char),
Expt. Time (4 Char), Arr/Dept (1Char),
PF No (2 Char)

Display module
16 x 48 with variable brightness depending on
time of day & this should be adjustable.

PCB Glass epoxy FR-4 Grade

Power Supply required 230V AC, 50Hz

Type of CPU 8 bit and above

Working Range voltage 160V – 270V AC

Ambient Operating
Temperature

 –100C to +700C

3.6.2. Mechanical Specification:

The Mechanical specifications of the single line display board shall be as under:

Parameter Specified Value

Physical dimensions

3450(L) X 410(H) X 150(D) - Single sided
3450(L) X 410(H) X 200(D) - Double sided
(All dimensions in mm)

Overall dimensions of display board should not
exceed the specified values

Case Material Galvanized MS Sheet

Thickness 16 SWG

Mounting Provision Wall Mounting / Over Hanging

Color Black

Finish Powder Coated
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3.6.3. Display format of single line display board with LED matrix of 16 X 336 should be
preferably as per following format:

TRAIN NO TRAIN NAME EXPT.TIME A/D PF NO

4 Char
46 LEDs

6
LEDs

15 Char
184 LEDs

6
LEDs

4 Char
50 LEDs

6
LEDs

1 Char
10 LEDs

6
LEDs

2 Char
22 LEDs

3.6.4 Fields format of 16 X 336 Single Line Train information Display Board: 

3.7 Coach Guidance Display Boards:

3.7.1 The control console unit is to control the various coach guidance display boards
which are installed on different platforms. These display boards are interfaced to
the control console through the appropriate hubs as required.

3.7.2 Individual coach display board across the platform should show the position of the
coaches like A1, B1, S1, S6 etc. and train number alternatively with a time
difference which should be programmable as per requirement.

3.8. Specifications of Coach Guidance Display Board:

3.8.1 Coach Guidance Display board shall be of following specifications:  

Parameter Specified Value

Matrix for each Line 16 X 48

No. of Lines per Board 1 Line

No. of Sides Double Face

PITCH 10mm
LED As per clause no: 3.4.2

Color
RED or ORANGE or GREEN or BLUE
(as specified)

TRAIN NO  TRAIN NAME EXPT.TIME A/D PF NO

7045 HYDERABAD Exp. 12:45 A 01
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Parameter Specified Value

Languages Displayed Alpha Numeric English

Character size 160mm X 100mm (approximately)

No. of character 4 Characters

Display module 16 X 48

PCB Glass epoxy FR-4 Grade

Power Supply required 230V AC, 50Hz

Type of CPU 8 bit and above

Working Range voltage 160V – 270V AC

Ambient Operating
Temperature

 –100C to +700C

3.8.2 Mechanical Specification: 

The Mechanical specifications of the Coach Guidance Display board shall be as
under:

Parameter Specified Value

Physical dimensions

540(L) X 250(H) X 200(D)
(All dimensions in mm).

Overall dimensions of display board
should not exceed the specified values.

Case Material Galvanized MS Sheet

Thickness 16 SWG

Mounting Provision Wall Mounting / Over Hanging

Color Black

Finish Powder Coated

3.8.2.1 Sun guard of suitable design made of Galvanized MS Sheet of minimum 16 SWG

thickness shall be provided on the top of coach guidance board, which is to be
placed in open area to protect against sun and rain.

3.8.3.  Fields format of Coach Guidance Display Board:

GEN B-1 7045
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3.9 Specifications of At-a-glance Display Board with Coach Guidance Display
Board:

3.9.1 At-a-glance Display board shall be of following specifications:

Parameter Specified Value

Matrix for each Line
8 X 240 – Arr. / Dept. train information system
8 X 240 – Two line Coach indication system

No. of Lines per Board 3 Lines

No. of Sides Single Face

PITCH 10 mm

LED As per clause no: 3.4.2

Color

RED or ORANGE or GREEN or BLUE

(as specified)

Languages to be
displayed

English only

Character size

80mm X 50mm (approximately) for Arrival &
Dept train information system

80mm x 50mm (approximately) for Coach
indication system

No. of character

Train No (4 Char), Train Name (22 Char),
Expt. Time (4 Char), Arr./ Dept. (1Char),

PF No (2 Char)

3 characters for each coach information and two
lines for 24 coaches.

Display module 8 X 48

PCB Glass epoxy FR-4 Grade

Power Supply required 230V AC, 50Hz

Type of CPU 8 bit and above

Working Range voltage 160V – 270V AC
Ambient Operating
Temperature

 –100C  to +700C
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3.9.2 Mechanical Specification: 

The Mechanical specifications of the At-a-glance Display board shall be as under:

Parameter Specified Value

Physical dimensions
(Legending for first line
only)

2500(L) X 460(H) X 150 (D)
(all dimensions in mm)

Overall dimensions of display board should not
exceed the specified values.

Gap between lines
Gap between 1st & 2nd lines = 80 mm (minimum)
Gap between 2nd & 3rd lines = 40 mm (minimum)

Case Material Galvanized MS Sheet

Thickness 16 SWG

Mounting Provision Wall Mounting / Over Hanging

Color Black

Finish Powder Coated

3.9.3 Display format of At-a-glance Display Board with Coach Guidance display system
with each line LED matrix of 8 X 240 should be preferably as per following format:

TRAIN NO TRAIN NAME EXPT.TIME A/D PF NO

4 Char
23 LEDs

10
LEDs

22 Char
135 LEDs

10
LEDs

4 Char
26 LEDs

10
LEDs

1 Char
5 LEDs

10
LEDs

2 Char
11 LEDs

8x240 Matrix for display of coach composition with a gap of preferably 3 columns
between two coaches

8x240 Matrix for display of coach composition with a gap of preferably 3 columns
between two coaches
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3.9.4 Fields format of At-a-glance Display Board:

TRAIN NO TRAIN NAME EXPT.TIME A/D PF NO

7045 HYDERABAD Exp. 12:45 A 01

ENG GEN GEN S1 S2 S3 S5 S6 S7 S8 B1 B2 …  

B3 A1 A2 H1 S9 S10 S11 S12 GEN GEN GEN SLR …  

3.9.5 Physical size of ‘At-a-glance Display Board’ should be modified depending upon
width of foot over bridges, entrance of platforms, where such type of boards are
going to fixed as specified by purchaser.

3.10 Main Data Communication HUB (MDCH):

3.10.1 The Main Data Communication Hub will route the signals coming from the either
of the two console units to the destinations namely platform hubs, Arrival/
Departure Train Information Display Boards and Coach Guidance Display
Boards.

3.10.2 Main Data Communication HUB should be of multi port serial communication. It
should have minimum 2 serial ports for display information coming from the two
console units and at least 16 serial output ports for driving various types of

display boards or platform HUBs. All ports should be of optically isolated
communication type. The connectors for the data should be of type 9D.

3.10.3 The MDCH should be powered by 230 Volts AC mains and should operate from
160 to 270 Volts AC 50 Hz. The Hub should have LED indications for monitoring
the communication health of the display boards and Platform Data
Communication Hubs. The LED should glow red when link is failed and green
when link is OK.

3.10.4 The serial port connection to the coach guidance display boards along a line
should be daisy chained and in case of a failure (like power down) of a unit, the
extension of communication link should not be affected. Also in case of removal
of any coach display board for repair, the input and output connectors should be
mate-able to extend the communication link.

3.10.5 The main Hub should be able to integrate any display board or platform HUB and
should get its response. With this, communication health (connectivity) of each
display unit or platform HUB shall be available in the control center and one can
quickly diagnose the problem in case of faults. 
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3.10.6 The communication network should be as per diagram-1. As shown in the
diagram, each output port of the Main Hub should be able to drive either one
multiline display board or At-a-glance display board or single line display board or
platform Hub or preferably 4 numbers of coach guidance display boards. These
coach guidance display boards shall be connected in multi drop communication.
All communications should be of optically isolated type.

3.10.7 All display boards should follow a uniform protocol as per annexure-A.

3.10.8 The communication shall be on 4/5 wire and the interface shall be well protected
against voltage surges.

3.10.9 Necessary diagnostic routines shall be provided to the operator with the help of
which he shall be able to avail the information regarding the faulty ports so that
the necessary action can be taken to rectify the same.

3.10.10 In case of failure of any particular port of Main Data communication Hub, the
spare port can be used immediately and the system should start functioning with

minimum down time.

3.11 Platform Data Communication Hub (PDCH):

3.11.1 The Platform Data communication Hub (PDCH) will route the data coming from the
main hub to the various type display boards including coach guidance boards.

3.11.2 PDCH should have provision of two serial ports for interfacing to Main data
communication HUB (one port as a spare) and at least 16 serial output ports for
driving various types of display boards.

3.11.3 The platform data communication hub should be preferably installed on each
platform at the halfway length of the platform, to drive the various display boards.

3.11.4 PDCH and MDCH shall be interchangeable by modifying the configuration.

4. SOFTWARE REQUIREMNTS:

4.1 Features of Announcement System:

4.1.1 The voice message will be stored in digital format using at least 16 bit analog to
digital and digital to analog converter card.

4.1.2 The system supplied shall be of Windows Xp or higher – GUI based fullyprogrammed for the announcement of all type of passenger carrying trains
through key board.

4.1.3 Repeat announcement shall be made by taking the cursor to location and a stroke
of key without affecting other operation. However calling an announcement
repeatedly due to repeated pressing of keys shall not be allowed until the called
announcement is finished successfully or paused by the operator.
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4.1.4 The format of the operation for the updating and announcement shall be user
friendly.

4.1.5 The system shall be user friendly to the maximum extent so that addition and
alterations can be done by the Railway Engineer without the help of suppliers and
programmer.

4.1.6 The system has to provide selection mechanism for the announcement messages,
language of announcement i.e. local, Hindi, English or all three or short
announcement in all the three languages. The announcement shall be delivered
fluent and professional enough to avoid unnatural pauses in between two pieces of
voice are delivered.

4.1.7 There shall be one window for each special announcement like courtesy,
emergency messages, scratch pad recording and play back, microphone on line
etc. The relevant window will be taken to front of all other windows, by pressing
GUI button on the main window. On pressing ‘ESC’ key it shall go back to main
window.

4.1.8 The details of information being announced shall be displayed on the monitor
screen.

4.1.9 The entire voice recording shall be done in a sound proof professional studio. All
the voice recording shall be of professional grade shall have approval of railways
before using in the systems.

4.1.10 It shall be possible to operate and alter the information on one screen itself.

4.1.11 It should be possible to select and play out courtesy slogans. Provision should be
available to play out any of the prerecorded music which can be started or
interrupted by the touch of a single button.

4.1.12 Mainly there shall be three type of announcements; one for train arriving on
platform, one for train arrived on platform and one for train departing from platform
in all languages. All these types of announcement shall be changed to new
platform number in case predetermined platform number is changed. Provision
shall be made for the operator to send out announcement related to train number,
platform numbers, and arrival/ departure just by keying in the train number,
platform number and delays/right time information for any of the following cases.

a) Late arrival of trains.

b) Platform numbers of arriving or arrived trains and changed in platform numbers.c) Right time arrival of trains.
d) Departure of trains at scheduled or unscheduled time. It shall also be possible to

announce that trains is expected shortly or terminated or regulated and present
status of the train.

e) Cancellation of train
f) Route Diversion of train
g) Any other type of announcement as specified by purchaser.
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4.1.13 Format for online data entry screen for announcement & display of train’s details
shall be preferably as per the diagram-3.

4.1.14 Any other features required by purchaser.

4.2 Train Arrival/Departure Information Entry Software Features:

4.2.1 It should be possible to configure through software the selection of display in local
language, English and Hindi. Data entry shall be preferably through in script key
board layout as defined by Ministry of Information Technology, Govt. of India.

4.2.2 It should be possible to select through menu configuration the display of
information with various effects viz.
i) Typing effects
ii) Scrolling effects
iii) Erasing effects
iv) Curtain effects

4.2.3 It should also be possible to increase running speed of display in running mode.

4.2.4 It can be possible to add, modify delete, modifying timings of existing trains in the
master data base in Hindi, English & Local language.

4.2.5 The entry into Master Data Base should be password protected. It should be also
possible to add on new trains. There should be provision to change the password.

4.2.6 The operator can be able to make train message by typing only train number and
modification to timing and platform nos.

4.2.7 Hot key should be used for transferring data from PC to various Boards.

4.2.8 The information displayed at various boards shall be selected automatically related
to those boards only based on the platform number.

4.2.9 While deleting or modifying any train entry on the monitor, the software will prompt
user for transferring data, so that the information at board always matches with
monitor information.

4.2.10 The modified information can be saved as soon as it is transferred to the board, so
that in case of power failure when the PC is switched “ON” again, the last

transferred information appears again.

4.2.11 The data transferred to the board can be saved in a file on date basis and can be
possible to view or print the data of desired date. The data older than 15 days will
be sent to the backup and in the backup, it shall be maintained for another 30
days.
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4.2.12 The Train Arrival/Departure information display system software should be
developed under Windows Xp environment or higher version using standard
package.

4.2.13 Software should provide pictorial representation of the tasks through ICONS.

4.2.14 Various ICONS shall represent applications which can be used by click of mouse.

4.2.15 Dialog Box – It is required to gather or give information so that a task can be
completed, viz. saving a file.

4.2.16 Buttons with corresponding pop-up labels shall be available for the user to perform
tasks. The user has to just click his mouse on the button and the corresponding
task will be completed.

4.2.17 Command Buttons: This button shall be clicked to perform a command.

4.2.18 Check Box: Check Box is to be clicked to turn a particular feature ON/OFF.

When the check box is selected a tick mark should appear inside the box.

4.2.19 Scroll bars and list bars are also required.

4.2.20 Software should be developed using standard and sophisticated package with
good front – end designing features.

4.2.21 Communication health status of display boards and communication hubs should be
available on the PC.

4.2.22 The Software should have the facility to take the data of arrival/departure of trains
from train charting server. Necessary data and protocols are to be provided by the
train charting software developer. This feature should be provided if specified by
purchaser.

4.2.23 The Software should have provision to receive the data like train coach position
from control office computer or any other designated location, platform number
nomination from control panel or station master’s computer. All these data should
be integrated for making announcement and to be displayed on train arrival/
departure display boards and coach guidance system. However, there should be
provision to enter coach position and platform number in software.

4.2.24 The software shall have provision to configure the number of lines present in the

multiline display board.

4.2.25 There should be provision to display the status of train like late, rescheduled,
cancelled, diverted, indefinite late etc. In case of reschedule of train, reschedule
time and “reschedule” text should be displayed alternatively in arrival/departure
field of display board.
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4.2.26 Display on the arrival/departure train information display boards shall be preferably
in the following format.

i) For example, Expected Time is taken as “05:30 Hrs” & platform number as “02”.

ii) For the types “Running Right Time”, “Running Late” & “Rescheduled”, platform
number is optional. For the rest, it is mandatory.

iii) For the type “Rescheduled”, two separate display texts containing “Reschedule”
& expected departure time will be displayed alternatively with configurable
duration.

4.2.27 Any other features required by purchaser.

4.3 Coach Guidance Software Features:

4.3.1 The software will have preloaded information of all the trains arriving at station or
departing from station with coach composition. When the train is likely to arrive at
station or depart from the station, the concerned operator is required to enter the
train number and coach position i.e., from ENGINE to GUARD Brake Van will be
displayed in editing mode.
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4.3.2 On the corresponding platform the train coach positions details are displayed on
the individual display boards (double faced), which are installed for each coach
respectively across the platform. Information should be displayed at reasonable
time interval.

4.3.3 The display cycle should be configurable from the control console with respect to

display of coach position & train number.

4.3.4 Software should be developed on standard package.

4.3.5 It should be able to display data on Coach Guidance Display Boards in English.

4.3.6 It should be possible to add, modify & delete coach composition of trains in the
master database.

4.3.7 The entry into Master Data Base will be password protected. It shall also be
possible to add new trains.

4.3.8 The operator should be able to enter details by typing only train number and
modification to coach nos.

4.3.9 Hot key should be used for transferring data from PC to various Boards.

4.3.10 The information displayed at various boards will be selected automatically related
to those boards only based on the platform number.

4.3.11 While deleting or modifying any train entry on the monitor, the software will prompt
user for transferring data, so that the information at board always matches with
monitor information.

4.3.12 The modified information can be saved as soon as it is transferred to the board, so
that in case of power failure when the PC is switched “ON” again, the last
transferred information appears again.

4.3.13 The position of the coaches as entered by the operator should be displayed in the
coach guidance display board.

4.3.14 Communication health status of displays should be available on the PC.

4.3.15 Any other features required by purchaser.

5. POWER SUPPLY:

5.1 Power supply units of all types of display boards and communication hubs shall be
operated from AC source ranging from 160 to 270 Volts 50 Hz AC, single phase
with over voltage, under voltage and short circuit protection.

5.2 All the power supply units shall be operated at 50% load of maximum working
capacity.
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5.3 Battery back up of least one hour shall be provided for each control console unit
through UPS.

5.4 Power supply requirement for all types of display boards shall be as low as
possible.

5.5 PVC insulated flexible 3 core power cables provided for each of the display boards
shall conform to specification no. IS:694:1990  reaffirmed 1995 or latest and shall
have sufficient cross sectional area of 2.5 sq mm copper conductor with insulation
thickness 0.7mm, sheath thickness of 1.0 mm and overall diameter 11mm to
withstand power load of the display board.

5.6 Suitable protection against transient coming in the power supply source or
generated by some other source shall be provided. Suitable protection against
voltage fluctuations of short durations shall also be provided.

5.7 “Class-C” protection should be provided in multiline & At-a-glance display boards.

5.8 Data Cable and Power Supply cable shall be taken through separate pipes/
conduits.

6. TESTS AND REQUIREMENTS:

6.1 Conditions of Tests:

6.1.1 Unless otherwise specified all tests shall be carried out at ambient atmospheric
conditions.

6.1.2 For inspection of material, relevant clauses of IRS: S 23 and RDSO/SPN/144 shall
apply.

6.1.3 Inspection and testing shall be carried out to the effect that all requirements of this
specification are complied with.

6.1.4 Inspection shall be carried out for various types of display boards, Data
Communication Hubs and software. PC for Control Console Unit, UPS etc. shall be
checked during inspection for their functional performance required for proper
working of complete system as per specification.

6.2 Type Tests:

6.2.1 For type test, one complete system consisting of all type of display boards shall be
subjected to following tests as applicable:

(a) Visual inspection (Clause 7.1)
(b) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 7.2)
(c) Applied High Voltage Test (Clause 7.3)
(d) Environmental/ Climate Tests (Clause 7.4)
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(e) Performance Test (Clause 7.5)
(f) Endurance test (Clause 7.6.1)
(g) Card-level functional tests on all the cards.
(h) System level functional tests.
(i) LED parameter tests (Clause 7.7)

6.2.2 , Separate 16x48 three-line single sided and 8x48 three-line single sided display
boards with proper enclosure shall be fabricated for carrying out environmental &
climatic tests. LED modules, processor cards, driver cards & power supply
modules should be taken from multiline/ single line display board and At-a-glance
display board on which functionality tests were carried out.

6.2.3 Following tests are to be carried out as per details given below:

Tests

16X48
Three line
single
sided

display
board

8X48
Three
line
single

sideddisplay
board

Multi-line
single
sided

display
board

At-a-
glance
display

board

Single
line, single
sided

displayboard

Coach
guidance
display

board

MDCH/ 
PDCH

Visual
Inspection

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Insulation
Resistance
test

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Applied high
voltage test

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Environmental /Climatic test Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes

Performance
test

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Endurance
test

Yes Yes No No No Yes No

LED
parameter test

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

6.2.4 Following systems should be submitted to RDSO after type approval.

i) One number of 16 X 336 single line single sided display board
ii) Two number of 16 X 48 double sided coach guided display boards

(One, on which environmental testing has been conducted & one additional)
iii) One main or platform data communication Hub on which environmental testing

has been conducted
iv) Two sets of complete software with auto installation in CD
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6.2.5 Only one complete system shall be type tested for this purpose. The system
shall successfully pass all the type tests for proving conformity with this
specification. If any one of the equipment fails in any of the type tests,
the inspecting authority or his nominee at his discretion, may call for another
equipment/ card(s) of the same type and subject it to all tests or the test(s) in which

failure occurred. No failure shall be permitted in the repeat test(s).

6.2.6 Total system on which type tests are to be conducted shall consist of:

i) One Cabinet with 2 PCs loaded with software and all other accessories
ii) One minimum 3-Line single sided Display board
iii) One Single line single sided Display Board
iv) One At-a-glance Display Board
v) Four Coach Guidance display boards
vi) Two Communication HUBs (One MDCH and one PDCH)
vii) One CCTV (minimum 32”)
viii)Audio Announcement with Amplifier

ix) Any other item(s) required

6.2.7 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

6.3 Acceptance Tests:

6.3.1 The following shall constitute the acceptance tests which shall be carried out by the
inspecting authority for the purpose of acceptance on 20% of the lots (minimum 2
each type of system) offered for inspection by the supplier:

i) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 7.1)
ii) Insulation Resistance Test (Clause 7.2)
iii) Performance Test (Clause 7.5)
iv) System level functional tests.
v) Endurance Test (Clause 7.6.2)
vi) LED parameter test (Clause 7.7)

6.3.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

6.4 Routine Tests:

6.4.1 The following shall comprise the routine tests and shall be conducted by
manufacturer on every equipment and the test results will be submitted to the
inspection authority before inspection. The application software in proper format
shall also be submitted to the inspection authority in advance.
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i) Visual inspection of complete system (Clause 7.1)
ii) Insulation Resistance Tests (Clause 7.2)
iii) Performance test (Clause 7.5)
iv) Card-level functional tests on all the cards.
v) System level functional tests.
vi) LED parameter test (Clause 7.7)

6.4.2 Any other tests shall be carried out as considered necessary by the inspecting
authority.

7. TEST PROCEDURE:
The test procedure shall be based on the system design. The methodologies to be
adopted for various tests shall be decided taking into account the system
design/configuration.

7.1 Visual Inspection: 
Each equipment of the system shall be visually inspected to ensure compliance
with the requirement of clause 3 to 5 of this specification. The visual inspection
shall broadly include:

7.1.1 System Level Checking:
i) Constructional details.
ii) Dimensional check.
iii) General workmanship.
iv) Configuration.
v) Mechanical polarization on cards.

7.1.2 Card Level Checking:
i) General track layout.

ii) Quality of soldering and component mounting.iii) Conformal Coating.
iv) Legend printing.
v) Green or Black masking.

7.1.3 Module Level Checking:
i) Indications and displays.
ii) Mounting and clamping of connectors.
iii) Proper housing of cards.

7.2  Insulation Resistance Test:

7.2.1 Insulation Resistance Test shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144.7.3  Applied High Voltage Test:

7.3.1 Applied High voltage test shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144

7.4 Environmental/ Climate Tests:

7.4.1 Environmental/ climate tests shall be conducted as per RDSO/SPN/144.
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7.5  Performance Test:

7.5.1 The equipment shall comply with the requirements as specified in Clauses 3, 4 & 5.

7.6 Endurance Test:

7.6.1 During type test, endurance test shall be conducted as per clause 6.2.3 for
continuous operation which shall be 168 hours at 600C burning for LED without
giving any deterioration in light output.

7.6.2 During acceptance test, endurance test shall be conducted on complete system for
continuous operation which shall be 48 hours at room temperature burning for LED
without giving any deterioration in light output

7.7 LED Parameter Test:

7.7.1 The parameters of LED are to be tested as specified in clause no: 3.4.2 for all the
tests mentioned below.

i) For type test, one LED from each 16x48 and 8x48 modules of each individual
display system shall be tested.

ii) For acceptance test, one LED from each side of single line display board, one
LED from coach guidance display board, one LED from each line & each side
of multiline display board and one LED from each line of At-a-glance display
board shall be tested

iii) For routine test, one LED from a batch of 1000 LEDs shall be tested. If it fails,
then total batch of LEDs shall be tested, of which if more than 1% of LEDs fails,
then entire batch of LEDs shall be rejected

8. QUALITY ASSURANCE:

8.1 All materials & workmanship shall be of good quality.

8.2 Since the quality of the equipment bears a direct relationship to the manufacturing
process and the environment under which it is manufactured, the manufacturer
shall ensure Quality Assurance Program of adequate standard.

8.3 Validation and system of monitoring of QA procedure shall form a part of type
approval. The necessary plants, machineries and testing equipments required for
production & quality assurance as per Scheduling of Technical Requirements
(STR) shall be available with the manufacturer.

9. MARKING & PACKING:

9.1 The following information shall be clearly marked at a suitable place on each
equipment:

i) Name and Address of the manufacturer.
ii) Year of the manufacturer.
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iii) Serial number of Equipment
iv) Specification number
v) Schematic diagram of the equipment on the side of the cover.

9.2 The equipment and its sub assemblies shall be packed in thermocole boxes and
the empty spaces shall be filled with suitable filling material. Before keeping in the

thermocole box, the equipment shall be wrapped with bubble sheet. The
equipment shall be finally packed in a wooden case of sufficient strength so that it
can withstand bumps and jerks encountered in a road/rail journey.  

10. INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE MANUFACTURER:

10.1 The following documents in two sets should be supplied along with the system:
i) Mechanical drawings of each sub system/ rack.
ii) Installation and maintenance manual incorporating trouble shooting exercises,

printed cards patterns, software etc.
iii) Operating and trouble shooting manual.

iv) Pre-commissioning check list.

11. INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY THE PURCHASER:

11.1 The purchaser should clearly indicate details of required items including hardware
and software which shall mainly consist of following items as per requirement.

S.No Description of the Item Quantity

1

Control Console Unit consisting of standard PC

with other accessories as per clause no: 3.2.

Two sets to work in

standby mode withstandard size cabinet

2
Announcement recordings in digital format as
per details given by Railways

One set with soft copy

3
Software for announcement system, various
types of display boards information
management & CCTV management

One set with soft copy

4
Main Data Communication Hub and Platform
Data Communication Hub. Firm has to supply
these items depending upon requirement.

As per site requirement

5
Color of LEDs: Red or Orange or Green or
Blue.

As specified by the
purchaser

6
Multiline Display Boards of required lines
(Single or Double sided and number of lines)

As per site requirement

7
Single Line Display Board (Single or double
sided)

As per site requirement
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S.No Description of the Item Quantity

8 Coach Guidance Display Boards As per site requirement

9
At-a-glance Display Boards with Coach

Guidance System (Single sided)

As per site requirement

10 LCD/ Plasma TV As per requirement

11 Five pair shielded communication Cable As per requirement

12 Power Cable and extension boards As per requirement

13
Any other items or features required by the
purchaser

As per requirement

14
Suitable hardware & software for integration
with Automatic Train Information System as

per Clause No: 3.2.14 (Optional)

As per requirement

12. TRAINING:

12.1 On site training shall be provided to the Railway staff which shall include complete
assembly of the system through the use of various modules, integration of
hardware with software and complete operation of the system.

13. DIAGRAMS:

Detailed construction diagrams of Cabinet, Multiline Display Board (single sided &
double sided), Single Line Display Board (single sided & double sided), At-a-glance
Display Board, Coach Guidance Display Board & Main Data Communication Hub/
Platform Data Communication Hub are to be approved by RDSO before starting
manufacturing.
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Annexure – A

Of

Specification No:

RDSO/SPN/TC/61/2007 Revision 2.0

DATA COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

FOR

INTEGRATED PASSENGER INFORMATION SYSTEM (IPIS) 
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 Data Communication Protocol for Integrated Passenger Information System

A.1 Scope:

This document sets the standard for the networking and data communication
protocol for Integrated Passenger Information System as per specification no:
RDSO/SPN/TC/61/2007, Revision 2.0. This information system comprises
arrival/departure train Information display boards and Coach Guidance display

boards with central control from PC based Control Console Unit. The entire
system data transmission and networking shall be built on serial communication
on two level hubs. Standardized method of networking and protocols are detailed
in this document.

A.2 Acronyms:

LED - Light Emitting Diode
CCU - Control Console Unit
MDCH - Main Data Communication Hub
PDCH - Platform Data Communication Hub

TADDB - Train Arrival and Departure Display Board
CGDB - Coach Guidance Display Board
MSB - Most Significant Bit
LSB - Least Significant Bit
CRC - Cyclic Redundancy Check

A.3 Overview:

Passenger information system shall consist of mainly two types of display
boards, (i) Train arrival/departure display boards at different places of a railway
station and (ii) Coach guidance display boards on each platform. The data for

these display boards shall be entered, altered and controlled from a centralplace. The network architecture specified is to cater the railway environment and
conditions like railway electric traction, disturbances etc.

The data to all the systems, both information & coach composition are
disseminated and routed in the network. For this Main Data Communication Hub
and Platform Data Communication Hub are placed in the network. The Main Data
Communication Hub stands between CCU and the entire network. This is placed
preferably at CCU. All Platform Data Communication Hubs are connected to the
MDCH and placed at suitable location of the platform. Each PDCH disseminates
data to both TADDB and CGDB on the respective platform.

All packets will be originated either from CCU or MDCH or PDCH but never from
TADDB and CGDB. Application software in PC based CCU, provides the
controlling and GUI for the entire system.

The architecture and system block diagram can be referred in diagram-1 of
specification.
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 Data Communication Protocol for Integrated Passenger Information System

A.4 Systems Description:

A.4.1 Control Console Unit (CCU):

CCU provides complete control and data entry for the Integrated Passenger
Information system. This works in redundant with another system for changeover

at failures. This CCU communicates with each system placed in the network inthe defined methods and protocol.

The CCU shall fulfill the following data communication functions.

i) Data send
(a) TADDB
(b) CGDB

ii) Get Link Status
(a) MDCH
(b) PDCH
(c) TADDB
(d) CGDB

iii) Set and Get the configuration
(a) MDCH
(b) PDCH
(c) TADDB
(d) CGDB

iv) Soft Reset
(a) MDCH
(b) PDCH
(c) TADDB
(d) CGDB

v) Clear Reset Status
(a) MDCH
(b) PDCH
(c) TADDB
(d) CGDB

A.4.1.1 Sending Data to TADDB:

i) Data shall be divided into packet size of maximum 4 Kilobytes each
ii) Each data packet shall have serial number
iii) It shall contain the status of last packet
iv) It shall identify the success response from the destination system
v) It shall identify the failure response (if any) from the various transmission

stages and retransmit.
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 Data Communication Protocol for Integrated Passenger Information System

A.4.1.2 Sending Data to CGDB:
Coach Guidance Display Boards are required to display train number and coach
number alternatively in synchronization. In order to achieve this, the following
procedure is to be adopted.

i) Initially all the boards shall be stopped with STOP commandii) Data to the respective boards shall be sent.
iii) Then START command shall be sent to all the boards.

A.4.1.3 Get Link Status of TADDB, CGDB, MDCH & PDCH:
CCU shall send this command periodically to all the HUBs, both MDCH and
PDCH, to find out the link status.

It shall also get the link status of TADDB and CGDB maintained in respective
connected hubs.

A.4.1.4 Set and Get the Configuration: i) Set and Get the configuration for TADDB and CGDB:

CCU shall send the command to set the display intensity value which can be
varied with respect to the ambient light conditions. It shall set the time period for
which the sent data is valid for displaying.
Get configuration shall send command to get the both set values of

1) Intensity
2) Data validity time.

ii) Set and Get the configuration for MDCH and PDCH:

CCU shall send the command to set the Hub Port configuration table, which shall
contain the information of PDCH, TADDB & CGDB identification numbers in
relation to the port it is connected.
Get command shall get the Hub port configuration table stored in that Hub.

A.4.1.5 Soft Reset:
CCU shall send this command to MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB to reset itself and
clear all the data content.

A.4.1.6 Clear Reset Status:
CCU shall send this command to MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB to clear reset
status after identifying the reset state of it.

A.4.2 Main Data Communication Hub (MDCH): 

The MDCH bridges all the TADDB, CGDB and PDCH with CCU. The MDCH
receives all the data and command packets from CCU and directs to its
destination. The port to which the destination is connected is determined from the
port configuration table. It responds to the command addressed to it. In the event
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 Data Communication Protocol for Integrated Passenger Information System

of invalid packet, non availability of port configuration table, invalid ID etc., the
MDCH shall report error to CCU.

The MDCH shall fulfill the following data communication functions:
i) Validate the packet received from all the ports.

ii) Route packets to the respecvtive port.iii) Send response for packets addressed to it.
iv) Report error to CCU in case of any failure.
v) Maintain the communication link status of all the systems connected.
vi) Send Link status to CCU on request.
vii) It shall poll CGDBs at regular intervals for its status.
viii)It shall identify start/stop command packet and act on all the CGDBs

connected.
ix) It shall receive port configuration table from CCU and store in non volatile

memory.

A.4.3 Platform Data Communication Hub (PDCH):

The PDCH is the hub for all TADDB and CGDB in each platform. The PDCH
receives all the data and command packets from MDCH and directs to its
destination. The port to which the destination is connected is determined from the
port configuration table. It responds to the command addressed to it. In the event
of invalid packet, non availability of port configuration table, invalid ID etc., the
PDCH shall report error to CCU.

The PDCH shall fulfill the following data communication functions:
i) Validate the packet received from all the ports.
ii) packets to the respective port.
iii) Send response for packets addressed to it.
iv) Report error to CCU in case of any failure.
v) Maintain the communication link status of all the systems connected.
vi) Send Link status to CCU on request.
vii) It shall poll CGDBs at regular intervals for its status.
viii)It shall identify start/stop command packet and act on all the CGDBs

connected.
ix) It shall receive port configuration table from CCU and store in non volatile

memory.

A.4.4 Train Arrival Departure Display Board (TADDB):
The TADDB shall fulfill the following data communication functions.

i) Validate the packet received.
ii) Send response for packets addressed to it.
iii) Report error in case of any failure.
iv) Send Link status on request.
v) It shall receive configuration from CCU and store in non volatile memory.
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 Data Communication Protocol for Integrated Passenger Information System

A.4.5 Coach Guidance Display Board (CGDB):

The CGDB shall fulfill the following data communication functions.

i) Validate the packet received.
ii) Send response for packets addressed to it.

iii) Report error in case of any failure.
iv) Send Link status on request.
v) It shall receive configuration from CCU and store in non volatile memory.

A.5 Data Transfer and Routing Overview:

All the packets will travel through HUBs between CCU and TADDB, CGDBs.
Each packet travels to a minimum of 1 and maximum of 3 levels to reach its
destination. The packet is validated at every level for its integrity. If any error
found, it is stopped from sending further levels. Error response is sent to the
sender.

Routing of some of the data and command packets are illustrated pictorially in
the following sections. The illustrations generally show the normal response and
error response is not shown.

A.5.1 Sending Data:

A.5.1.1 Data to CGDB Connected to PDCH:
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A.5.1.2 Data to TADDB Connected to PDCH:

A.5.2 Stop:

A.5.2.1 Stop command to CGDBs Connected to PDCH:

Stop is broadcast command. PDCH send this command to all CGDB’s connected to it.
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A.5.3 Start:

A.5.3.1 Start command to CGDB Connected to PDCH:

Start is broadcast command. PDCH send this command to all CGDB’s connected to it.

A.5.4  Link Check:

A.5.4.1 Link Check Command from PDCH to CGDB:
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A.5.4.2 Link Check Command from CCU to PDCH:

A.5.4.3 Link Check Command from CCU to MDCH:
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A.5.5 Set Configuration

A.5.5.1 Set Configuration Command from CCU to MDCH:

A.5.6 Get Configuration

A.5.6.1 Get Configuration Command from CCU to MDCH:
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A.5.7 Soft Reset:

A.5.7.1 Soft Reset Command from CCU to CGDB:

A.5.8 Clear Reset Status:

A.5.8.1 Clear Reset Command from CCU to PDCH:
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A.6 Communication Packet Format:

A.6.1 BLOCK-1:

START:

Every command frame will be started with these two identifiers.
The identifiers are

1. $AA
2. $CC

LENGTH:
The LENGTH is represented in two bytes as 16-bit value. It defines the no. of
bytes in between Source MSB and CRC LSB, Including these two.

CONTROL FIELD:
(a) SOURCE
(b) DESTINATION
(c) SERIAL NUMBER

$AA

$CC

LENGTH MSB

LENGTH LSB

SOURCE MSB

SOURCE LSB

DESTINATION MSB

DESTINATION LSB

SERIAL NUMBER

FUNCTION CODE (FC)

DATA
(Variable Length)

CRC MSB

CRC LSB

START

LENGTH

CONTROL FIELD

BLOCK-1

 BLOCK-2

 BLOCK-3 CRC
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(a) SOURCE ADDRESS (2 Bytes):
This bytes field signifies from where the command is originated. The assigned
addresses are explained in destination address.

(b) DESTINATION ADDRESS (2 Bytes):

This bytes field signifies “to where” the command is sent. Most significant bytegives the address of all CCU, MDCH, PDCH and TADDB. Least significant byte
gives the address of the CGDB and most significant byte shall have id of MDCH
or PDCH where CGDB was connected. CGDB addresses never occupy MSB at
any time. If MDCH and PDCH find ‘00’ in LSB, it signifies that the packet
addressed to it and not to any CGDB and any non-zero value gives the address
of CGDB connected to that particular Hub.

The range of addresses is tabulated as under

Address (MSB) $00 Reserved

$01 - $EF Address of MDCH, PDCH and TADDB
$F0 - $FC Reserved

$FD and $FE Address of CCU

$FF Reserved

Address (LSB) $00 No significance for LSB

$01 - $FE Address of CGDB

$FF Broadcast to all CGDBs in the Hub

Various system addresses are given below

System Most significant byte Least significant byte

CCU $FD or $FE $00

MDCH MDCH address $00

PDCH PDCH address $00

TADDB TADDB address $00

CGDB MDCH/PDCH address CGDB address

(c) SERIAL NUMBER:
Every packet will be given a serial number at the origin. The response packet
shall have the same serial number received from the origin for unique identity.
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A.6.2 BLOCK-2:

FUNCTION CODE:
Function code will represent different type of packets and functions. The range of
function code is limited to $80 - $ BF. The range $C0 - $FF shall be only used for

giving response to any of the packet. This is derived by adding $40 to any of thefunction code received. From this it can be identified that the packet is response
packet or not.

Function Code Command Description

$80 Link check
To find the link status with the
destination

$81 Data Transfer Data transfer to TADDB and CGDBs.

$82 Stop To Stop all CGDBs connected to hub.

$83 Start To Start display on all CGDBs
connected to hub.

$84 Set Configuration Sending Configuration data.

$85 Get Configuration Getting Configuration data.

$86 Soft Reset Apply software reset.

$87 Clear Reset Status Clearing the reset status of the system.

$88
Previous command
status

To know the status of the previous
send command.

$89 Protocol error
To know the types of errors occurred in
the protocol layer for any command.

$8A Diagnosis command
To get the health status of internal
hardware.

$8B Optional To know the system status

$8C Optional To know the system status

DATA: 

Block 2 is for data, where length is variable.

The different values of status byte in response packet are given below. This byte
is placed as the first byte in Data field of BLOCK 2 of all the response packets.
The status bytes are broadly segregated into two types, depending upon the
errors occurred in protocol layer and application layer.
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As the protocol layer errors may occur in any of the commands, the error
response command comes with common function code $C9 (from MDCH/PDCH,
TADDB, CGDB). No command will originate from CCU with function code $89,
where as the application error response command comes with the corresponding

function codes.

TABLE 1.0

A.6.3 BLOCK-3:

CRC: 
This CRC is 16-bit value, and it is placed in the Block 3. This is calculated as
CRC of all the bytes starting from Length MSB to last byte stored in BLOCK 2.
CRC-16-CCITT (also known as CRC-CCITT) is used for data integrity. The
polynomial of CRC-16 is “x16+x12+x5+1” and its hex value is 1021.

S.No Value Description Layer

01 $00 Packet received and processed successfully Protocol

02 $01 Command size is more Protocol 

03 $02 CRC fail Protocol 

04 $03 Invalid destination address Protocol 

05 $04 Invalid from address Protocol 

06 $05 CCU ID conflict Protocol 

07 $06 Invalid function code Protocol 

08 $07 No buffer free for routing Protocol 

09 $08 Transfer fail through hub Protocol 

10 $09 Port testing by user is in progress Protocol 

11 $0A No configuration Protocol 

12 $0B Operation fail due to other conditions Protocol 

13 $0C-$1F Reserved Application

14 $20 Abnormal start of data packet Application 

15 $21 Mismatch in serial number of data packet Application 

16 $22 Internal buffer overflow Application 

17 $23 Invalid data length Application 
18 $24 Invalid data Application 

19 $25 Internal write error Application 

20 $26 Due to other conditions Application 
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A.6.4 Link Check Command:

This command will originate from CCU/MDCH/PDCH.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $80
BLOCK-2

No Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

A.6.4.1 Response packet from MDCH/PDCH:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C0
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes
BLOCK-3

Response packet from MDCH/PDCH for a link check command shall have the
BLOCK-2 in the under described structure.

First byte of the data shall be $00 for successful execution of the command.

Second byte of the data shall be status of the MDCH/PDCH as described in the
Table 2.0.

From third byte onwards, status of all the systems connected to each of the port
shall be placed in the following order. This shall cover all the ports of that
particular MDCH / PDCH.

Port No – 1

Port Type

No. of System Ids

Id

System Status

Id

System Status
..

..

Port No – 2

Port Type

No. of System Ids

Id
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System Status

Id

System Status

..

..

..

..

Port No – N

Port Type

No. of System Ids

Id

System Status

Id

System Status

..

All the ports, each port type i.e. either connected to a single system or CGDB’s in
multi drop, and all the system IDs connected through that port along with its
status shall be placed.

System status shall be formed as described in table 2.0.

Bit position Significance

b7
1 = System Link ok
0 = System Link not ok

b6
1 = System in Reset State
0 = System in Normal state

b5-b4

00 = System configuration not available
01 = System configuration available
10 = System configuration with default values
11 = Not used

b3-b0 Not used

TABLE 2.0

A.6.4.2 Response packet from TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C0
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3
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BLOCK-2:

First byte of the data shall be $00 for successful execution of the command.

Second byte of the data shall be status of the TADDB/CGDB as described in the

Table 2.0.

A.6.5 Data Transfer Command:

A.6.5.1 Sending Data to TADDB/CGDB:

This command will originate from CCU. 

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $81

BLOCK-2 N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

Data shall be divided into packet size of maximum 4 Kilobytes each. Each packet
shall start with the serial number 00 and continue to $FF. It shall also have the
status to indicate that the packet is the last packet of the series or any more to
succeed.

Data Packet shall have the following structure for BLOCK-2.

First byte shall indicate the serial number of the data packet. Ranging 00 - $FF.

Second byte shall have continuity status of the data packet.
$00 = No more packet in continuation to this.
$FF = Next packet to arrive in continuation to this.

Bit 0 of Third byte is to indicate whether to consider present data packet as
normal or default data packet.

Bit 0 = 0 (Normal data)
Bit 0 = 1 (Default data)
Bit 1 to Bit 7 reserved for future use.

Default data means the data to be displayed on various display boards if no train
data is available.

Structure of remaining bytes is given in the Display Data Structure section.
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A.6.5.2 Response Packet from TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C1
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes
BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2: Status byte as given in Table 1.0.

A.6.6 Stop Command: This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $82
BLOCK-2

No Data Bytes
BLOCK-3

This is broadcasting command, so there will be no Response packet.

A.6.7 Start Command: This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $83

BLOCK-2 No Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

This is broadcasting command, so there will be no Response packet.

A.6.8 Set Configuration Command:

A.6.8.1 Set Configuration of TADDB/CGDB:

This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $84
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3
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BLOCK-2:
Different values for the two data bytes available in the data field and their
description is given in the following tables.

1st byte:

Data byte value Description

$00 100% Intensity

$01 75% Intensity

$02 50% Intensity

$03 25% Intensity

2nd byte: It gives the time out value of the data present on the TADDB/CGDB in
minutes. Data on TADDB/CGDB will be cleared after this particular time.

A.6.8.2 Response Packet from TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C4
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2: Status byte as given in Table 1.0.

A.6.8.3 Set Configuration Command for MDCH/PDCH:

Set configuration command originates from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $84
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

The values for configuration table are provided in the BLOCK-2 of command
packet.

All the ports, each port type i.e. either connected to a single system or CGDB’s in
multi drop, and all the system IDs connected through that port shall be formed in
the following structure.
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Port No – 1
Port Type
No. of System Ids
Id
Id

Id
..
..
Port No – 2
Port Type
No. of System Ids
Id
Id
Id
..
..

Port No – N
Port Type
No. of System Ids
Id
Id
Id
..
..

Port number ranges 1 – 16.
Port Type 0 = Connected to single system, 1 = Multi drop

All the TADDB systems connected to PDCH shall also be added in the
configuration table of MDCH in order to route the packets. Unused ports need not
be considered for configuration.

A.6.8.4 Response packet from MDCH/PDCH:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C4

BLOCK-2 N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2: Status byte as given in Table 1.0.
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A.6.9 Get Configuration Command:

A.6.9.1 Get configuration command for MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB

This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $85
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

A.6.9.2 Response packet from TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C5BLOCK-2
N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2:

First byte of data shall be $00 for successful execution of the command.

Second Byte:

Data byte value Description
$01 System configuration available

$02 System configuration with default values

$03 No configuration

Third Byte:

Data byte value Intensity level

$00 100% Intensity

$01 75% Intensity

$02 50% Intensity

$03 25% Intensity

Fourth Byte:

It gives the time out value of the data present on the TADDB/CGDB in minutes.
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A.6.9.3 Response Packet from MDCH/PDCH:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C5
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes
BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2: 

First byte of data shall be $00 for successful execution of the command

Second byte:

Data byte value Description

$01 System configuration available
$02 System configuration with default values

$03 No configuration

The remaining bytes are from port configuration table of MDCH/PDCH as given
below:

Port No – 1

Port Type

No. of System Ids
Id

Id

Id

..

..

Port No – 2

Port Type

No. of System Ids

Id

Id
Id

..

..

Port No – N

Port Type

No. of System Ids
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Id

Id

Id

..

..

A.6.10 Soft Reset Command:

This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $86
BLOCK-2

No Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

No Response packet from MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB. 

A.6.11 Clear Reset Status Command:

This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $87

BLOCK-2 No Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

Response packet from MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB: 

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C7
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2: Status byte as given in Table 1.0
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A.6.12 Previous Command Status:

This command will be originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $88
BLOCK-2

No Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

Response packet from MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C8
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2: 

1st byte is the Status byte, as given in Table1.0.

2nd byte indicates whether previous serial number status is available or not.
00 – Status available
FF- Not available

3rd byte gives previous command serial number.

4th byte gives previous function code.

A.6.13 Protocol Error Command:

This command will originate from MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $C9
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2:

1st byte is the Status byte (error code), as given in Table1.0.

2nd & 3rd bytes state the record length of received command with protocol error.

4th, 5th, 6th & 7th bytes indicate the source and destination bytes of the received
command with protocol error.
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8th  & 9th  bytes indicate the serial number and function code of the received
command with protocol error.

A.6.14 Diagnosis Command:

This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $8A
BLOCK-2

No Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

Response packet from MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $CA
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2:

1st byte is the Status byte, as given in Table 1.0.

2nd byte is the manufacturer ID.

The values of N data bytes should be produced at the time of RDSO approval,
because the hardware design may vary from manufacturer to manufacturer.

A.6.15 Optional Command:

This command will originate from CCU.

BLOCK-1
Function Code - $8B / $8C

BLOCK-2
N – Data Bytes

BLOCK-3
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Response packet from MDCH/PDCH/TADDB/CGDB:

BLOCK-1

Function Code - $CB
BLOCK-2

N – Data Bytes
BLOCK-3

BLOCK-2:

1st byte is the Status byte, as given in Table 1.0.

2nd byte is the manufacturer ID.

The values of N data bytes should be produced at the time of RDSO approval,
because the design may be vary from manufacturer to manufacturer.

A.7 DISPLAY DATA STRUCTURE:

The TADDB or CGDB is an arrangement of sheet of LED dots (shown in the
Figure-1). Along with the display data, some other attributes are also need to be
specified. The necessary details are described under. The position where data
need to be dumped is specified as a window .The dimension of the window is
defined in 4 words. The window specifies the left column, right column, top row
and bottom row as its dimension to which it is bounded. The row number starts
from the bottom row of the display and increases towards top row. The Column
number starts from leftmost and increase towards rightmost column. Pictorial

representation of window is given in Figure-2.

To manage variable length of the character data, only the address is stated and
the data is set aside in the specified address.

Byte
No.

Bit
Position

Parameter Possible range Remarks

1 – 2 b15 – b0
Window Left column
(2 bytes)

Varies with board
size

MSB first, LSB next

3 – 4 b15 – b0 Window Right column(2 bytes) Varies with boardsize MSB first, LSB next

5 – 6 b15 – b0
Window Top Row
(2 bytes)

Varies with board
size

MSB first, LSB next

7 – 8 b15 – b0
Window Bottom Row
(2 bytes)

Varies with board
size

MSB first, LSB next
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Byte
No.

Bit
Position

Parameter Possible range Remarks

b7 Reverse Video 0 or 1
0 = Normal
1 = Reverse video

b6 – b3 Not used –
9

b2 – b0 Speed $00 – $04

The dumping speed
of the Characters on
display board.
As per TABLE-1.2

b7 – b4 Not used
10

b3 – b0 Effect code $00 – $08 As per TABLE-1.3

b7 – b6 Not used

b5 – b3 Letter size $00 – $05 As per TABLE-1.4
11

b2 – b0 Gap $00 – $07
Space in between
character to
character

12 b7 – b0 Delay $00 – $FF

No. of seconds the
current message
shall remain on the
display.

13 b15 – b0
Address of Character
string

(MSB first, LSB next)Offset Address
where the character
codes aside. This
address is relative to
the starting address
of display data
structure. & the
starting address of
the display data
structure is zero

…

…

… b7 – b0 Termination byte $FF

… b7 – b0 Termination byte $FF
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A.7.1 Character String:

Byte
No

No of
bytes

Parameter
Possible
range

Remarks

1 2
Horizontal
offset

Varies with
board size

The row number from where
the character data shall dump.
$00 – The data shall display in
Horizontal centre of window.

3 2 Vertical offset
Varies with
board size

The column number from
where the character data shall
dump.
$00 – The data shall display in
Vertical centre of window.

… …
Character

string

Character codes shall be as

per Unicode standard

… … … … …

… … Termination $FF End of character string

As per Unicode standards, Unicode from $E000 TO $F8FF can be used by private
users.

While displaying train data information on display boards, there should be gap between
one display data field and the other i.e., for example “Train No” and “Train Name”
should have gap in between them. $E700 should be used as a gap code. The two bytes
following the gap code will give the number of columns on board to be left blank
between two display data fields.

$E800  should be used for graphics display. Four bytes following $E800 will give the
offset address of the graphic data relative to the starting address of the first display data
structure. In the graphic data, first two bytes will give the width of the graphic data in
terms of columns. The column data for at a glance board should be of 1 byte and for all
other remaining display boards it should be of 2 bytes in which MSB first and then LSB
next
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Window
left

Window
right

Window

top

Window

bottom

Selected display

area

(Window)

Figure 2

 

Display Mode:

1) Normal Video 2) Reverse Video

TABLE 1.2

Speed value Relevant Speed
$00 Lowest
$01 Low
$02 Medium
$03 High
$04 Highest

ABC ABC
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TABLE 1.3

Effect value Effect Name
$00 Reserved
$01 Curtain Left to Right

$02 Curtain Top to Bottom
$03 Curtain Bottom to Top
$04 Typing Left to Right
$05 Running Right to Left
$06 Running Top to Bottom
$07 Running Bottom to Top
$08 Flashing

TABLE 1.4

Available letter sizes for English language.

Size value Size
$00 7
$01 8
$02 10
$03 12
$04 14
$05 16

Note: Only 16 size font is available for Hindi & other regional languages. 

.
A.8 Communication Speeds:

Between CCU and MDCH - 57600 bps
Between MDCH and TADDB/CGDB/PDCH - 4800 bps
Between PDCH and TADDB/CGDB - 4800 bps
Data length - 8 bits
Stop bits - 1 bit
Parity - None

******
*** 
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UPGRADED AMENITIES AT MODEL STATIONS:

6.1. For the purpose of upgradation of amenities, some stations have been selected as Model
Stations, which include all A1, A &B category stations. Such stations would be provided with
the level of "Desirable Amenities" specified for the category (as given in Annexure - E).

9.2 Following aspects should also be kept in view while upgrading amenities at the stations:
(i) All toilets should be gradually converted to Pay & Use toilets as per guidelines issued
under Board's letter No. 05/TGIV/10/SAN/32/Pay& Use Policy Dt 7.6.06.
(ii) All the signage at the station should be standardised in terms of Railway Board's circular
No. 97/TGII/39/11 /signages dt. 11.3.99.
(iii) For location of signage, a plan should be made for each station.
(iv) All stalls should be made modular and reduced in size as per the Board's circular no.
99/TGIV/10/P/NID dt. 15.3.99
(v) Effort should be made to avoid cooking activites on the platform and instead beverage
vending machines and sale of pre cooked and packed food should be encouraged. Effort

should also be taken to reduce the number of trolleys to minimum.
(vi) Ban-merries should be provided at A&B class stations.
(vii) The number of trolleys and catering stalls under the platform shelter should be reduced
to a minimum.
(viii) There should be effort to reduce the stalls to the bare minimum.
(ix) In the circulating area, proper traffic movement flow plan should be made. Proper
landscaping in the circulating area should also be developed. Wherever circulation areas
are redesigned, altered, or whenever stations are congested, possibility of providing FOB
landings directly into circulating area should be examined as it decongests main platforms.
There should be proper segregation of incoming and outgoing passengers, wherever
considered necessary (Detailed guidelines have been issued under Board's letter No.

2005/LMB/02/267 Dt 7.12.05) .
(x) Automatic vending machines should be encouraged to replace existing vending stalls.
(xi) The enquiry and Booking Offices should be specially brightened up at all the stations.
(xii) The illumination at the stations should be improved.
(xiii) All unauthorized entry points into the stations irrespective of their class should be
closed excepting the specified exit and entry.

10. AMENITIES FOR PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED PASSENGERS:
10.1 As per extant instructions, Short term facilities, consisting of following 7 items are to be
provided at all stations:
(i) Provision of standard ramp with railing for barrier free entry.
(ii) Earmarking at least two parking lots for vehicles used by disabled persons.
(iii) Provision of a non-slippery walkway from parking lot to building
(iv) Provision of signage of appropriate visibility.

 

(v) Provision of at least one drinking water tap suitable for use by a disabled person.
(vi)Provision of at least one toilet on the ground floor.
(vii) "May I help You" booth.
(Detailed drawings/guidelines for the above were laid down in RDSO's report of Nov.
1998, circulated under Board's letter No. 96/LM(B)/2/404 Dt 30.12.1998)
Above facilities have already been provided at all Al &A category stations, and are now
being extended to all B category stations which is targeted by 2007. This has to be ensured,

followed by their progressive provision at other category stations.
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11. MAINTENANCE OF PASSENGER AMENITIES:
11. l it is important to maintain the amenities provided at all the stations in good working
order at all times. Maintenance staff shall carry out repairs needed to restore the amenity to
functional order, immediately after receipt of information from the Station Master/Station

Manager. Hygiene and cleanliness should be an important activity for day to day monitoring.
11.2 General Manager shall arrange to provide adequate imprest with Station masters of
stations where Railways maintenance staff are not headquartered, to enable them organise
expeditious repairs to small items of passenger amenities such as hand pumps/taps, water
trolleys, clock, light/fans, urinal/latrines and furniture at the station.

12.0 PASSENGER AMENITY BOOKLETS:
Additions/Modifications to the passenger amenities available at the stations should be
incorporated in the data base 8s Passenger Amenities Management System (PAMS) and
printed in the form of Passenger Amenity Booklets of each division at the end of the financial
year. The details of Passenger Amenities available at stations should be updated and sent

every year to Board in floppies/E-mail in the format already circulated as well in hard copies.
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Annexure A:- CATEGORIES OF STATIONS FOR PROVISION OF PASSENGER
AMENITIES

S.No. Category Criteria 

1. Al  Non-Suburban stations with an annual passenger earning of

more than Rs. 50 crore 

Annexure B:- MINIMUM ESSENTIAL AMENITIES AT A 1 CATEGORY OF
STATION
S.no Amenities A 1

1 Booking Facility  Present

2 Drinking water
Piped/Hand Pump 

Present

3 Waiting hall  Present

4 Seating arrangement  Present

5 Platform shelter Shady
trees 

Present

6 Urinals  Present

7 Latrines  Present

8 Platforms –High level-
Medium level-Rail level-

Present

9 Lighting Present

10 Fans Present

11 Foot over bridge Present*

12 Time Table Display Present

13 Clock Present

14 Water cooler Present

15 Public Address system/
Computer based

announcement 

Present

16 Parking-cum circulatory
area, with lights

Present

17 Electronic Train indicator
board.

Present**

18 Public phone booth Present

19 Signage (standardised) Present

* With cover.
** At station entrance/concourse, on Foot-over bridges(at landing locations) and on

platforms located appropriately to guide passengers at every stage.
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Annexure C:- NORMS FOR QUANTUM OF MINIMUM ESSENTIAL AMENITIES
S.no Amenities A 1

1 Booking Facility (No. of
counters)$ 

15

2 Drinking water
Piped/Hand Pump* 

12 taps on each PF 

3 Waiting hall@  150sqm

4 Seating arrangement ( No.
Of seats / PF) 

125

5 Platform shelter Shady
trees ( on each PF) 

500sqm

6 Urinals#  12

7 Latrines#  12

8 Platforms*** As in Annexure B

9 Lighting (Lux Level) 50

10 Fans** As given in Footnotes

11 Foot over bridge Minimum 1 FOB per station, as per
Annexure B 

12 Time Table Display As per extant instructions 

13 Clock To be decided by zonal railways. 
14 Water cooler 1 on each PF 

15 Public Address system/
Computer based
announcement 

As per extant instructions 

16 Parking-cum circulatory
area, with lights

As per extant instructions 

17 Electronic Train indicator
board.

As per extant instructions 

18 Public phone booth As per extant instructions 

19 Signage (standardised) As per extant instructions 

* At stations falling in water scarcity zones or, where water source dries up in
summer, drinking water facility should be ensured at every platform by means of
syntax tanks/CANS /Matkas/Piaos etc. as decided by GM of the Railways. At less
important stations, particularly those falling under category E 85 F, one water supply
source at a location convenient to passengers may be provided.
Drinking water facility would include all necessary units whether donated by private
parties or provided by the Railways themselves.
@ If the variation is marginally on the lower side (upto -5 sqm), then it can be taken
to be adequately provided.
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# 1. Number of latrines/urinals includes provision in waiting room/halls. l/3rd of the
toilet may be reserved for ladies. In case of 2 toilets existing, one each should be
earmarked for ladies 8s gents.

2.Number of latrines/urinals can be reduced in water scarcity areas by the Railway
with the approval of GM.

3. Includes pay and use toilets in terms of Board's letter No.
05/TGIV/ 10/SAN/32/Pay& Use Policy Dt 7.6.06.
$ The booking counters to operate round the clock except at stations where there is no
night working.
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Annexure D- NORMS FOR RECOMMENDED LEVEL OF AMENITIES

NORMS FOR RECOMMENDED LEVEL OF AMENITIES

Nmax = Average no. of passenger at any time during peak including the inward and outward
passenger (exlcuding mela traffic)
Ndb = Design figure for number of passenger for 'A'&B' stations to be calculated as Ndb =
0.3 (Nmax)
Nds = Design figure for number of passenger for 'C, 'D'&TC' stations to be calculated as Nds
= 0.45 (Nmax)

S.no Amenities Recommended scale for provision 
1 Booking Facility (No. of

counters) 

1 window per 800 tickets per shift
(shift with maximum number of tickets
sold should be taken)

2 Drinking water (No of taps)  No. of taps= Nmax/25. Taps should bedistributed so that every alternate coach
gets
benefit of a tap

3 Waiting hall  1.394 Ndb sqm

4 Seating arrangement ( No. Of seats)  0.4 Ndb

5 Platform shelter * ( on each PF)  0.28 Nmax

6 Urinals#  Ndb/200

7 Latrines#  Ndb/200

8 Platforms To be decided by the Zonal Railways

9 Lighting Norms indicated in Note below
10 Fans** As given below

11 Foot over bridge To be decided by the Zonal Railways

12 Time Table Display To be decided by the Zonal Railways

13 Clock To be decided by the Zonal Railways. 
14 Water cooler To be decided by the Zonal Railways

15 Public Address system/ Computer
based announcement 

To be decided by the Zonal Railways

16 Parking-cum circulatory
area, with lights

To be decided by the Zonal Railways

17 Electronic Train indicator board. To be decided by the Zonal Railways
18 Public phone booth To be decided by the Zonal Railways

19 Signage (standardised) To be decided by the Zonal Railways

* efforts should be to cover the entire PF.
** For covered platforms having width of 6-9 mts, one row of fans should be provided @one
fan in the centre of supporting columns. For covered platforms with more than 9mts width,
fans should be provided in 2 rows.
# l/3rd of urinals/latrines be reserved for ladies.
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Annexure E- OTHER AMENITIES
S.no Amenities A 1

1 Waiting room (with bathing facilities)
Upper Class 2nd class
Separate for ladies (combined upper and 2nd Class) 

Yes 

2 Cloak room  Yes 

3 Enquiry Counter  Yes 

4 NTES  Yes 

5 IVRS  Yes 

6 Public Address system
 /Computer based
announcement 

Yes 

7 Book stalls/other -stalls
of essential goods 

Yes 

8 Refreshment room  Yes 
9 Parking/ circulatory area

with lights *** 
Yes 

10 Washable apron with
 jet cleaning# 

Yes 

11 Electronic Train
indicator board 

Yes 

12 Public phone booth  Yes 

13 Touch Screen
Enquiry system 

Yes 

14 Water vending
machines 

Yes 

15 Water coolers  Yes 

16 Signage
(standardised) 

Yes 

17 Modular Catering
Stalls* 

Yes 

18 Automatic Vending
Machines 

Yes 

19 Pay & Use Toilets on platforms 8s circulating area.  Yes 

20 UTS Yes 

21 Computerisation of complaints  Yes 

22
Provision of cyber cafes  Yes 

23 Provision of ATMs (preferably with ticketing facility)  Yes 

24 Provision of at least one AC VIP Lounge  Yes 

25 Food Plaza  Yes 

26 Train coach indication system  Yes 

27 CCTV for announcement and
security purpose 

Yes 

28 Coin operated Ticket Vending
Machines 

Yes 

29 Pre-paid Taxi service  Yes 

30 Static mobile charging facility  Yes 

31 Facelift of station building including facade  Yes 
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 Numbered subscripts for A-1 category.
1: Upgradation to be taken up preferably under public-private
partnership schemes.
2: Should provide for minimum essential medicines.

3: Subject to availability of space
4: Subject to availability/clearance from local authorities.
5: Facelift including improvement of facade of station building, wherever
required, duly incorporating local and architectural features, along with
ornamental lighting in historical/heritage structures suitably. 
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Annexure XII - Relevant Extracts from

ENVIRONMENT (PROTECTION) ACT, 1986
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PREVENTION, CONTROL, AND ABATEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

7. Persons carrying on industry operation, etc., not to allow emission or discharge of

environmental pollutants in excess of the standards - No person carrying on any industry,
operation or process shall discharge or emit or permit to be discharged or emitted any environmental
pollutants in excess of such standards as may be prescribed.

8. Persons handling hazardous substances to comply with procedural safeguards
- No person shall handle or cause to be handled any hazardous substance except in accordance with
such procedure and after complying with such safeguards as may be prescribed.

9. Furnishing of information to authorities and agencies in certain cases - (1)
Where the discharge of any environmental pollutant in excess of the prescribed standards occurs or is
apprehended to occur due to any accident or other unforeseen act or event, the person responsible
for such discharge and the person in charge of the place at which such discharge occurs or is
apprehended to occur shall be bound to prevent or mitigate the environmental pollution caused as a

result of such discharge and shall also forthwith
(a) Intimate the fact of such occurrence or apprehension of such occurrence; and
(b) Be bound, if called upon, to render all assistance, to such authorities or agencies as may be
prescribed.
(2) On receipt of information with respect to the fact or apprehension on any occurrence of the nature
referred to in sub-section (1), whether through intimation under that sub-section or otherwise, the
authorities or agencies referred to in sub-section (1) shall, as early as practicable, cause such
remedial measures to be taken as necessary to prevent or mitigate the environmental pollution.
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Annexure XIII - Relevant Extracts from CFR 29


